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Summary
Component failures in process plants can trigger incidents or cause costly production
interruptions. Minimizing the failure count or their adverse effects potentially lead to
increased safety, reduced downtime and consequently higher production efficiency. This
work explores options for assessing and optimizing plant performability, i.e., the degree
of performance (e.g., productivity) while being dependable (safe, reliable, available).
Collaboration with a partner from the process industry assures that the economic interests
and pragmatic needs that arise in practise are addressed and offers an area to apply system
analysis and modeling methods research results.
Plant maintenance strategy and execution play a crucial role in avoiding failures. Preventive-periodic and condition-based strategies are well known, but not suited in all circumstances. In practice, maintenance still often relies on unplanned repairs or exchange of
previously failed components (a breakdown strategy). To improve maintenance strategy
allocation, a pragmatic, ”quick-and-sound” nine-step procedure for maintenance strategy
selection was developed. It integrates already available analysis methods (such as Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), jointly considers technical, organizational and economic
aspects, treats component as well as plant levels and provides decision aids in the form
of flow-charts and checklists. The procedure leads to a process-oriented maintenance
strategy choice—i.e., the plant structure and simple dynamic behavior are accounted
for—and to a targeted use of preventive schemes where appropriate. The transparent,
simple-to-use and systematic approach serves as a first attempt towards enhanced, costefficient maintenance with facilitated plant operation and maintenance work planning
as side effects. In addition, a concept for real-time, online plant fault monitoring was
developed, employing available fault detection techniques, extended by parameterizable
modular and distributed schemes for fault prognosis and diagnosis. Further experimental
research and development work will be necessary to realize working monitoring solutions
though. A laboratory test-bed was designed and installed for this purpose.
Two aspects were seen to complicate the determination of cost-efficient maintenance
migration and process plant performability improvement options. First, in practice the
economic impact of foreseen maintenance innovations is often hard to estimate prior to
introduction as well as to quantify thereafter (or only possible after long time delays), but
nevertheless is of decisive importance. Second, plant operation—involving control actions,
product changes and dynamic characteristics of the plant—strongly affects component
and plant dependability. Hence, performability improvement indeed constitutes a multiaspect, non-trivial optimization problem. To tackle it, available system analysis and
modeling methods—e.g., as used in safety analysis—could be employed. However, most
classical safety analysis methods are limited to static or scenario-oriented views, and
tend to stand isolated in determining individual dependability attributes. Therefore, an
approach to extend the capabilities of the classical analysis methods was taken, based
on: i) integration of isolated methods, ii) a move from safety to performability analysis
(which inherently leads to consideration of dynamics), iii) multi-formalism modeling and
iv) use of computers and the simulative solution approach for quantitative analysis.
Starting with discrete-event modeling formalism, new high-level, timed, generalized stochastic Petri nets (PNs) were developed for component and system functional state representation. It is shown how PNs can be modularly implemented using an available
stand-alone computer tool and be deployed for availability assessment by means of sim-
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ulation. Result accuracy is proved with model versions of analytically tractable systems.
Moreover, it is demonstrated how plant maintenance strategy, costs and resource scarcity
can be conveniently included with further extended PNs. This was not previously possible with formalisms as e.g., Markov chains, which are limited to memoryless probability
distributions and potentially suffer from combinatory state space explosion.
Discrete-event formalism is well suited to model distinct states and complex logic, but
not to represent continuous variables, e.g., tank levels or flow rates. Hence, PNs are
not sufficient alone to adequately represent process plants if continuous-type variables
are of importance. Therefore, a concept and implementation of hybrid (discrete-event
and continuous-time) dynamic performability assessment (HDPA) was developed. It
comprises modeling of component failure and repair characteristics, plant topology and
flow dynamics, control aspects and performance evaluation in holistic unified models.
Leverage of classical analysis methods is featured by appropriate transformation of Fault
Trees, enabling their inclusion in HDPA. To facilitate investigation of dynamic behavior,
the principles of System Dynamics (J. Forrester) were transferred in a novel approach to
problems of performability evaluation. Readily applicable, efficient computer tools for
hybrid modeling not suffering from narrow focus on special-purpose applications or from
proprietary inflexibility are still rare. Due to this lack, considerable effort was necessary to
work out and customize new models and libraries for HDPA. Using the general-purpose,
open Modelica modeling language specification and related tools proved most suitable in
this respect, since they support many of the modeling principles thought necessary for
handling of complex systems, e.g., object-orientation, scalability and multi-formalism.
Several new Modelica libraries—among them a Petri net, a System Dynamics and a fluid
flow library—were developed, which when combined allow implementation of HDPA and
support re-usability of modeling know-how. With a special focus on mass-flow in process
plants—and interruptions due to component failure—it is shown in analysis studies how
changes to the plant configuration (e.g., increasing intermediate storage tank capacity,
introducing more reliable or redundant components, relocating the bottle neck) affect
overall production output. The feasibility of the modeling concept is demonstrated in
particular for chemical plants with continuous, discontinuous and combined processes. It
is proved that the results of process plant analysis using traditional static methods can
be misleading and differ significantly from those yielded by the new dynamic ones.
Application of performability analysis and simulation can save money in a production company (not only of the process industry), avoiding potentially costly “trial-anderror” experiments with the real plant. In particular, it can help to quantify return-oninvestment of maintenance or monitoring innovations, generating results that support
informed, founded decision-making. The new performability models offer progress over
available static models and methods, help to better understand dynamic system failure and recovery behavior, assist in locating weaknesses and identify potential for costefficient improvements. Classical safety analysis (e.g., as carried out for a certain critical
chemical reaction in a plant segment) can be supplemented by HDPA in order to combine
safety considerations with economic and dynamic operational issues.

Kurzfassung
Komponentenausfälle in verfahrenstechnischen Anlagen können zu gefährlichen Anlagezuständen und teuren Produktionsunterbrüchen führen. Die Verminderung der Anzahl
der Ausfälle oder deren unerwünschter Auswirkungen ermöglichen erhöhte Sicherheit,
geringere Anlagestillstandszeiten und letztlich höhere Produktionseffizienz. Diese Arbeit
untersucht Wege zur Beurteilung und Optimierung der Anlageleistungsfähigkeit (”performability”), d.h. des Performanzgrades bei einer bestimmten Anlageverlässlichkeit
(”dependability”). Durch Zusammenarbeit mit einem Partner aus der Verfahrensindustrie wird der Praxisbezug sichergestellt und ein Anwendungsfeld für Forschungsresultate
aus dem Gebiete der Systemanalyse- und Modellierungsmethodik eröffnet.
Die Art der Anlageinstandhaltung (IH) spielt eine wichtige Rolle bei der Vermeidung
von Ausfällen. Die Praxis beschränkt sich heute noch oft auf rein ausfallbedingte Strategien mit zeitlich nicht planbaren Wiederherstellungsmassnahmen. Zur Verbesserung der
IH-Strategiewahl wurde daher eine neue, pragmatische Methode entwickelt. Sie führt
schrittweise—unterstützt durch Hilfsmittel wie Checklisten und Flussdiagramme—durch
den Entscheidungsprozess, integriert dabei bereits vorhandene Analysetechniken (z.B.
Failure Mode and Effects Analysis) und berücksichtigt technische, organisatorische wie
auch ökonomische Aspekte. Die Vorgehensweise ermöglicht prozess-orientierte Strategiewahl—indem nebst Komponenteneigenschaften auch die Anlagestruktur und dynamisches Verhalten miteinbezogen werden—und gezielte Zuordnung von präventiven Massnahmen genau dort wo es sinnvoll ist. Die Anwendung der Methode bringt Vorteile
durch ihre Transparenz, Systematik, und einfache Benutzbarkeit. Sie stellt einen ersten Versuch dar, die IH kosteneffizienter zu gestalten und gleichzeitig die technische
Prozessführung und IH-Planung zu vereinfachen. Ein Konzept zur automatisierten Anlagefehlerüberwachung ergänzt diesen Ansatz. Es basiert auf vorhandenen Fehlerdetektionstechniken und wird um parametrisierbare und verteilte Schemata zur Fehlerprognose
und -diagnose erweitert. Um funktionsfähige Überwachungslösungen zu realisieren, ist
allerdings weitergehende experimentelle Forschung und Entwicklung nötig; ein hierzu
dienendes Laborexperiment wurde entworfen und installiert.
Es hat sich gezeigt, dass zwei Aspekte die Festlegung von Massnahmen für kosteneffiziente
IH-Migration und Anlage-Leistungsfähigkeitssteigerung erschweren. Erstens lassen sich
in der Praxis die betriebswirtschaftlichen Folgen von vorgesehenen IH-Neuerungen oft nur
schwer voraussagen und nach deren Einführung schlecht von anderen Einflüssen isolieren
oder erst nach längerer Zeit quantifizieren. Zweitens beeinflusst die Art der Anlageführung (Regelung, Transienten) stark die Verlässlichkeit einzelner Komponenten wie auch
der gesamten Anlage. Leistungsfähigkeitssteigerung stellt daher ein facettenreiches und
nichttriviales Optimierungsproblem dar. Dessen Lösung kann durch Analyse- und Modellierungsmethoden unterstützt werden. Klassische (Sicherheits-)Analysemethoden weisen
jedoch oft Einschränkungen durch statische und szenario-orientierte Sichtweisen und Fokussierung auf einzelne Verlässlichkeitsattribute auf. Deshalb wird versucht, die klassischen Methoden zu erweitern durch: i) Integration isolierter Methoden, ii) Transfer von
reiner Sicherheitsanalytik zu Leistungsfähigkeitsermittlung (Dynamikberücksichtigung),
iii) Multi-Formalismus Modellierung und iv) Rechnereinsatz mit simulativer Auswertung.
Beginnend mit ereignisdiskretem Modellierungsformalismus wurden neue, zeitbehaftete,
stochastische Petrinetze (PN) zur funktionalen Komponenten- und Systemzustandsdarstellung entwickelt. Es wird aufgezeigt, wie sie mit Hilfe eines vorhandenen, eigenstän-
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digen Computerwerkzeugs modular implementiert und zur simulativen Verfügbarkeitsbestimmung eingesetzt werden können. Der Vergleich von Simulationsresultaten mit
Ergebnissen aus analytisch behandelbaren Modellen belegt die Genauigkeit und Eignung
des Ansatzes. Weiter ist dargelegt, wie sich IH-Strategien, Kosten und Betriebsmittelknappheit durch entsprechend erweiterte PN bequem abbilden lassen. Dies war bislang
mit Formalismen wie z.B. gewöhnlichen Markovketten nicht möglich, da sie es u.a. nicht
erlauben “gedächtnislose” Wahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungen einzubinden und zudem bei
grösseren Modellen unter dem Problem der Zustandsraumexplosion leiden.
Ereignisdiskreter Formalismus ist gut geeignet, um klar unterscheidbare Zustände oder
komplexe Logik darzustellen; kontinuierliche Variabeln (z.B. Tankfüllstände oder Flussraten) sind damit jedoch inheränt schwierig abzubilden. PN sind deshalb allein nicht in der
Lage, verfahrenstechnische Anlagen dann hinreichend nachzubilden, wenn auch zeitkontinuierliche Grössen von Bedeutung sind. Daher wurde ein Konzept für hybride (ereignisdiskret und zeitkontinuierlich) dynamische Leistungsfähigkeitsbewertung (HDPA) entwickelt. Es umfasst die Modellierung von Komponentenausfall- und Reparaturverhalten,
Anlagestruktur und Massenflussdynamik, Regelungsaspekten und Leistungsbewertung in
ganzheitlichen Modellen. Wirksame Einbindung klassischer Analysemethoden ist durch
eine bestimmte Art der Fehlerbaumtransformation ermöglicht. Um Dynamikbetrachtungen zu vereinfachen, wurden zudem auf neue Art und Weise die Prinzipien von “System
Dynamics” auf HDPA übertragen. Betreffend Computerwerkzeugen für hybride Modellierung besteht ein Mangel, insbesondere dann, wenn keine Einschränkungen durch enge
Fokussierung auf ein spezielles Anwendungsgebiet oder durch proprietäre Ausprägung in
Kauf genommen werden sollen. Erhebliche Anstrengungen waren daher nötig, um neue—
für HDPA passende—Modelle und Modellbiliotheken auszuarbeiten. Es zeigte sich, dass
hierfür die offene, allgemeine Modellierungsprache Modelica am besten geeignet ist, da sie
viele Modellierungsprinzipien zur Handhabung komplexer Systeme unterstützt, wie Objektorientierung, Skalierbarkeit und Multiformalismus. Als Ergebnis liegen neuentwickelte Modelica-Bibliotheken vor (u.a. eine PN-, eine “System Dynamics”- und eine Fluidströmungesbibliothek), die gemeinsam das HDPA-Konzept umsetzen und die Wiederverwendbarkeit von Modellierungswissen ermöglichen. Unter besonderer Berücksichtigung
des Materialflusses in verfahrenstechnischen Anlagen—und entsprechenden Unterbrüchen
aufgrund von Komponentenausfällen—wird in Fallstudien aufgezeigt, wie Änderungen
der Anlagekonfiguration (z.B. Vergrössern der Puffertanks, Einsetzen höherzuverlässiger und/oder redundanter Komponenten oder Verschieben der Engpässe) den Produktionsausstoss beeinflussen. Die Eignung des Modellierungskonzeptes wird dargelegt, insbesondere für die Behandlung von verfahrenstechnischen Anlagen mit kontinuierlichen,
diskontinuierlichen und gemischten Prozessen. Es wird bewiesen, dass der Einsatz klassischer statischer Analysemethoden bei vielen Anlagen zu irreführenden Resultaten führt,
die sich von denen aus den neuen dynamischen Ansätzen signifikant unterscheiden.
Durch die Anwendung von HDPA kann eine Produktionsfirma—nicht nur aus der Verfahrensindustrie—Geld einsparen, indem sich potentiell kostenintensive “Versuchs-undIrrtums”-Experimente mit realen Anlagen vermeiden lassen. Insbesondere dient die
Methode zur Quantifizierung der Rendite von Investitionen in IH- oder Überwachungsinnovationen und ermöglicht dadurch faktenbasierte und begründete Entscheidungsfindung.
Die neuen “Performability”-Modelle stellen einen Fortschritt gegenüber den klassischen
statischen Modellen und Methoden dar und helfen dabei, dynamisches Verhalten während
Systemausfällen besser zu verstehen. Klassische Sicherheitsanalytik (z.B. für eine bestimmte kritische chemische Reaktion ausgeführt) kann durch HDPA ergänzt werden, um
Sicherheitsbetrachtungen mit ökonomischen und operationellen Aspekten zu verbinden.
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BN
CT
CTMC
DAE
DE
DTMC
ET
ETA
EPNL
FMEA
FT
FTA
HAZOP
HDPA
ODE
OR
PDE
PN
RN
RNG
SD
SMC

Adapted flow element
Adapted level element
Bottle neck
Continuous-time
Continuous-time Markov chain
Differential algebraic equation
Discrete-event
Discrete-time Markov chain
Event Tree
Event Tree Analysis
Extended Petri net library
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis
Fault Tree
Fault Tree Analysis
Hazard and Operability Analysis
Hybrid Dynamic Performability Analysis
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and Motivation

The rationale of this work lies in a research project with a partner of process industry1 , operating facilities to produce lacquer. Unplanned production interruptions in such
process plants, caused by unexpectedly failing components, can trigger incidents, can
be costly and should be avoided. In practice, today’s applied maintenance still often
heavily relies on repair or exchange of precedingly failed components and should be reconsidered. Focus could preferably be on avoidance of failures by means of preventive
periodic and/or condition-based maintenance. Monitoring of plant variables—and of
selected critical components in particular—can both provide fault diagnosis (localize already happened failures) as well as fault prognosis (foresee arising component failures)
capabilities. For a company, reduction of unplanned downtime can lead to increased
production efficiency, facilitated operation and maintenance work planning, equalized
maintenance work load and higher profitability.

Fig. 1.1: Part of a production and storage
facility

Fig. 1.2: Centrifuge components as an
example of unit processes

In general, it can be said, technical systems tend to become more complex. In
process plants, mechanical, electrical, pneumatic, hydraulic, thermodynamic and chemical phenomena co-exist and are interdepent; flows of mass, energy, information and as
well money appear combined to form potentially large networks. The piping in a production facility (Fig. 1.1) can be regarded as a complex system, i.e., a system consisting
of a great number of interacting parts. Fig. 1.2 shows two centrifuges as representatives
of components which serve to carry out process steps in a production plant; such can
be complex entities themselves. Many different types of components are installed in an
industrial plant, making it difficult for humans to keep survey of it. At the same time,
information technology keeps taking on a more important role and process automation
is increasing. Nonetheless, human operators and planners are a dominant factor in all
1
Vantico S.A., headquartered in Basel, Switzerland (Vantico was created through the purchase of
the Performance Polymers Division of Ciba Specialty Chemicals, in 1999, by Morgan Grenfell Private
Equity).
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production undertakings. On the economic side, entrepreneurs can be confronted with
fierce competition in their respective markets, particularly when active in commodity segments. It is in their vital interest to optimize operations, constantly trying to come up
with ideas for cost-efficient innovations to create competitive advantage, while complying
with financial, environmental, safety and legislative rules.
To evaluate the performance of different production systems during all phases of their
life—reaching from engineering design over commissioning to dismantling—it is necessary
to have appropriate analysis methods and tools. Such shall, e.g., allow to compare
technical design alternatives, different operational procedures, maintenance strategies or
help with investment appraisal, both in a qualitative and quantitative manner. In this
context, goals of the project and the research work are as follows:
• Improve efficiency of safe production by means of cost-efficient innovations to plant
maintenance and monitoring.
• Enable assessment of maintenance schemes and suggest feasible maintenance strategies.
• Evaluate, develop and apply formalisms, methods and processes and use computer
tools for the analysis and optimization of complex technical systems in an interdisciplinary approach accounting for technical and economical aspects.
Before defining the research problem and outlining a respective solution approach, terms
of importance to this work are briefly discussed and a unified terminology shall be provided, since they are used with somewhat diverse manings in different application fields.

1.2

Basic Terminology and Definitions

The term system is addressed first; VDI (1992)2 gives the following definition.
Definition 1 A system is a distinguishable arrangement of components which are related to each other.
This definition implies that there is three important aspects of a system, namely, individual components, relations between the components and a boundary separating the
system from its surroundings. Since components are distinct entities themselves, they
can again constitute systems, and be composed of several smaller elements (systems can
be defined hierarchically, with sub- and super-systems). The terms system or component
can be used somewhat interchangeably, depending on the specific point of view, usually,
components stand for smaller entities. Elements or atomic elements stand for those items
which are not further divisible.
The second term is complex (and complexity). The linguistic origin is found in late
Latin, complexus (totality, past participle of complecti, to embrace, to comprise a multitude of objects), and from Latin com- + plectere (to braid). In everyday parlance,
something that is composed of many interacting components whose behavior or structure is difficult to understand, is frequently called complex. Therefore, the notion of
complexity can be seen as a concept or attribute of a system (see also the discussion in
Flood and Carson (1993)). Common usage of the term is rather informal and the word is
typically employed as a name for something counterintuitive, unpredictable, or just plain
hard to understand and can expresses a rather subjective view, feeling or impression.
2

When referring to this German norm, contents are freely translated to English.
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As Casti (1994) indicates, complex systems can produce surprising behavior, and distinguishes four associated properties, namely, predictability, connectedness, control and
degree of centralization, and decomposability and gives a characterization of simple and
complex systems using these properties.
Decomposability is an important aspect and has to do with splitting a system in subsystems or elements which are easier to understand. It is related to the principle of
reductionism used in science. Descartes is usually credited with first elucidating the
principle of analytic reduction where problems are divided into distinct parts and the
parts are examined separately. As mentioned, some types of systems do not lend themselves well to such decomposition, since they exhibit so-called emergent properties which
only appear on system level and cannot be deduced from the parts alone. Since the
1930’s, a general system theory was developed, which tries to cope with such behavior,
where the traditional methods of science have difficulties (Bertalanffy, 1968). Safety can
be seen as an emergent property of a system, which can only be characterized considering the system as a whole (Leveson (1995)). For usage in this text and in the context of
systems, the following definition of complex shall be given:
Definition 2 A complex system is one, which is hard to understand or explain, which
usually consists of a large number of individual parts with interactions not obvious and
which tends to create surprise with its behavior.
An interesting question is, if complexity of a (given) system can be reduced? In many
publications, sentences including the word reduction can be read when complexity comes
up. Here, clearly, the opinion is, that complexity cannot be reduced; it is an inherent
property. One might better say, complexity is mastered, handled or managed, e.g., by
employing appropriate modeling techniques and paradigms.
A distinction can be made between structural complexity and behavioral complexity.
Depending on the standpoint and the problems to be addressed, even a structurally
simple system, e.g., an inverted pendulum with three rods, can exhibit complex behavior,
i.e., behavior which is hard to predict3 , therefore leading to the notion of behavioral
complexity as unpredictability.
In computer science, complexity is usually measured by the computing time and the
storage space needed to process or store a certain problem. In Casti (1994), the length of
incompressible description is given as a means to measure complexity. Others measures
for complexity can be: The number of components, interactions, feedback loops, the
storage place to store the system description, the time to explain the system to an
outsider.
In Casti (1997), it is stated, that complex systems are not new, but only recently, tools
are available to study such systems in a controlled, repeatable and scientific manner.
Previously, the study of complex systems, such as an ecosystem, a national economy or
a road-traffic network, was simply too expensive, too time-consuming or too dangerous;
in sum, too impractical. Only certain aspects, taken out of their context were able to
be isolated and investigated in laboratory settings. Now, that computers are ubiquitous,
became powerful (and are still progressing according to Moore’s “law”) and are relatively
cheap, it seems possible to build, as Casti (1997) calls them, complete “silicon surrogates”
of the systems of interest. “would-be worlds” can be created, that can be manipulated
in ways that would be unthinkable for their real-world counterparts.
3
Hard to predict means here, it involves great difficulty to determine, what future state a system
will be in, knowing its current state and future inputs to the system, mainly due to limitations of
mathematical tractability.
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On a more philosophical level, a new problem can be spotted, which has to do with
a somewhat recursive character imposed by creating “computer worlds”. The virtual
coexistence itself becomes complex, to a degree, that it threatens to get out of hand.
Engineers use models for the design of tangible objects, thereby, the models are a step in
the process from the idea to the physical apparatus, e.g., a mechanical component, a car,
an airplane or even a large production facility. For many design, synthesis, optimization
and investigation tasks, models and algorithms of the virtual world take on a more
important role. If the models have flaws, their realized counterparts in reality will have
those faults built in inherently as well, with potentially dangerous consequences. It can be
said, that models create reality and become reality. Hence, as models themselves become
complex, obviously, adequate engineering practices are in need to assure the quality of
those models.
In order to arrive at a definition for the term model, the word experiment is considered
first; according to Cellier (1991): An experiment (E) is the process of extracting data from
a system (S) by exerting it through its inputs 4 . Cellier (1991) then gives the following
definition for a model (which goes back to Minsky (1965)): A model (M) for a system (S)
and an experiment (E) is anything to which E can be applied in order to answer questions
about S. This definition is suitable, having experiments and simulations in mind, yet it
can be seen as too constraining. Another definition for model is attributed to Zeigler
(1984): Modeling means the process of organizing knowledge about a given system. Of
course, many more definitions exist, here, a more general-type variant is chosen:
Definition 3 A model is a tangible or in-tangible abstraction of an existing system
(man-made or natural) or a system yet to be constructed, in the perception of the people
involved and for a certain purpose.
In Def. 3, the notion of abstraction is important, where only the relevant is presented and
whatever is not important, beneficial or necessary is neglected. The person(s) creating
the model impose a subjective trait, since the process of abstraction involves some degree
of freedom left to judgment. There is no such thing as the model of a system, always, the
perception of the person designing it plays a significant role. As well, there is no a-priori
right or wrong model, only within its pragmatic5 context and usage, a model can be
judged better or worse. Most achievable similarity between original and model is usually
not the goal, with the exception of creating copies. Models can be seen as pictures and
construction of reality, since it can be said that all man-made systems—in principle and
in fact—originated as visions, and then subsequently materialized via concrete ideas and
plans.
When producing a model, a notation (a system of symbols, consisting of a number of
signs), a syntax (rules for structures of signs) and a semantic (meaning of signs and structures of signs) is used, constituting a respective formalism6 . Different types of models
can be distinguished, a selection of keywords are: Tangible or abstract, linguistic, mental,
mathematical with different degrees of formality, dynamic or static, deterministic or nondeterministic, stochastic or non-stochastic, black-box7 , gray-box or white-box. Furthermore, there is simulation-models, computer-models, continuous-time (CT), discrete-event
(DE) and hybrid models. Dynamic models exhibit time-dependent behavior, where the
current state of the model depends on the trajectories of the past. In contrast, a static
4
This definition was derived from the following definition of a system: A system is a potential source
of data, believed to be originally given by Zeigler (1976).
5
For a certain purpose, a certain time-frame and in a specific situation.
6
The practice or the doctrine of strict adherence to prescribed or external forms (Webster’s).
7
Referring to the degree of transparency of the internals of the model; with a black-box as an
input/output representation.
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model is “memory-less” and time plays no role. The following definitions shall be given
for CT, DE and hybrid systems (as in Cellier (1991)):
Definition 4 Continuous-time (CT) models are characterized by the fact that, within
a finite time span, the state variables can change their values infinitely often.
Definition 5 Discrete-event (DE) models are characterized by the fact that, in a finite
time span, only a finite number of state changes may occur.
Definition 6 A hybrid model contains both CT and DE model parts.
Note, the question if a real system can be modeled as CT or DE, cannot be answered in
a straightforward manner. Cars on a freeway e.g., can both be looked at as individual
items or as continuous stream of cars by indication of a (flow) rate. The distinction is a
matter of abstraction, of the way the system is perceived, whether favoring a micro- or
macroscopic view. Note, in nature, most of what is commonly seen as DE phenomena,
is in fact not, since state changes cannot occur in a time-less fashion.
A model can be used for simulation, for which again, many definitions exist. E.g.,
with VDI (1992): A simulation is the execution of a dynamic process of a system with
the help of an executable model, to gain insight which can be transfered to reality; in a
broadened meaning, a simulation is the preparation, execution and evaluation of targeted
and focused experiments with a simulation-model. Or, in another definition: Simulation
is the targeted empirical investigation of the behavior of a system and its processes by
repeated execution-runs with systematic variation of one or more of the system- or process parameters. The following short definition was coined by Korn and Wait (1978) and
shall be used here.
Definition 7 A simulation is an experiment performed on a model.
If a system shall be investigated not only in a qualitative, but also in a quantitative
manner, some type or several types of (measurable) performance criteria must be defined.
Depending on the goal of the analysis, such criteria can be reliability or availability but
can also be some economic measure as sales revenue, profitability or return on investment.
The widely accepted mathematical definition for reliability (usually denoted by R) is:
Definition 8 Reliability R is the probability that the lifetime of a system exceeds a
predefined time assuming that the system was operational at time zero.
In Def. 8, mathematically, R is defined as probability and constitutes a time-dependent
function. Less formally, it can be denoted as a measure of the continuous delivery of
correct service or of the specified and required function of a system. According to the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (1990): Reliability is the ability of a
system or component to perform its required functions under stated conditions for a
specified period of time. A definition for availability A is given in Def. 9 (DIN, 1990).
Definition 9 Availability A is the probability that a system is operational at a certain
point in time.
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Availability, in an informal sense, can also be seen as the readiness for usage and a
measure of the delivery of correct service or functionality with respect to alternation of
correct and incorrect service (Laprie, 1985). Availability of Def. 9, is sometimes also
called the transient availability A8 , with a time-dependent value and to be distinguished from the steady-state availability A∞ 9 . The latter can be more meaningful
in the eyes of e.g., a chemical plant manager, who is concerned with the amount of product manufactured during a certain time interval, without being further interested in the
intermediate, more abstract mathematical meaning of the transient availability. Steadystate availability A∞ can be expressed as the ratio of a system’s up-time tup to its total
time ttotal at disposal for operation (Eq. 1.1 and Def. 10).

A∞ =

tup
ttotal

(1.1)

Definition 10 Steady-state availability A∞ is the ratio of the operational time to the
total time at disposal.
Haverkort and Niemegeers (1996) write, since the mid 1980’s, there has been an increased interest in the integrated modeling of performance and dependability aspects.
This so-called performability modeling was motivated by the notion, that in many modern technical systems, the operation can continue even in the presence of failures or of
scheduled maintenance. As examples, fault-tolerant, parallel and distributed computer
systems are mentioned. For the term dependability, there is no unified or generally
accepted definition. Avizienis et al. (2001) give a brief look into the dependability term’s
historical usage in the field of computing. Laprie (1985), indicates that viewing dependability as a concept for embodying reliability and availability has already been attempted
in the past, e.g., by Hosford (1960). But he takes a more general approach, not seeing
dependability solely as a measure, but also as a broader concept of its own. In 1985,
Laprie gave a definition, later refined in Laprie (1992) and Avizienis et al. (2001), which
is only slightly modified10 for usage here:
Definition 11 Dependability of a system is the quality of its delivered service such that
reliance can justifiably be placed on this service.
Dependability is understood as an aggregated concept, consisting of three parts, namely,
of the impairment or threats to dependability, of the measures or attributes of it, and
of the means by which dependability is attained (see Fig. 1.3). Depending on the reference used, different attributes are given for dependability, some include—in addition to
reliability, availability and safety—also, maintainability11 , confidentiality, integrity and
security. The last three mentioned are not depicted in Fig. 1.3, since they are rather domain specific to computing systems. To achieve dependable systems, Laprie (1985) calls
for a combined utilization of a set of methods that can be classified into fault-prevention,
fault-tolerance, fault-removal and fault-forecasting. Incidents potentially negatively affecting dependability are faults, errors and failures12 .
8
In the following, availability A shall denote “transient” availability (in German, “momentane
Verfügbarkeit”), without explicitly using a subscript.
9
Also called the “stationary” availability or in German “Dauerverfügbarkeit”
10
The modification is a generalization in the sense of not restricting the usage of dependability to
computer systems only.
11
Laprie (1985) says, maintainability can also be conceptionally deduced from reliability and availability.
12
See Laprie (1985) or Chapter 2.2 of this text for remarks on the fault, error and failure terms.
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Fig. 1.3: The dependability concept and its attributes

The term performability has been introduced in order to combine the metrics of performance and dependability, e.g., see Trivedi et al. (1994), Meyer (1980) and Haverkort
et al. (2001). The main idea for the combination is to allow comparisons of different
system configurations, when both the performance13 and the reliability are important.
An example are computer disk-subsystems, where higher reliability (achieved by disk
redundancy in order to survive media faults) usually causes performance degradation on
disk write-requests, as the same data must be stored in multiple locations (Kari, 1997).
The following informal definition14 for performability is used here:
Definition 12 Performability denotes a system’s ability to fulfill a service in a dependable manner with a certain quality.
The analysis of a system from the pure performance viewpoint tends to be optimistic,
since it ignores the presence of failure and repair behavior in the system. On the other
hand, pure dependability analysis tends to be too conservative, since performance considerations are not taken into account. Haverkort et al. (2001) state, that the performance
of a system in the presence of faults is often degradable and the quality of the delivered
service is reduced, even though the service still lives up to its specification, and therefore
essentially remains failure free. Hence, for many analysis purposes, it can be of value to
quantify in a probabilistic manner, what a system’s ability to perform is, requiring to
define what is meant by the performance part of performability. Cited from Haverkort
et al. (2001): Choices for the performance are virtually limitless, ranging from the type
of binary-valued performance (success or failure) considered in dependability evaluation,
to continuous-valued performances such as throughput rates or processing delays. The
quality aspect in Def. 12 is therefore expressed by performance measures, and can also
be termed as degree of user satisfaction or ability of a system to complete its mission.
In particular, for performance measures of production plants of the process industry, the
amount of product produced in a certain time-span, or, the achieved revenue or some
economic productivity ratio can be selected, thus revealing more about a system than
the pure dependability attributes.
13
The term perform denotes the ability to fulfill, to carry out, to do, to execute; and performance is
an alteration of the old French word of perfournir, which indicates to thoroughly complete and deliver
(Webster’s).
14
The mathematical particularities of the term are not of predominant importance in this work,
rather, its useful application.
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To summarize, performability is more comprehensive than dependability or its individual attributes. In today’s interconnected world, performability analysis seems to become
more important. High quality of service (e.g., performance and dependability) is demanded from (mission-)critical enterprise software applications as in the banking sector, with respective high requirements on the part of software, hardware and services
(telecommunication service providers). It has been said, a large international bank could
be bankrupt in a matter of only two or three days, if their information infrastructure was
unavailable. Likewise, production plants of the process industry tend to become more
complex in the physical domain while depending on automation systems and externally,
on information systems for contacts to suppliers and customers.

1.3
1.3.1

Problem Formulation
Objects of Investigation

As was outlined in Section 1.1, this work is concerned with analysis of complex technical systems in general, and with production plants of the process industry in particular.
Process plants of course do appear in many different types and sizes, with multitudes of
utilization purposes and with their own individual peculiarities. Characteristics of such
plants can include operation with multiple operating points, frequent transients (e.g.,
for product change in multi-product plants) and also interruptions to production due to
maintenance work, failing components or other difficulties with the process. Prevalently,
such plants are modified in rather short time intervals to keep up with technology
progress, market requirements with respect to product types and quality or with new
legislation. Production lines of the process industry may contain plant segments with
continuous as well as intermittent material (solid, liquid, gas state) flow. The intermittent way of running plant segments is also called batch operation, where material
flows from educt to product edge of the plant visiting dedicated vessels, in each subjected
to some transformation of physical or chemical nature for a certain time interval, before
being transferred to the next vessel and subsequent process. The degree of plant automation can vary greatly from one production line to another, or even within a single
line. Some lines are fully automated, while others are controlled by human operators. Automation systems range form simple mechanical to sophisticated computerized devices,
with distributed as well as centralized topology, often hierarchically structured.
The lacquer production facility of Vantico represents an example15 of such multi-product
process lines with both batch and continuous segments and with frequent product changes.
They obviously exhibit different behaviors compared to e.g., a nuclear or fossil fueled
power plant. The later operate in a more-or-less stationary manner for long time periods, potentially for many month or even years. Such differences in behavior must be
considered during analysis and different challenges for modeling arise. Differentiation between instances of process plants may be made by looking at various aspects, a selection
of important keywords are given in the following list:
• Physical topology of the plant including type of component arrangements (serial, parallel, networked, internal loops. . . ) and number and location of intermediate buffer tanks; plant parameters as throughput rates and resulting bottle-neck
(BN) locations.

15
The lacquer plants will serve as an object of investigation in this text and will be mentioned
repeatedly in the following chapters.
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• Component types and parameters, size, throughput capacity, age, technology
generation, working conditions.
• Plant operation (batch, continuous), degree of automation, local and supervisory
control peculiarities, monitoring, production schedule, capacity utilization.
• Component and plant failure behavior, type and intensity of component degradation over time, wear and failure mechanisms, repair demands, failure data collection and evaluation; logical component failure interaction, definition of system
failure, time aspects involved.
• Maintenance strategy and parameters, e.g., interval length of periodic actions,
time between major line revisions, organizational aspects of maintenance including
degree of centralization in a corporation, availability of labor resource, alarming
times. . . , sharing of responsibilities and competences between plant operation and
maintenance.
• Spare part inventories and management, spare supply delay times (ordering,
transport times. . . ).
• Organizational aspects of production and supporting services (hierarchical layers, job descriptions), business processes, work-flow (information flows with potential delays, policies. . . ).
• Financial aspects, costs of components, operational costs, revenues, downtime
costs, maintenance costs, investment appraisal methods and policies, depreciation
methods used, accounting procedures.
• Environment of the company, ecological aspects, partnering companies, suppliers,
customers, regulatory bodies. . .
Plant maintenance is a potentially significant cost factor, influenced to a great extent
by the choice of respective maintenance strategy and intensity, and of outstanding relevance to production efficiency and ultimately competitiveness. Costs often represent a
knock-out criterion when contemplating plant and production modifications. Technical
innovations may offer excellent solutions to certain problems, yet they will not have a
chance of being realized if the cost-benefit ratio is unfavorable. Furthermore, during
hard times in economic downturns or cyclic markets, even in companies with a innovative culture, it seems to be rather attractive to cut back on maintenance expense and on
expenditures for capital intensive infrastructure renewals. Projects with a longer-term
perspective, among other also in the domain of process fault monitoring, may be put
on hold, be delayed or not be carried out at all. Such course of action can arguably
give away significant strategic potential for creating competitive advantage. Key point
is, when taking about innovations in the technical domain, in practice, the cost-maxim
must be bore in mind.
To summarize, a production facility in the process industry usually is a complex, multifaceted system. Fig. 1.4 depicts several of the keywords discussed above, inside an
irregular form resembling a cloud. This, to express the often subliminally prevailing
notion of in-transparency or insecurity about the precise nature of behavior patterns of
such an entity, about its internal structure and the difficulty to formally describe it. Such
a system can be said to have the character of a grey-box16 , waiting to be pervaded by
appropriate methods to deliver clearer views and insight facilitating respective complexity
handling.

16
Hopefully not having the character of a black-box, or the company running the production site
would be involved in rather blind-sighted activities.
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Fig. 1.4: Production plant as a complex,
multi-faceted system

1.3.2

Fig. 1.5: Puzzle representation

Questions, Demands and Requirements

Analysis and optimization of plants, as discussed in the previous section, are indeed
non-trivial, multi-criteria problems. In the context, a variety of questions come to mind:
• How can qualitative and quantitative statements be made about plant performability? Which analysis methods and models shall be engaged?
• How can weaknesses in a system be localized and improvement potential be identified?
• How can the inherent complexity in many engineered systems and the multi-dimensional
character be handled?
• How can a model be created of the whole system depicting all relevant aspects—
with respect to the goals of the investigation—in the technical, economical and
other domains?
• How can respective models be efficiently and intuitively created, representing behavior from component to system level (holistic, systemic view)?
• How can analysis provide support in different phases of the life-cycle of the engineered system?
A selection of more specific questions are:
• If a change is made to different aspects of the production system, what is the
effect on its performability? E.g., what effect has the introduction of component
redundancy in a certain plant segment?
• What is the pay-back-time of innovations taken into consideration, e.g., when replacing a certain component in the plant by a more reliable variant?
• What is the cost-benefit ratio of applying a different plant maintenance strategy?
• What is the effect of a modified plant control scheme or increased automation on
productivity?
• What is the return on investment (ROI) of a process fault monitoring system?
• What are relevant DE and CT phenomena in the plant which ought to be represented when evaluating performability?
• Which dynamic plant behavior must be accounted for?
• How sensitive is a system to failures of its components and how can it be reduced?
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Answers to such questions are sought. Accordingly, there is a need for appropriate
assessment methods and decision aids, which can reliably and quantitatively approve or
disapprove suggested innovation proposals. Analysis—and in particular, modeling and
simulation of given, projected or hypothetically altered systems—may avoid potentially
costly trial-and-error approaches with the real plant. In order to accurately represent
relevant system behavior, adequate models with respective suitable modeling formalisms,
methods and tools are in need. Such are the scope of this work, involving:
• Analysis concepts, models, methods, processes and tools for quantifying and optimizing plant performability.
• Suggestion for formalism integration for the combined representation of different
production system aspects, definition and investigation of unified system models.
• Evaluation of new schemes for plant maintenance and monitoring aimed at reducing
maintenance costs and increasing plant performability.
• Modeling of plant failure behavior, including dynamic effects, non-linear aspects
and internal feedback loops.
The illustration of a cloud in Fig. 1.4 shall be replaced by the one in Fig. 1.5. The latter
uses the metaphor of a puzzle, in which the puzzle pieces only fit a single way. The
person trying to assemble the puzzle has to figure out how the pieces must be arranged.
In analogy, managing to look at a production system as a puzzle instead of as a cloud,
the interactions between the different technical, organizational and economical aspects
became more explicit and it is better understood. A white-box representation is aimed
at, with models formalizing system structure and behavior.

1.4

State-of-the-Art

For system analysis, a variety of methods exists in the field of reliability, safety and
risk engineering. Some have qualitative, semi-quantitative17 or quantitative traits and
are well known, widely used and are also approved for analyzing hazardous technical
systems. A selection of such methods are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

FTA (Fault Tree Analysis)
ETA (Event Tree Analysis)
FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) and its variants
HAZOP (Hazard and Operability Study)
Markov modeling
Monte-Carlo simulation

Some of the limitations of available classical system analysis methods are abstracted in
the following (see Chapter 3 for further discussion).
• Static representation: Often, classical methods—as FTA and ETA—represent
systems in a predominately static manner. Static analysis is usually not feasible
for investigation of plants with non-stationary behavior involving frequent transients, multiple operating points, advanced maintenance policies and combinations
of batch- and continuous operation.

17

Classification using numerical intervals.
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• Boolean representation: Logic tree models as fault trees (FTs) and event trees
(ETs) only provide a binary view, e.g., whether a component fails or not. No
intermediate degrees of malfunction or wear-out can be expressed; means to quantify
how close a system is to dangerous states or how a system fails, not just if it fails,
are out of scope.
• Sequence scenarios: Logic tree models can only model behavior as strictly sequential scenarios, expressing uni-directional cause-effect chains, no causal loops are
expressible.
• Limitation of analytic approaches for investigating complex systems: Established analytical techniques should in most cases be preferred over experimental, simulation-based methods since they offer a “closed, explicit” solution to the
problem. However, if the systems under investigation exhibit non-linear or highly
dynamic behavior, and if aspects of control, maintenance, resource scarcity and economics must be considered as well, analytical methods quickly become unsuitable.
• State-space explosion and limitation to memory-less probability distributions with Markov models: It is a well known fact that Markov-modeling
of large systems can lead to an explosion of the number of states in the model.
Stochastic Petri nets (PNs) are better suited for the study of dependability attributes of complex systems and have been used in variants since the 1970’s. However, most PN analysis methods engage analytical solution techniques based on
Markov-theory, with the requirement to use memory-less probability distributions.
Real world systems often do not exhibit such limited behavior only and this abstraction can severely diminish the value of respective model-based predictions.
• Isolated, distinct methods: Different available analysis methods have their particular strength and can be applied for certain specific distinct tasks, usually, they
are concerned with the determination of one single dependability attribute alone.
Often, the methods stand isolated and are difficult to integrate if aiming at unified holistic system treatment. One-sided and one-dimensional approaches pose
difficulty when trying to consider multiple relevant system aspects and their interactions.
• Focus on dependability attributes alone: In production systems, often, rather
abstract criteria as reliability, availability and safety are not sufficiently answering
questions about system performance, in particular, about economic measures.
• Danger of sub-optimality, partial lack of systemic view: In complex systems,
it is usually not enough to optimize individual components. Rather, the system as a
whole must be investigated, in order to avoid sub-optimal solutions. Such systemic
system view is hard to achieve with e.g., FMEA and HAZOP since they delve with
individual component level faults or process deviations which are hard to interrelate.
• Modern modeling paradigms are not adequately supported: Some of the
methods of classical system analysis have trouble handling large and complex systems, they do not scale well; especially if models are developed as graphical representations, they quickly become hard to survey. Further, reuse of models is not well
supported.
• The model represents only a “documentation”: The model, which is produced during the course of an analysis is looked at as the result of the analysis itself,
documenting (systematically acquired) knowledge about the system with respect to
some dependability attribute. The natural next step, of actually using the model
to generate new knowledge, e.g., by executing it, is often missing or inherently not
possible due to the respective model properties.

1.5 Solution Approach
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With respect to maintenance in the process industry, it seems, that current practice still heavily relies on corrective maintenance, with some preventive programs using
manual inspection techniques (see later, Chapter 2). Much theoretical work has been
done in the fault monitoring field, however, more sophisticated monitoring programs—
including automated real-time, online schemes—have obviously not widespread in process
industry yet. The practical usability of the latter still is often perceived as limited, and
cost concerns prevail. In addition, the maintenance strategy selection process is often not carried out in a systematic manner. Decisions about strategy are still commonly
made intuitively based on experience, with the decision process being rather informal
and systematic analysis techniques apparently not extensively used.
Generally, in the domain of modeling, the methods of Operations Research (OR) are
well established and have proved suitable for system analysis. Using them, well structured problems can be formulated as mathematical models with techniques of e.g., linear or non-linear programming, queuing theory and optimization (Hillier and Lieberman, 1995). Large and complex systems poses more of a challenge to these methods
though. An active research area are hybrid system descriptions. The German “DFGSchwerpunktprogramm KONDISK”18 can be given as an example of research on hybrid
systems, or, the EU project “RealSim”19 , which propagates combined modeling of different physical domains. Model execution using computer simulation becomes more and
more attractive, since computing power keeps augmenting with prices dropping. Good
modeling and simulation software is available and has been significantly improved recently20 . However, it must be stated that hybrid modeling theory and tools still much
remain in an early research and development phase.
Summarized, there is a lack of—and consequently need for—versatile modeling methodology and tools for system analysis—and in particular performability analysis—of complex
systems in an integrated, consistent and efficient manner. As was outlined, many available tools focus on only one aspect of interest, limit themselves to a predominately static
view of system representation or do not exceed the component level. More potent quantitative methods would allow to treat classes of systems currently not analyzable efficiently,
would yield more accurate results, would allow to make more founded decisions about
investments, e.g., relying on good estimates of their cost-benefit ratios.

1.5

Solution Approach

The limitations of classical analysis techniques and current maintenance practice are
addressed in this work and attempts for remedy are made as follows:
• Ideas and concepts for maintenance improvement: Current maintenance and
fault monitoring practice in the process industry are investigated by means of analyzing the lacquer production facilities; weaknesses are discovered and suggestions
for improvements are made. Intensified usage of systematic analysis techniques,
decision aids and plant modeling are proposed.

18
KONDISK is an abbreviation for “continuous-discrete”, more information (in German):
www.ifra.ing.tu-bs.de/kondisk/
19
Real-time simulation for design of multi-physics systems, www.ida.liu.se/p̃elab/realsim/.
20
An example is the Modelica modeling language specification, with respective tools, which will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.2.
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• Extension of classical system analysis techniques: The capabilities offered
by classical system analysis techniques are extended by focusing on how systems fail
considering dynamic aspects. Modeling concepts are defined, to integrate representation of technical, operational, maintenance, organizational and economic aspects,
which offer more flexibility, openness and scalability and are suited for performability analysis. An attempt is made to transform e.g, FTs in order to be able to
use them as DE simulation modules in the new models; this, in order to leverage
familiarity with classical methods.
• Discrete-event modeling and simulation: Timed, stochastic PNs are used
to create models which allow to determine performability measures by means of
simulation. Such formalism and solution method allow to include general probability
distributions, virtually any non-linearities and e.g., aspects of maintenance policies,
resource constraints and costs. A computer tool called “PACE” is employed to
implement and execute the PN models.
• Hybrid Dynamic Performability Analysis (HDPA) concept: In order to
overcome limitation to modeling of DE behavior only, a concept for dynamic, hybrid,
multi-domain and multi-formalism modeling and analysis is developed, for unified
treatment of aspects relevant to production plant productivity and maintenance
inside an integrated modeling framework. Fault behavior is represented, with special
attention to the dynamics of material flow in process plants, for which, a basic
notation and analytic treatment are introduced. Principles of System Dynamics
(Forrester, 1968) with ”stock and flow” modeling are transferred to the field of
performability assessment. Ramifications of plant modifications on productivity are
to be examined, changing e.g., plant topology, parameters, control and maintenance
strategies.
• Implementation of HDPA with computer tool support: In addition to the
conceptual side, implementation of HDPA is addressed, to deliver concrete, executable models to stand test for the feasibility of the concept. The object-oriented
modeling language specification Modelica and a respective computer tool21 are used
and several new Modelica libraries are created.

1.6

Structure of the Document

After this introduction, Chapter two gives an overview of maintenance in general and of
plant maintenance as currently applied in the process industry. Chapter three introduces
and discusses classical analysis techniques known to reliability, availability and safety
assessment. Chapter four lays out ideas for innovations to maintenance and monitoring.
Chapter five elaborates on PN usage for simulative investigation of system performability
before Chapter six formulates the concept for hybrid, dynamic multi-formalism modeling. Particularly, dynamics due to mass flow and storage in conjunction with mass-flow
interrupts due to component failures are investigated. Also, computer tool issues are
addressed and several new modeling libraries are introduced. Chapter seven discusses
the implementation of the hybrid concept to generate computer-executable models and
Chapter eight demonstrates the capabilities with a case study of a continuous plant.
Chapter nine finally gives a practical application example, analyzing an existing process
plant, before concluding with discussion of results achieved and an outlook to possible
future work.

21
Dymola (dynamic modeling laboratory), www.dynasim.se; for more information about other tools,
see www.modelica.org/tools.shtml.

Chapter 2

Maintenance in Industrial Practice
This chapter gives an overview of basic maintenance strategies and available fault monitoring techniques before discussing their current application in process industry.

2.1

Goals and Strategies of Plant Maintenance

According to VDI (1996)1 , main goal of maintenance in a production plant is to assure
a certain required level of technical availability, to optimize entrepreneurial productivity
and flexibility and the product’s quality itself; all maintenance actions shall comply with
defined strategic company goals and organizational schemes. In addition, the following
sub-goals can be formulated:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep and restore the functionality of installations, conserve fixed asset values.
Ensure and higher the utilization of production infrastructure and resources.
Avoid component failures and/or minimize outage costs.
Guarantee work safety and comply with legal and ecological regulations.
Minimize maintenance expenses.
Optimize maintenance capacity with respect to maintenance demands.

Fig. 2.1: Maintenance tasks

From these goals, maintenance tasks can be derived, VDI (1996) gives four, namely,
maintenance planning, control, analysis and action execution. Fig. 2.1 gives one possible representation of maintenance tasks. Maintenance planning consists of strategy
definition, budgeting, personnel capacity planning, material disposition, suggestion of
fixed asset renewals, work-shop and tool utilization, spare-part management and work
1

Contents translated to English.
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scheduling. Maintenance control involves work-order execution, cost control and feedback processing. Maintenance analysis investigates and localizes weak points and root
causes of faults and failures while action execution consists of services as cleaning and
lubrication, inspections and planned and unplanned2 repairs. Actions have the greatest
external visibility and constitute what is traditionally perceived as plant maintenance (refer also to DIN (1985)). Nevertheless, the first three tasks—having more of a background
character—are equally important for successful achievement of stated maintenance goals.
Larger companies usually share maintenance tasks between distributed local repair-shops
and a centralized specialist support centers. A newer tendency is to integrate production
and maintenance responsibilities, see e.g., Bloss (1995) for a more detailed discussion of
organizational aspects.
Again according to VDI (1996), maintenance strategy indicates, which maintenance
tasks are to be carried out on what equipment at which points in time. Established basic
maintenance strategies are schematically depicted in Fig. 2.2, differing in the type and
timing of actions carried out. With the breakdown strategy3 , equipment is operated
until failure, after which, repair is carried out. The periodic preventive variant aims
at avoiding failures by scheduling and executing maintenance work at predefined points
in time4 . The condition-based strategy involves repeated inspections to determine the
actual current state of equipment with subsequent overhaul or repair, if thought necessary
(involving a decision process). While the breakdown strategy cannot guarantee a certain
degree of availability, the condition-based alternative is better suited to reach predefined
requirements. Each strategy has its merits and respective choice is not a simple issue, a
variety of influences in the technical, operational, safety as well as economic domain have
to be considered5 .

Fig. 2.2: Basic maintenance strategies (“P” denoting production, “F” failure and “M”
maintenance)

Note, the three basic strategies of Fig. 2.2 usually appear in combined form when applied
in a particular plant. Common to all strategies is the fact, that component degradation—
with different forms of wear-out—is the reason of existence for maintenance. Fig. 2.3
illustrates schematically the timely development of the wear reserve of a component with
gradual wear-out6 . It can be seen how servicing can help slow down the wear-out process,
and how inspections may prevent failures, provided they are reasonably scheduled and
2
“Unplanned” in the sense of short times to react and a need to become active quickly, without
possibility of prior thorough preparation.
3
Alternatively called “corrective” strategy, or more colloquially “fire-fighting” strategy.
4
The criterion for defining such points in time can e.g., be calendar time intervals, count of operational hours or number of items produced.
5
See Appendix A.1 for a more detailed characterization of maintenance strategies, elaborating on
practical applicability issues, advantages and disadvantages.
6
Other components exhibit abrupt degradation trajectories or instantaneous ruptures without prior
evolutionary and detectable wear out.
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inspection results are well interpreted7 .

Fig. 2.3: Wear trajectories of a component with and without maintenance actions

In order to define a suitable maintenance strategy for a production plant, management is
confronted with a complex multi-criteria optimization problem. Overall total costs shall
be minimized, balancing efforts of maintenance—which incur costs, usually called direct
costs (Warnecke (1981))—with respective consequences of undesired component failures
potentially leading to production interruption (constituting indirect costs), see Fig. 2.4.
Cost quantification is indeed nontrivial, goal is to achieve cost transparency which in
practice in general leads to costs of its own, to acquire and to process raw data8 .

Fig. 2.4: Schematic of direct, indirect and total costs

7
A car tire can serve as an example; the driver can influence usage of the tire tread wear-reserve by
assuring proper tire pressure, adequate driving style and is able to easily determine current remaining
tread depth or detect cracks by visual inspection; based on this, the driver can decide when appropriate
time for mounting of new tires has come.
8
More information about the topic of maintenance, different forms of wear and use patterns, organizational and financial aspects may be found in Rötzlel (1991), Schulte (1988), Eichler (1990), Warnecke
(1981), Bloss (1995) and also on the web-page http://www.plant-maintenance.com/.
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2.2

Basics of Fault Monitoring

This section briefly abstracts fault monitoring methods; for more details, the reader may
refer to one of the many publications, a small selection of books are Himmelblau (1978),
Patton et al. (1989), Pouliezos and Stavrakakis (1994) and Gertler (1998). Definitions
for the terms fault and failure are:
Definition 13 A fault is a deviation form normal behavior in a plant, which can lead
to a failure.
Definition 14 A failure is the inability of a system to perform a specified function or
to deliver a specified service.
For both fault and failure, respective specification of what is normal behavior is of great
importance and must always consider designated function or service. If e.g., the specified
function of a pump is to elevate a fluid over a height of ten meters at a certain volumetric
rate, it is in failed state as soon as it ceases to fulfill this functional requirement, which
may be the case if it does not work at all or delivers too little fluid. Specifications may
vary over time themselves, e.g., the demanded volumetric flow rate could be low at times
and then be high with peak demands in an irregular fashion; it could even become zero
if no fluid transport is desired temporarily.
Fault monitoring deals with methods to produce an early diagnosis of faults, whilst they
are incipient and there is enough time to react appropriately in order to avoid further
escalation. Reactions are not limited to maintenance only, control system reconfiguration
or more graceful operation are other options. Fault monitoring stages are:
1. Fault detection: Recognition of the presence of faults in a system9 .
2. Fault isolation: Determination of the exact location of the fault (the component
which is faulty); following fault detection.
3. Fault identification: Determination of the magnitude and time-variant behavior
of a fault; following fault isolation.
The isolation and identification tasks together are referred to as fault diagnosis, while
monitoring denotes a continuous, usually real-time task of determining the conditions
of a physical system by recording and processing information and recognizing and indicating anomalies of the behavior. A distinction can be made between failure prognosis,
which aims at detecting faults in order to avoid failures, and failure diagnosis, i.e., the
determination of the location of a failure after it has already occurred in order to speed
up failure recovery or to help in determining the root causes of the failure. A structure
of a fault monitoring system is shown in Fig. 2.5, indicating the main steps of data acquisition and pre-processing, followed by fault detection and diagnosis using appropriate
methods before finally addressing recovery options.
As mentioned, an inherent problem is to define what normal behavior is; it can be a rather
simple task if processes are to be monitored by recording only a single variable, as e.g.,
the pressure in a vessel which is not allowed to rise above a certain level. The situation
is more complex though, if the boundary between normal and faulty behavior is vague,
not clearly definable, time-varying or the result of a combination of different process
9

In some of the literature, fault detection is used as synonym to fault monitoring though.
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Fig. 2.5: Possible structure of a fault monitoring system

variables. Also complicating the issue are cases where the the process is not abundantly
equipped with sensors or if some of the faults to detect do not have direct correlation
with single sensor readings. Criteria indicating the suitability and performance of a fault
detection system are:

•
•
•
•

Time delay between fault occurrence and fault detection
Fault sensitivity
Ratio of correct detection to false alarms
Robustness to noise (e.g., measurement noise), disturbances (e.g., load changes) and
modeling errors
• Adaptability (e.g., if the plant is modified) and maintainability of the monitoring
scheme
• Cost-effectiveness

Gertler (1998) classifies fault detection methods into two major groups, those which
do not utilize a mathematical model of the plant (model-free methods) and those
which do ((dynamic) model-based methods). Model-free methods are also denoted
as signal-based schemes. The respective methods are not mutually exclusive and can
be combined. Usually, some form of residual is calculated, serving as a symptom for
faults, which then can be further processed. Some of the well-known methods are briefly
described in Appendix A.2.
Monitoring and supervision can be seen as a special discipline of process automation and
many methods developed stem from control theory. As a general impression, it shall be
stated here, that the theory of fault monitoring is well understood, sophisticated and
established, yet often limited to simple or idealized processes, predominately on the component level. This is partly due to the limitations of linear theory, which is used for most
of the basic monitoring methods. It seems that current modeling methods do not allow
to grasp more complicated, complex and large industrial systems—running at different
operating points and showing real-life non-linearities—in an integrated fashion. There is
yet a lot of interesting work to be done in order to be able to describe complex dynamic
systems with formal models for the purpose of plant monitoring. At the time, attempts to
further use nonlinear methods are ongoing and so-called ”black-box” model approaches,
e.g., with Artificial Neural Networks are popular and successful as well. Installation of
fault monitoring schemes demands for specialized know-how in an interdisciplinary approach and usually requires customizing engineering work (no off-the-shelf equipment),
which can obviously be costly and needs to be evaluated carefully.
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2.3

Maintenance in the Process Industry

In the following, current practice of industrial maintenance is described and improvement
potential is pointed out10 , see also Fabricius et al. (2001). Not long ago, maintenance
used to rely heavily on corrective action. In recent years, process industry has intensified
efforts favoring preventive maintenance techniques aimed at avoiding potentially costly
production interruptions. A production site of Vantico in the U.S.A. has managed to decrease direct cost of breakdown maintenance from 40% to 7% of total annual maintenance
expense between 1995 and 1999. Direct cost of preventive maintenance has augmented
accordingly in the same time period while overall absolute expense for maintenance decreased by 14%. Among other, preventive programs have been successfully implemented
in the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Vibration monitoring
Lubrication sample collection and analysis
Ultrasonic steam-leakage detection
Non-destructive vessel and pipe thickness measuring
Thermography with infrared cameras

All of the above are carried out in an off-line manner, where personnel is manually
collecting sensor readings or samples on routes throughout the plant, scheduled at
regular intervals or if special need arises. Fig. 2.6 shows a vibration measurement with a
mobile vibration analyzer (intensity levels, frequency spectra). The sensor, in this case,
is attached by magnetic force to a pre-determined position on the electric motor of a
fan. The results can be transferred from the mobile device to a desktop PC for further
analysis and reporting.

Fig. 2.6: Vibration measurement with a mobile device

The combination of several inspection techniques has proved successful. Experience shows, often, results of lubrication analysis yield first signs of component degradation; further investigations can then be scheduled gradually and dynamically to
determine the degree of wear and the urgency to take responsive measures. Generally,
improvements to maintenance and the plant itself are sought in an ongoing process,
on a day-to-day basis. Problems arising, e.g., components repeatedly failing, are investigated to determine the root causes. In such a way, existing systematic weaknesses can
be eliminated over time and the type of maintenance action that only fights symptoms
is minimized.
10
Through collaboration with Vantico, we have gained insight into established maintenance programs
and have reason to believe that the situation is rather similar in other companies.
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Computerized Maintenance Management (CMM) systems handle maintenance
work orders and allow to track component history. Statistical evaluation of available
data supports detecting and eliminating weak spots as well. Recently, so-called Process
Information systems (PI) have been deployed. They allow for convenient desktop access to both live and historic plant measurement data and are currently predominately
put to work for the purpose of process optimization (in the sense of product quality or
safety). But the respective accessibility to data opens new opportunities in the domain
of fault monitoring as well; efforts to try to exploit such data could pay off. One example
is to investigate recordings of process trajectories of failure incidents to facilitate
determination of root failure causes or unveil the existence of consequential damages and
component failure interdependencies. Another prospect is to create computer models
of the plant and have them simulated in real-time, with discrepancies of model and real
plant trajectories taken as symptoms of faults. Faults detected and identified in such a
manner can help scheduling appropriate action, carrying out preventive maintenance or
changing operating procedures before the production is actually interrupted.
As was mentioned in Chapter 1.3.1, operation of a process plant can differ significantly
from, e.g., a large power plant. The later is usually run steady-state at an operating
point, a process plant on the other hand can have frequent start-up and shutdown
sequences for product changes and varying process parameters (temperatures, pressures, viscosity. . . ) or operate in a batch manner. This can signify greater stress and
more abusive conditions for installed components. A production line in the process industry (see schematic in Fig. 2.7) can be considered in an abstract manner to consists of
processes “P” (changing physical or chemical properties), containers “S” (storage tanks)
and equipment for transport (conveyor belts, pumps etc.). The line can be naturally
segmented into sections with boundaries at the location of respective storage elements;
which fullfil a buffering function decoupling inflow to the tank from its outflow. Every
line has a bottle neck (BN) located at the component with the smallest throughput capacity11 . The BN capacity determines the maximum nominal throughput of the whole
line. In the example of Fig. 2.8, the BN is in the middle section number two.

Fig. 2.7: Simplified plant structure, with segmentation

Fig. 2.8: Throughput capacities
11

BN location intentionally planned or a result of historical development.
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Quite obvious, it can make a great difference—from an operational point of view—
whether a component fails in section one, three or in the BN section. Apriory and
by definition of the BN (see later, Def. 20), all interrupts to mass flow in the BN section can never be caught up again. If the interrupts happen in other sections than the
BN, under certain conditions12 , it might be possible to lessen the effect of component
failures on the productivity of the whole line. Therefore, it is stated, aspects of plant
structure, operation and dynamic behavior all should influence choice of appropriate
maintenance strategy. The above example is of course only a simple serial arrangement
of line segments, the situation is more complicated when the line has a topology with
parallelism, feedback-loops or network structures13 . In such cases, even more careful
analysis is necessary to optimize maintenance procedures. Currently, plant maintenance
strategy definition relies to a great extent on experience and expert judgment only supported with few decision aids documented in company specific manuals. Systematize
maintenance strategy choice and accounting for plant dynamics more explicitely could
prove fruitful and will be discussed later in this text.
As described, in process industry, preventive maintenance is increasingly favored over
breakdown strategies and condition-based maintenance using off-line inspection methods
are augmenting. On the other hand, online, real-time monitoring techniques are
still rare and have not extensively spread so far. There seems to be a gap between promising research ideas in the field of process monitoring and their practical application. Here,
an attempt is made to give reasons for seemingly slow industrial adoption of available
monitoring methodology. In some cases, it is argumented, that the initial investments
to get a monitoring solution up and running are too high. The benefit is said to be
unproven, the perceived risk of a respective investment therefore seen as too high and
the return on investment too little or too far out in the future. Moreover, the monitoring
technology is seen as rather new and unproven with engineering developments necessary
for engagement too complicated and thus in-house expertise and know-how not sufficient.
Another aspect of concern is maintaining the monitoring system, especially in light of
frequent transients in the plant, product changes and modifications, not to mention the
fast pace at which new technology may render current solutions obsolete. Besides, safety
is an issue, reluctance of plant operators to experiments with the running plant for testing
monitoring schemes is understandable.
However, at the same time, a notion of suspicion that the potential for competitive
advantage by proliferating modern control and monitoring schemes is underestimated,
might be justified. Cost-efficiency and proven or at least foreseeable benefit (within a
reasonably short time frame) are prerequisite to the introduction of modern monitoring
solutions. Hence, apart from the technical peculiarities and features of available monitoring solutions, there is a clear need for methods, processes and know-how about the
deployment of monitoring programs including analysis methods to reliably quantify cost
and benefit in an early project phase. Appropriate monitoring solutions sould account
for plant characteristics and individual component behavior and next to technical and
economical feasibility, also, organizational, personnel and qualification issues should be
included in considerations.

12
Depending on the size of the buffer tanks, the tank level control strategy applied, in general: On
the dynamic behavior.
13
Usually though, in a production plant, the main product flow can be abstracted as a straight and
direct flow from educt to product edge.

Chapter 3

Classical System Analysis Techniques
In this chapter, some of the established techniques of system analysis for reliability,
availability, safety and risk evaluation are discussed1 and their respective advantages and
limitations worked out. For purpose of comparision with performability analysis methods
in later Chapters, several basic system structures are quantitatively analyzed exemplarily
with respect to availability and reliability.

3.1

Markov Chains

Markov chains are widely used in operations research, applied to problems of logistics,
inventory management and queuing. They have also proved useful in reliability engineering including maintenance modeling, and therefore, they are first elaborated on. For a
self-contained introduction to the foundation of Markov processes and Markov chains, it
shall be referred to Appendix B.1.

3.1.1

Continuous-Time Markov Chains for Reliability and Availability Analysis

Usage of CTMC (continuous time Markov chains) for reliability and availability evaluation shall be demonstrated in this subsection with several example system structures,
which will be repeatedly reused later in the text, serving as basic building blocks for
larger and more complex systems. Both renewable and non-renewable2 representatives
of series, parallel and n-out-of-m systems are investigated, in particular, six different
configurations (A to F):
• Series arrangement of two components
– A: non-renewable (”2series,nr”)
– B: renewable (”2series,r”)
• Parallel arrangement of two components
– C: non-renewable (”2parallel,nr”)
– D: renewalbe (”2parallel,r”)
• 2-out-of-3 system
– E: non-renewable (”2o3,nr”)
– F: renewable (”2o3,r”)
For the non-renewable systems, goal is to determine reliability and mean time to first
failure (MTTFF), while for the renewable variants, steady-state availability is sought.
1
See e.g., Madjar and von Rohr (1995) for an overview of established analysis methods particular
to process industry and Mock (1995) for issues of data treatment.
2
Non-renewable systems are assumed to not be able to recover from a system failure while renewables
are capable of regaining functionality once respective repairs on failed components—that had lead to
system failure—have been carried out.
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A: Non-Renewable 2-Series System
In a 2-series system (schematic representation as reliability block diagram in Fig. 3.1),
the system looses functionality if one of its two components fails.

Fig. 3.1: Reliability block diagram of the 2-series system

Fig. 3.3: Reduced state diagram, 2series,nr
system
Fig. 3.2: State diagram, 2series,nr system

The 2series,nr system can be modeled as a CTMC as depicted in the state diagram3
of Fig. 3.2. Capital letters “A” and “B” indicate functional states of the components
”1” and ”2” (Fig. 3.1) and small letters “a” and “b” denote non-functional states. Four
different systems states exist, “AB” (both components functional), “aB” and “Ab” (one
component failed) and “ab” (both components failed); the system is only functional if
it is in state “AB”. λ and µ are the component failure and repair rates and the two
components are assumed to have identical failure and repair characteristics (λ1 = λ2
and µ1 = µ2 ). In such a case, the state diagram of Fig. 3.2 can be reduced to a more
compact representation given in Fig. 3.3, where “0” denotes both components to be
functional (system is functional), “1” one of the two components had failed and “2” both
components are in non-working order. As can be seen in the diagrams, there is no path
back to system functional state once it had failed, i.e., no transition rate exists from
system state “1” to “0”.
The probabilities, that the system is in state “0”, “1” or “2” at a certain point in time
t can be denoted by P0 (t), P1 (t) and P2 (t) and a set of ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) can be formulated for their timely evolution:

dP0
(t)
dt
dP1
(t)
dt
dP2
(t)
dt

=

−2λP0 (t)

(3.1)

=

2λP0 (t) − λP1 (t) + 2µP2 (t)

(3.2)

=

λP1 (t) − 2λP2 (t) .

(3.3)

As mentioned, of interest is the reliability R2series,nr (t), which is equal to the probability
of being in state “0” (Eq. 3.4, the reliability R(t) is identical to availability A(t) for the
case of non-renewable systems).
3

Also called state-transition, transition or Markov diagram.
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R2series,nr (t) ≡ A2series,nr = P0 (t)

(3.4)

An important measure for non-renewable systems is MTTFF, which can be determined
by integration according to Eq. 3.5, with the system initially in functional state, i.e.,
P0 (0) = 1, P1 (0) = 0 and P2 (0) = 0.

∞

Z

R2series,nr (t)dt

M T T F F2series,nr =

(3.5)

0

MTTFF can be determined analytically and—as can be expected for the 2series,nr
system—depends only on the component failure rate λ (Eq. 3.6). Inserting λ = 1/49 [1/d],
the numerical result is M T T F F2series,nr = 24.5[d].

M T T F F2series,nr =

1
2λ

(3.6)

B: Renewable 2-Series System
For the 2series,r system, its steady-state availability A∞,2series,r shall be calculated
analytically. The state diagram and the equations for the state probabilities are only
slightly different from the non-renewable system, an additional transition rate µ from
state ”1” to “0” exists, realizing a path back to working condition after system failure
(see Fig. 3.4, Eq. 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9).

Fig. 3.4: State diagram of the 2series,r system

dP0
(t)
dt
dP1
(t)
dt
dP2
(t)
dt

=

−2λP0 (t) + µP1 (t)

(3.7)

=

2λP0 (t) − (µ + λ)P1 (t) + 2µP2 (t)

(3.8)

=

λP1 (t) − 2λP2 (t)

(3.9)

Steady-state availability can be determined as asymptotic probability of being in state
“0” for t → ∞ (Eq. 3.10). Solving the set of algebraic linear equations dP0 (∞)/dt =
dP1 (∞)/dt = dP2 (∞)/dt = 0, the expression in Eq. 3.11 can be derived, with numerical
result (for λ = 1/49 [1/d] and µ = 1 [1/d]) of A∞,2series,r = 0.9604.

A∞,2series,r = P0 (t → ∞)

(3.10)
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A∞,2series,r (∞) =

µ2

µ2
+ 2µλ + λ2

(3.11)

Note, the probability of being in state “0” after a long time, i.e., after a large number of
transitions have occurred, is independent of the initial state at t = 0. This does not imply
that the process settles down into one state though, on the contrary, the process continues to make transitions. The steady-state values for being in a certain state represent
the systems statistical equilibrium (stationary state probability distribution)4 . It shall
be mentioned as well, for such rather simple serial arrangements of components, basic
reliability theory offers a simple alternative to determine steady-state availability. Series
system availability is the product of individual component availabilities pi , according to
Eq. 3.12. For r-2series,r system, it is p1 = p2 = 0.98 (pi = 49/(49 + 1)) and the product
p1 · p2 is identical to the result of Eq. ??.

A∞,series =

Y

pi

(3.12)

i

C: Non-renewable 2-Parallel System
A similar treatment shall be made for the 2-parallel system (see Fig. 3.5), composed of
two components—again assumed to have identical failure and repair characteristics—
where both components must fail in order for the system to fail. The Markov diagram of
the 2parallel,nr system is shown in Fig. 3.6, it has one absorbing state “2”, i.e., the nonrenewable system will eventually end up in state “2”. The discrete states of the CTMC
again have the same meaning as in the 2-series system; here, the 2parallel,nr system is
functional if it is in states “0” or “1”.

Fig. 3.6: State diagram, nr-2-parallel system
Fig. 3.5: 2-parallel system

Analytically solving the respective ODEs for state probabilities again yields explicit expressions for their timely evolution. System reliability R2parallel,nr (t) can be determined as sum of two state probabilities (Eq. 3.13), see Fig. 3.7 (for initial conditions
P0 (0) = 1, P1 (0) = 0 and P2 (0) = 0). M T T F F is again obtained by integration; for
λ = 1/9 [1/d] and µ = 1 [1/d], the numerical value is M T T F F2parallel,nr = 54.0[d].

R2parallel,nr (t) = P0 (t) + P1 (t)

(3.13)

4
Not all classes of Markov chains have such stationary state probability distributions, however, it
can be shown that for so-called ergodic Markov chains, the asymptotic, limiting distribution exists for
large numbers of transitions, see, e.g., Kijima (1997).
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Fig. 3.7: Reliability R2parallel,nr (t)

D: Renewable 2-Parallel System
Steady-state availability of the 2parallel,r system is calculated analogously to the series
system, yielding

A∞,2parallel,r =

µ(µ + 2λ)
.
µ2 + 2µλ + λ2

(3.14)

With inserted numerical values for λ and µ (identical to the 2parallel,r system):

A∞,2parallel,rn = 0.99 .

(3.15)

Likewise—applying basic reliability theory for parallel structures—the steady-state system availability can be calculated using Eq. 3.16, if individual component non-availabilities
qi are known.

A∞,parallel =

Y

qi

(3.16)

i

E: Non-Renewable 2-out-of-3 Structure
So-called m-out-of-n systems are well known structures in reliability theory, in which,
of a total of n components, at the minimum m must be functional for the system to
work. By definition, all m components have the same failure and repair behavior. In this
subsection, a 2-out-of-3 system (Fig. 3.8) shall be investigated. The state diagram of the
2o3,nr system is depicted in Fig. 3.9, to be interpreted in the following way: In state
“0”, all three components are functional, in state “1”, one of the three components is
not working and in state “2”, two components are non-functional, i.e., the system is not
functional anymore5 . ODEs for the state probabilities are formulated and analytically
solved.
5
The state with all three components failed has been omitted in Fig. 3.9, since it is of no relevance
for determination of system reliability.
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With

R2o3,nr (t) = P0 (t) + P1 (t) ,

(3.17)

and λ = 1/9 [1/d] and µ = 1 [1/d], the numerical result is M T T F F2o3,nr = 21.0.

Fig. 3.9: State diagram of the 2o3,nr system

Fig. 3.8: 2-out-of-3 system

F: Renewable 2-out-of-3 Structure
Both a detailed and a reduced state diagram are shown in Fig. 3.10 and 3.11 for the
renewable 2-out-of-3 system. The analytically obtained result for steady-state availability is given in Eq. 3.18 and the numerical results for the state probabilities are
P0 (∞) = 0.729, P1 (∞) = 0.243, P2 (∞) = 0.027, P3 (∞) = 0.001, with steady-state system availability: A∞,2o3,r = 0.972.

A∞,2o3,r =

3µ2 λ

µ2 (3λ + µ)
,
+ µ3 + 3λ2 µ + λ3

(3.18)

Fig. 3.11: State diagram reduced, 2o3,r
system

Fig. 3.10: State diagram detailed (2o3,r)

Summary of Dependability Attributes Determined
Table 3.1 gives an overview of the performance measures determined for the six different
system configurations A to F.

3.2 Logic Tree Analysis

System structure
λ [1/d]
µ [1/d]
M T T F F [d]
A∞ [1]
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2-series
A (nr)
B (r)
1/49
1/49
1
1
24.5
0.9604

2-parallel
C (nr)
D (r)
1/9
1/9
1
1
54.0
0.99

2-out-of-3
E (nr)
F (r)
1/9
1/9
1
1
21.0
0.972

Table 3.1: Overview of the performance measures determined with CTMC analysis

3.1.2

Discussion of Markov Modeling

Markov chain modeling has been demonstrated with several examples and is well suited
for analysis of simple systems. However, Markov chains constrain the choice of probability distributions for state transfers by need to use constant transition rates, in
order to satisfy the Markov property (see Appendix B.1). This imposes a severe limitation, since e.g., failure behavior is often not of memoryless exponential character alone.
Other types of Markov chains, e.g., so-called semi Markov chains (SMC) have been defined
to allow for any desired probability distribution for the holding times in respective system
states. A SMC is similar to a DTMC (discrete time Markov chain) or CTMC in that the
sequence of states visited by the process are modeled by a DTMC/CTMC; but the time
duration of staying in a certain state is distributed according to an arbitrary distribution
function (see e.g., Çinlar (1975) or Kijima (1997)). SMCs can be simulated with only
slight extensions, but analytical tractability becomes very challenging. Another, more
serious issue arises with tendency for combinatorial state space explosion in Markov
models. If e.g., a model consists of 30 components with two states each, the number of
combinatory states for the system is 230 , a rather large number. More complex systems
with non-Boolean component states obviously lead to even larger state spaces (exponentially growing), making a respective Markov model both unsuited for graphical and
intuitive representation as well as for efficient treatment with computer-based algorithms.

3.2

Logic Tree Analysis

Fault Trees (FTs) and Event Trees (ETs) are the most well-known and widely applied
type of Boolean logical trees in both qualitative and quantitative safety and risk analysis
and are recommended by regulatory bodies. FTs and ETs can be combined, with the
FT e.g., delivering a triggering event for the respective ET.

3.2.1

Fault Tree Analysis

Often, there is no directly available data about dependability attributes of complex,
highly reliable or very unique systems. However, it is more likely available for individual
components constituting these systems. Therefore, naturally, an idea is to integrate
knowledge about components, using functional and logical relations, to come up with
estimates of system behavior. Such is done with FTA (FT analysis), where goal is
to determine all possible combinations of lower-level failures leading to system failure
(qualitative aspect) and to provide respective probability numbers (quantitative side).
Component interactions are represented graphically as tree structure of Boolean gates
and failure events. The gates hereby denote relationships (e.g., AND, OR and m-out-of-n)
of events needed (gate inputs) for the occurrence of a “higher”-level fault event (output of
the gate). Basic events can e.g., be hardware failures, human errors or computer software
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faults. FT construction follows a deductive approach, constituting reasoning from the
general to the specific. Starting with specification of some—usually undesired—topevent, the aim is to deduct in a systematic way, which causal combinations of component
failures could lead to the top-event. The question of how a given system state can occur
is of major interest6 . The information acquired and documented during FTA can be used
in making informed decisions to improve engineered systems and avoid undesired events
in the future. For more details about concepts and rules for FT construction, see Vesely
et al. (1981) or Peters and Meyna (1985).
Note, a FT is a logic model and is not a model of all possible system failures or all
possible causes for system failure. Instead, it is tailored to its specific top-event, which
corresponds to some particular system failure mode, and the FT includes only those
events that contribute to this top-event. A FT is not in itself a quantitative model, it
is a qualitative one that can serve as a basis for quantitative analysis. A FT is in fact
a canonical representation of a Boolean function, and the classical approach is to reduce
the Boolean function derived from the graphical representation of the FT—by means of
Boolean algebra—into combinations of events leading to failure of the system, generally
referred to as minimal-cut-sets. Thereafter, probability theory is be applied to determine
the probability that the system will fail during a particular mission, or is unavailable at a
particular point in time (transient analysis). Often, for large FTs, the number of minimalcut-sets can become very large, therefore, many solution techniques use approximative
algorithms, i.e., procedures neglecting certain minimal-cut-sets if their contribution to
overall system failure is insignificant (see Vesely et al. (1981) for a discussion of classical
solution techniques and codes). Other and more recent quantitative solution methods use
transformations to BDD (binary decision diagrams), which are currently said (Manian
et al., 1998) to be the most efficient solution technique for static FTs.
The system structures discussed in Section 3.1.1 can also be investigated by means of
FTA, which is briefly illustrated in the following. Fig. 3.12 depicts a FT of the 2-series
system. As can be seen, two basic events for component failures are connected via an
OR-gate to lead to failure of the 2-series system. The OR-gate denotes the fact that either
failure leads to a system failure. In general, FTs can be constructed manually or by the
help of computers, here, a FT tool7 is used to calculate system non-availability Q∞ 8 . As
can be seen in Fig. 3.12, Q∞,2series,r = 3.906 · 10−2 (A∞,2series,r = 1 − Q∞,2series,r ),
the result equals the one obtained with Markov chains (Table 3.1).
A FT for the 2-parallel system is shown in Fig. 3.13, with component failures linked by an
AND-gate, since both components must fail in order for the system to fail. Fig. 3.14 gives
a FT for the 2-out-of-3 system, the logical structure is easily be recognized; for system
failure, two components must fail (AND-gates) with three different possible combinations
of pairwise failures, each sufficient to cause system failure (OR-gate). Again, quantitative
results are equal to the ones of Table 3.1.
Advantageous about FTS is, that they offer an intuitive graphical and systematic representation of system failure behavior by allowing to consider combinations of individual
failures. FTA is an established and recognized method, well accepted by regulatory bodies and provides the possibility to both qualitatively and quantitatively analyze systems.
FTs are an inherently good means for modeling Boolean logic, yet they do not allow to
express how far a system is from dangerous conditions; they only admit sharp distinction
between failure and non-failure events. Classical FTs are static representations which can
6
Vesely et al. (1981) refers to the deductive approach as the “Sherlock Holmesian” way, whereby
given evidence is used in the task of reconstructing the events leading up to the crime under investigation. In analogy to crimes, accident investigations are typical examples of deductive analyzes.
7
FTA+ from Item Software, http://www.itemsoft.com/.
8
Steady-state FTA, for mission time t → ∞.
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Fig. 3.12: FT of the 2-series system

Fig. 3.13: FT, 2-parallel (1-out-of-2)
system

Fig. 3.14: FT of the 2-out-of-3 system

be a serious limitation to usage. Quite often, temporal failure behavior is of importance9
and cannot—or should not—be disregarded. Some further limitations of FTA are:
•
•
•
•

For large and complex systems, a FT can become large and difficult to survey.
It can be difficult to obtain accurate component failure probability models.
Only one single failure path is considered at a time.
Failure behavior must be represented as strictly sequential causal chains, feedback
effects cannot be modeled.
• All failure sequences leading to the top-event must be explicitly defined by the
creators of the FT. It is difficult to assure, or even prove, that all possible failure
paths were given accurate consideration.
• The FT itself is a final documentation of the acquired knowledge during the process
of FT construction, but itself as a model does not bring any new insight or generate
new knowledge about failure behavior during solution.
• Advanced maintenance policies (e.g., with temporal decision logic, resource constraints) cannot be represented in FTs.
9
E.g., it may be necessary to model aspects as: If a certain component is non-functional for a time
greater than five minutes, then—and only then—the main process will enter a hazardous state.
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Efforts have recently been made to include dynamic aspects in the FT modeling concept.
In e.g., Manian et al. (1998), dynamic FTs are described as a superset of traditional
static FTs, with additional gates used for sequential timely behavior. They can model
failures not representable with simple combinatorial relationships, such as timely failure
sequences, functional dependencies, hot, cold and warm spares using new priority-AND
and sequence enforcing gates. A FT methodology called DIFtree10 can be engaged for
analysis of combined static and dynamic FTs. It is based on a modularizing technique,
seperating the system level FT into independent sub-trees of either static or dynamic
type, depending on whether the failure relationships are purely Boolean or temporal.
According to the type of probability model used for distributions of time-to-failure of
the basic events11 , each sub-tree is either solved by BDD, Markov chain or Monte Carlo
simulation (see Section 3.4.1) methods.
Static FTs with non-time-varying failure distributions can be treated with BDD-based
algorithms12 . To solve dynamic FTs, it is necessary to keep track of the timely history
of the system, which can be realized using Markov chains generated from respective
sub-FTs; unfortunately, the already discussed problem of state-space explosion remains.
The third solution technique uses Monte Carlo simulation, which (Manian et al. (1998))
can be the most efficient approach for high-redundancy situations13 . With extensions
according to DIFtree, a wider range of systems can be investigated which used to lay
outside the scope of traditional FTA14 , further, in some situations, it allows to use FTs
instead of having to deal directly with Markov models which are more difficult to handle.
Other approaches to enhance FT usage have been made, e.g., combining FTs with PN
(Petri net) formalism (Schneeweiss, 1999b).

3.2.2

Event Tree Analysis

An ET is a representation of logical order, starting from an initiating event and leading to some condition of interest for a considered system by a chain of binary decisions
(success/failure, only OR gates). ETA (ET analysis) is a qualitative or quantitative
inductive method, which constitutes reasoning from individual cases to a general conclusion (forward reasoning). An initiating event is postulated and it is tried to determine
the corresponding effect on the overall system. The question of what system states are
possible, starting form some initial condition, is important.
Quantitative ETA demands for conditional probabilities for each successive binary choice
in the chain to calculate the probability of the final system states. Such final states can
range from unaffected safe to catastrophic. With ETA, to some degree, timely effects can
be considered indirectly, by the use of mentioned conditional probabilities. But again,
aspects as feedback behavior or complex combinations of multiple failures are hard or
impossible to represent and the ETs can become difficult to survey or check for freedom
of errors. As indicated, initiating events may typically arise as top-events from a FT,
see Fig. 3.15 with a simplified example of where a tank rupture potentially leads to a
destructive fire (the tank contains an easily inflammable liquid).
10
DIFtree as short for “dynamic innovative FT”; the DIFtree methodology is included in an experimental software tool named Galileo, see Sullivan et al. (1999).
11
Distributions employed in DIFtrees are fixed, exponential (constant hazard rate), Weibull (timevarying hazard rate) and log normal.
12
A BDD is a compact canonical representation of a Boolean function and algorithms for manipulating the BDD have time complexity proportional to the size of the graph operated on, hence, they
are quite efficient, also compared to more traditional cut-set approaches (Manian et al., 1998).
13
With high numbers of “n” and “m” in m-out-of-n structures, and with respective combinatorial
explosion when analytical models are used in solving.
14
In Manian et al. (1998) applications to fault tolerant computing are illustrated.
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Fig. 3.15: Combination of FT and ET

3.3

Tabular-Based Methods

FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) and HAZOP (Hazard and Operability Analysis) are two important non-mathematical, inductive methods where artifacts in the form
of tables are created, documenting the results of the analysis process.

3.3.1

Failure Mode and Effect Analysis

With FMEA15 , inductively, component failures are investigated with respect to effects
on sub-systems and the system as a whole. For this purpose—usually in a well coordinated interdisciplinary team effort—systems under investigation are broken down into
their components, for which failure modes are determined. Such can be found asking
what functional tasks each part of the component must fulfill; if it ceases to do so, a component failure occurs. For each failure mode, judgment about its frequency is made in
the form of a classification16 . Further, thought is given about how such a failures—once
happened—are detected, what countermeasures are available and what consequences are
to be expected on neighboring components and on system level (again, with classification17 ). The findings of the analysis are entered in tables; several norms exist for FMEA
forms in different fields of application. Table 3.2 gives one possible representation, additional column headings can be added, e.g., for failure detection, countermeasures or
possible causes of failures. The form of the table shall not impose a formalistic corset,
instead, the representation shall be adapted to the particular situation at convenience.
FMEA is mainly a qualitative method, when classifications are mapped to numerical
values, it is called semi-quantitative.

15
An extension is FMECA (Failure Mode and Effect and Criticality Analysis), essentially similar to
FMEA with greater detail analyzing criticality of failures.
16
As, e.g., very seldom, seldom, frequent. . . , with optional mapping to numerical frequency numbers,
e.g., very seldom can mean less than 10−7 times per year.
17
System end state e.g.: unchanged (by component failure) and safe, critical with partial system
failure, catastrophic with system destruction.
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Component
Pump 1

Failure Mode
Bearing destruction

Failure Frequency
seldom
(10−3 [1/a])

.
.
.

.
.
.

.
.
.

Effects
no pumping,
production interrupted,
safe system condition
.
.
.

Table 3.2: Basic FMEA form

Advantageous with FMEA is its relatively simple procedure, making it well suited for
practical applications. It gives a good survey of installed components in a system (engineered system, plant or an operation), their failures and effects, and is eligible for
investigation of rather complex systems. However, it is difficult to account for dependent, common cause and combinations of failures18 and proper analysis demands for
rather large and costly resource allocation. In addition, the analysis has subjective traits
and it is not assured, that all relevant hazards to the system are actually found. The
last two drawbacks can be relaxed by peer reviews or carrying out multiple independent
FMEAs.

3.3.2

Hazard and Operability Study

HAZOP is a qualitative analysis method, in essence an adaption of FMEA for process
industry and ”geared” towards operational aspects, but with applicability in other domains as well. With HAZOP, each item of a considered system is investigated towards
possible deviations from normal behavior which could be problematic for the function
of the system. Standardized guide-words 19 are used to denote such process deviations.
Again, results are summarized in respective tables (Table 3.3).
Guide-word

Deviation

no

cooling liquid
flow
.
.
.

.
.
.

Potential
Cause
pump
defective
.
.
.

Consequence
process
overheat
.
.
.

Required
Action
start emergency
cooling
.
.
.

Table 3.3: HAZOP table

Goal of HAZOP is hazard identification and determination of causes of production interruptions affecting plant productivity. Advantages and disadvantages are quite similar to
FMEA as described above. Both FMEA and HAZOP have trouble when confronted with
multiple failures, complex cause-effect relationships with nonlinear, coupled and feedback
behavior and dynamic aspects in general.

18
19

Since it considers one component or sub-system at a time sequentially.
Such as: No, not, more/less, too little/much, not enough, different, other than.
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3.4.1
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Analytical Solution Versus Simulation

A model of a system usually is created to study its performance, to gain understanding of
how it behaves or to answer other questions of interest about it. For these purposes, the
model—and with it, the respective problems—must be ”solved” to obtain desired answers.
Three basic different approaches exist, namely, analytic solution, numeric solution and
solutions obtained by means of simulation. If the model, usually formulated as a set
of mathematical or logical relationships20 is simple enough, it may be possible to use
mathematical methods—such as algebra, calculus, or probability theory—to obtain exact
information on questions of interest, thus seeking an analytic solution (Def. 15).
Definition 15 A problem is analytically solved, when it is transformed—by means
of mathematical methods—to a closed, explicit expression returning directly the system
state at any desired future time.
Forrester (1968) indicates that the form of the solution tells much about the general
nature of the system behavior. It divulges valuable information about the entire time
pattern of system reaction, e.g., it can reveal decay effects (effects which become small for
increasing time), steepness of slopes, time constants, initial and later transients, overshoot
or aspects of instability21 . Therefore, if an analytical solution to a mathematical model
is available and is computationally efficient, it is usually desirable to study the model in
this way rather than by simulation. However, unfortunately, such cannot be done in every
system study. The mathematical structure of the problems to solve can make an analytic
solution impossible, e.g., when non-linear, coupled feedback loops exist in the model.
Even for rather simple systems, e.g., lower order feedback models, much mathematical
skill is necessary in order to arrive at explicit solutions. In many cases, real-world systems
are too complex to allow realistic models to be evaluated analytically. This is usually true
when trying to model dynamic behavior in social systems (see Forrester (1961, 1968, 1971)
for a more detailed discussion). Cellier (1991) says, analytical techniques are generally
more restricted and have a smaller domain of applicability; yet, they are more powerful
where they apply, and where there is a valid alternative to simulation, one should by all
means, make use of them.
Having to deal with systems whose analytical solutions are beyond the reach of today’s
mathematics, it may be turned to the process of simulation (Def. 7). Numerical techniques (Def. 16) are usually engaged in simulation but they are a solution method of
its own, e.g., with algorithms22 to find roots of mathematical functions, involving some
iterative process which is aborted when the (estimated) error is smaller than a certain
relative or absolute error criterion.
Definition 16 Numerical solution: A problem is solved by the application of numerical
methods (as opposed to mathematical symbolic methods).
Forrester (1968) describes a simulation model to be the instructions of how to compute
the system state at the next time step, and the simulation process as a step-by-step
20
Instead of using a mathematical model, experiments can also be conducted with the real-world
system itself (if existing) or with a (possibly scaled) physical model.
21
Control theory is mainly concerned with such aspects.
22
As e.g., the Newton-Raphson or the Bi-section method.
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solution to unfold the behavior pattern of the system; yet while the equations describe
how the system changes, they do not allow to go directly to some distant future without
first computing through all of the intermediate stages. With simulation, a problem is not
in the narrower sense of the word “solved”, since it does not produce a general, explicit
solution. Instead, the process of running an experiment on a respective executable model
generates data which represents one time history of system operation corresponding to
a specific set of model parameters, initial conditions and external excitations supplied.
To obtain information for different conditions, another full step-by-step computation of
a system time-response must be carried out. In this text, simulative solution is defined
as given in Def. 17.
Definition 17 Simulative solution: Carrying out experiments on models in a stepby-step manner to generate (timely) system trajectories to serve as basis for general
statements or estimations about system performance.
Simulation is one of the most widely used Operations Research and management-science
techniques. It allows for any arbitrary model complexity and circumvents analytically
intractable models. However, simulation has two major impediments to its usefulness.
First, the models used to study complex and large-scale systems tend to be complex
themselves, rather costly to develop and writing the computer programs to execute them
can be an arduous task. Second, the amount of computer time to simulate complex
systems can be very large. Other problems involve the correct interpretation of simulation
results and the degree of applicability to the real-world situation. Nevertheless, the task
of creating models has been made much easier in recent years by the development of
software products that automatically provide many of the features earlier needed to
“program” a simulation model. The modeler can profit from available libraries of preprepared components and can focus on parameterizing and linking these—often assisted
by GUI’s (Graphical User Interfaces)—without necessarily having to program in general
purpose, high-level languages as FORTRAN or C anymore. Moreover, recent objectoriented (see later, Chapter 6.2) concepts are promising in this respect. Also, model
execution speed is becoming a less severe restriction to the practicability of simulation
studies since computer processing power keeps increasing with hardware prices falling.
Cellier (1991) lists what he calls, good reasons to use simulation, among them:
• The physical system does not exist yet (design phase)
• Experiments with the real system would be too dangerous or cost-intensive
• The time-constants of the real system are not compatible with those of the modeler
(time-compression or time-extension)
• The variables are not accessible in the real system (create observers to gain insight)
• Noise or disturbance shall be suppressed or certain influences isolated
• Non-relevant aspects shall be eliminated (e.g., higher-order behavior or non-linearities)
• Inverse problems shall be solved23
Dangers of simulation can be seen in the potentially great or uncertain costs of a simulation study, when the goals are unclear, when the models used for simulation are not
verified or validated, when using wrong assumptions, too simple or too complex of a
models. Banks et al. (1996); Law and Kelton (2001) are standard references of DE
(discrete-event) simulation and also indicate common steps, goals and potential pitfalls
in simulation studies. See also Lindemann (1998) for a discussion of analytical solution
methods versus DE simulation.
23
When the system outputs are given and inputs are sought, or the system in- and outputs are given
and the system states (observer) or parameters (parameter estimation) are to be determined.
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Monte Carlo simulation was mentioned in Section 3.2.1, a remark about its character
shall be made. Some authors define Monte Carlo simulation to be any simulation involving the use of random numbers. However, most definitions used are more restrictive (see
e.g., Law and Kelton (2001)) in the sense, that it is a scheme employing random numbers
which is used for solving certain stochastic or deterministic problems where passage of
time plays no substantive role. Thus, Monte Carlo simulations are generally static rather
than dynamic. Here, the more restrictive definition of the term is followed.
Küll (1999) distinguishes between simulation and optimization as follows. He sees simulation as a heuristic method using computer experiments, allowing to acquire knowledge
about system behavior and deriving ideas for better system design. Simulation would—in
general—not lead to optimal, but “good” solutions. In contrast, optimization methods
can be applied in well structured decision situations to yield “true” optimal solutions24 .
Simulation is extensively used in this work, therefore, two additional aspects shall be
briefly discussed, namely, the distinction between terminating and steady-state simulation
and aspects of random number generation for use in stochastic model simulation.

3.4.2

Terminating and Steady-State Simulation

Performance measure estimation by simulation differs based on whether the system is
terminating or non-terminating, see Def. 18 and 19.

Definition 18 In a terminating system simulation, the duration of the simulation is
fixed as a natural consequence of the model itself and its assumptions.

An example of a terminating system is a bank that opens at 9:00 A.M. and closes at
4:00 P.M. serving customers only during opening hours. It has a fixed starting condition
and an event that marks the end of the simulation (the closing time in the afternoon).
Another example of a terminating simulation, which will be treated in this text, is the
simulation of system lifetimes, with the failure of the system representing the end event.
In the respective simulations, it is not clear in advance how long the simulation will
run. However, the initial conditions (e.g., all components in new and unused state at the
beginning) as well as the event terminating the simulation are precisely defined.

Definition 19 In a non-terminating system simulation, the duration of the simulation is not directly dependent on the behavior of the system itself, rather, it is externally
determined, e.g., by the person conducting the simulation experiment.

Non-terminating simulation could be carried out for a 24-hours-a-day, seven-days-a-week
operation of a production facility. The objective of a non-terminating system simulation
is usually to understand the long-run, or steady-state, behavior, therefore, it can also be
spoken of as steady-state simulation. To study such steady-state behavior accurately, the
effects of the initial conditions must be removed form the simulation results, methods
involved will be discussed in Chapter 5.
24
With narrower application domain though, since more restrictive assumptions with respect to
problem formulation do apply.
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3.4.3

Stochastic Models and Random Number Generation

Many systems must be modeled having some random input giving rise to stochastic simulation models, which produce output that is itself random. Analysis of such output
must account for the randomness and use appropriate statistical methods for evaluation.
When designing simulation experiments with stochastic models, care has to be taken with
respect to two main issues. Dependencies in simulation output values can be introduced
if output numbers are collected in a sequential manner, potentially giving rise to autocorrelation of the data collected. Such is a measure of lack of statistical independence,
and demands that classical methods of statistics—which assume independence—may not
be directly applied but be modified and the simulation experiments must be properly
designed for valid inferences to be made. The other aspect is specification of initial conditions of the system at time t0 = 0, may posing a problem for the simulation analyst,
see Law and Kelton (2001) and Banks et al. (1996) for more details.
Often, random numbers and random variates25 must be generated for the simulation
experiment. The quality of these random numbers is an important issue. A computer is
a deterministic machine, only carrying out instructions feed beforehand in the form of a
program. All computer generated random numbers are therefore produced according to
some deterministic algorithm, which should have the property of producing numbers that
resemble true random numbers to a great extent. In fact, the numbers are only “pseudorandom” numbers (in the following, they are nevertheless called “random” numbers).
Mathematicians have developed very good algorithms for random number generation
that are well established and tested (again, e.g., Law and Kelton (2001) and Banks et al.
(1996)).

25

Numbers that have the characteristics of some probability distribution.

Chapter 4

Concepts for Improving Maintenance
and Monitoring
This chapter elaborates on aids developed for the selection of maintenance strategy in
process plants and formulates ideas and concepts for plant fault monitoring and modeling.

4.1

Maintenance Strategy Selection Process

Trying to optimize maintenance can start with improving maintenance strategy selection,
which is, as already indicated, a non-trivial issue, especially, when having to consider characteristics as are typical of process plants (Chapter 1.3). Knowledge of plant structure,
individual components, plant operation as well as organizational and economical factors
are a pre-requisite for sound strategy definition. Since it generally poses difficulty to
human beings to keep such a multitude of aspects in mind at once, decision aids can be a
valuable help facilitating, structuring, systematizing, objectifying and documenting the
decision making process.

4.1.1

Existing Company Maintenance Manual

With Vantico1 , a corporate maintenance manual with policies and practical guidelines
was already used to aid in defining appropriate maintenance strategies in different production facilities (Ciba Specialty Chemicals, 1998). In this manual, basically, a threestep-process for maintenance definition was favored:
1. Unit2 rating, indication whether pro-active or reactive maintenance strategy is
feasible.
2. A/E3 classification into categories “A”, “B”, or “C” (constituting a pyramid as
illustrated Fig. 4.1):
• “A”: Critical4 A/E with respect to safety, ecology or quality; require proactive measures stipulated by legal provisions or by internal guidelines
• “B”: Critical A/E regarding economy and availability of the unit; justify proactive measures for economic reasons
• “C”: All other A/E not falling into categories “A” and “B”
3. Determination of pro-active measures for critical components.
1

At that time, still Ciba Specialty Chemicals.
“Unit” is used to denote a production line (terminology of Vantico).
3
Apparatus and element.
4
Critical A/E, in this context, are components of decisive importance to the respective criterion,
e.g., for complying with legislation (safety, emissions) or achieving demanded availablity.
2
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Fig. 4.1: Unit and A/E categorization, pyramid of components

The three steps are advised to be completed in an interdisciplinary team effort and flow
charts and checklists aid in the selection process. The manual also stresses the importance
to investigate cost-benefit ratios of pro-active measures. It further emphasizes consideration of a variety of influencing factors, e.g., of how plant capacity is utilized, whether
it is run 24 hours or only one shift per day. Such can have far-reaching implications
for maintenance action definition and the maintenance manual encourages not only A/E
investigation but also system(unit)-level aspects.

4.1.2

Extended and Refined Nine-Step Procedure

Since the Vantico manual represented a rather general and basic approach, the manual
was to be refined and extended within the framework of the lacquer industry project
(Chapter 1.1). In particular, a new manual (Fabricius, 1999) was to be proposed, to be
more specific with respect to plant characteristics typical of lacquer plants and to offer
pragmatic guidelines for maintenance strategy selection. Hence, the three step selection
process is extended, now counting nine steps (see flow-chart in Fig. 4.2). In the new
manual, the individual steps are further detailed, some containing sub-flow-charts or
algorithmic statements in the form of structured text, descriptions, checklists and forms.
The respective results and artifacts of each individual step are indicated on the right
hand side of Fig. 4.2.
This systematic selection procedure uses a process-oriented approach with consideration
of operational aspects and costs involved and tries to help revealing systematic problems of the specific plant and its components with respect to maintenance. It is further
characterized by treatment on different levels, namely on component, section, line and
production building, with identification of individual component failure modes and consequences. In addition, inclusion of established analysis techniques as FMEA, HAZOP
is encouraged. In the following, the nine-step selection approach is briefly abstracted.

Steps One and Two
The first step is similar to the step one of Section 4.1.1, it considers the whole production
line. Availability demands are formulated for the line, depending on capacity utilization
and consequences of production interruptions5 .
New is the section rating, in which the plant is partitioned in sections as outlined in
Chapter 2.3 (Fig. 2.7 and 2.8), according to plant topology with intermediate buffer
tanks constituting section limits. Of importance are the throughput capacities of the
defined sections and the BN (bottle neck) location. The basic idea behind this is to
5
An important question in this context is, whether the plant can be tolerated to be shut down at
times, without adversely affecting the company’s business.
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Fig. 4.2: Top-level view of the nine steps for maintenance strategy selection

orient maintenance strategy definition towards the process, including relevant aspects of
plant dynamic behavior.
An example shall clarify this. A pump is assumed to fail in a production line. They failure
is detected, maintenance personnel is alarmed and carries out repair work (or exchanges
the pump by a new one), which might take one hour in total. Obviously, during this
hour, the pump does not fulfill its designated function to transport fluid. The effect of
this failure on the production as a whole can only be assessed knowing the importance
of the pump for the production procedure. The pump may be indispensable and a
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pump failure may instantaneously cause a shutdown of the whole line. In other cases,
sufficient intermediate buffer capacity may provide enough fluid medium for subsequent
processes, and production may continue undisturbed for a certain time. The pump may
actually be allowed to not fulfill its designated duty for several hours. If so, the repair
action of one hour duration would be acceptable, and a breakdown maintenance strategy
may be applicable and be the most economic choice overall. On the other hand, if
the pump is critical to operation, preventive maintenance would most likely be a better
choice. This example shall stress the fact, that maintenance strategy choice should always
be linked with process knowledge. Failure consequence is obviously strongly related
to plant structure, dynamical behavior as well as maintenance organization (alarming
and reaction times, spare part provision, personnel resource. . . ). Optimal maintenance
strategy therefore cannot be fixed solely considering the whole plant or single components
alone, taken out of their context; choice of strategy must be process-oriented.
The results of steps one and two are a first hint of suitable maintenance strategy for the
unit and for the individual sections. Note, the outcome mainly depends on the judgment
of the persons carrying out the analysis steps, no mathematical model is used at this
time, such will be addressed in Chapters 5 and following.

Steps Three and Four
Step three is again identical to the classification of A/Es into categories “A”, “B” and
“C” of Section 4.1.1. In step four, functional requirements, potential failure modes with
respective consequences and suitable maintenance actions are determined for A/Es belonging to category “A” and “B”. Step four is quite similar to an FMEA, but focuses
more on maintenance aspects; FMEA can be used complementary in the process.
As described earlier (Chapter 2.1), maintenance strategy indicates, which maintenance
tasks are to be carried out on what equipment at which points in time. Naturally—in
order to define a maintenance strategy—it is necessary to first identify the objects of a
plant that need be maintained. Plants can consist of a vast number of components, which
can be surveyed by the help of computer programs. CMM (computerized maintenance
management) systems or ERP (enterprise resource planning) software can provide functionality to manage maintenance objects, with algorithms to query and group them6 .
Once the objects of interest to maintenance are registered, their functions, failure modes
and maintenance actions can be analyzed individually or for classes of objects.
A centrifugal pump shall be treated exemplarily, a functional sketch is given in Fig. 4.37 .
A parts list is made for the pump (casting, in- and outlets, shaft, centrifugal wheel,
seals, bearings, coupling, electric motor. . . ). Then, the generic demanded functionality
of the pump is described, which is here: Fluid transport by imposing a pressure gradient
and providing fluid containment. From the functional specification, failure modes can be
derived and possible causes can be listed. Note, next to failures (Def. 14), also, faults can
be listed, which do not lead to inability to fulfill functional requirements. Failures may
not only be caused by wear, also, operation faults (e.g., closing of valves too abruptly
leading to water hammer) or maintenance faults (improper alignment of motor and pump
shafts. . . ) can play a role. Table 4.1 gives an overview of possible pump failures and
faults.

6
E.g., simple objects listings, grouping of similar types of components, grouping by function or
location of installation (technical positions), of query of spare part availability).
7
Drawing such a sketch helps identifying important parts of the component and already gives hints
about potential failure modes.
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Fig. 4.3: Functional sketch of a centrifugal pump and instrumentation (here, for varnish
transport; horizontal alignment of motor and pump with barrier liquid tank)
Functional Failures
1. No liquid transportation

2. Great fluid leak out of the pump
Other Faults
3. Medium leaks into barrier liquid
4. Fluid Leaks out of the pump
5. Pressure drop in barrier liquid tank
6. Vibrations, noise

Possible Cause
-shaft blocked (bearings, seal damage)
-centrifugal wheel blocked
-coupling broken
-leak
-electrical motor damaged
-no electricity supply
-control problem
-seals damaged
-castings, fittings...damaged
Possible Cause
-seal damaged
-pressure in barrier liquid tank to low
-seals damaged
-barrier tank leak
-barrier liquid leaks to product side
-bearings damaged
-coupling damaged
-cavitation
-seal damaged
-shaft, wheel damaged

Table 4.1: Failure types and causes (centrifugal pump)

Failure consequences8 are then listed and finally, possible maintenance actions are determined. Vantico—and other companies—usually have codes for different types of maintenance actions9 . Therefore, the maintenance actions for the pump can be categorized
according to the company scheme utilized; including service actions (as cleaning and lubrication), preventive-type maintenance (inspections for leaks, vibration, noise, carrying
out test functions. . . ), periodic maintenance (exchange of the pump or parts, repairs)
and maintenance analysis and planning aiming at removing systematic problems (check
8
Of course, each individual instance of a pump installed in a plant can lead to different consequences
to plant operation, depending on installation location.
9
Coding can be made based on schemes as shown in Fig. 2.1 on page 15.
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pump types, specifications, match the pump with operating conditions, check alternatives
for e.g., seals, bearings. . . ). The results of the selection step four are documented using
pre-prepared forms.

Step Five
Step five supports structured thinking (flow charts) about how production loss could be
minimized, looking at three basic option groups:
1. Lower the frequency of A/E failures:
• Try to avoid certain failure modes by A/E design changes or use of different
types of A/E (other vendor or technical principle).
• Improve component maintenance (e.g., more frequent lubrication).
• Smooth unit operation (avoiding out-of-specification conditions).
2. Minimize the potential consequences of A/E failures:
• Introduce redundant A/E.
• Optimize buffer tank size (dynamic aspects).
• Reduce MTTR by technical (e.g., quick exchange flanges) or organizational
measures (better alarming scheme, larger spare stocks. . . ).
3. Various other measures:
• Improve weak point analysis proceedures (e.g., more extensive maintenance
data collection and evaluation).
• Optimize maintenance organization, planning and controlling, including work
and information flows (better coordination of maintenance with production
schedule, balancing in-house with external work. . . ).
• Traine personnel (e.g., in fault diagnostic methods).

Step Six
In step six, maintenance strategy type is defined on A/E level, Fig. 4.4 depicts a respective
flow-chart. First, the failure modes (investigated in step four) and their respective repair
times are addressed. This also involves estimation of relative frequencies of the different
failure modes of an individual A/E. Second, the consequences of each failure mode at
unit level are studied and formulated e.g., in terms of lost production hours per incident.
Multiplication of the frequencies of the different failure modes with assigned hours of
lost production gives an estimate of the contribution of an A/E to overall production
loss. If the significance of the failure consequences is judged relevant (e.g., due to safety
concerns), the failure behavior is further scrutinized. The flow-chart guides through a
set of questions; finally, a suitable maintenance strategy can be proposed. The procedure
also includes elaboration on economic aspects and makes suggestion about spare part
provision. During step six, again, classical methods as FMEA, HAZOP, FTA or ETA
can be deployed at convenience.
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Fig. 4.4: Step six, determination of maintenance strategy for A/Es
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Steps Seven, Eight and Nine
Step seven involves critical review of the choices made, with a special focus on economic
feasibility. In step eight, individual maintenance tasks are defined for all A/E—based
on the maintenance strategy type choices made. In step nine, the maintenance tasks are
integrated on unit level, e.g., to constitute periodic service routes. Once the maintenance
tasks have been determined for a production unit, they can be integrated on a higher
level as well, e.g., for production buildings with several production units10 or even for
larger infrastructures.
Note, selection steps one, two and nine are completed once for the whole production line,
while steps three through eight are to be repeated for each A/E of category “A” and “B”
installed in the plant.

4.1.3

Discussion of Selection Aids

Although the nine-step maintenance selection process is adapted to the specific situation
of the Vantico lacquer plants, it contains many aspects of general applicability to other
production facilities. A company can customize it, or e.g., not completing all of the
nine steps thoroughly. The scheme can be flexibly adapted to a particular situation in a
company at convenience.
Since market conditions in process industry can change quickly, some A/E may be technically outdated within only a few years, or production facilities may be constantly being
modified and improved. Therefore, fixing the maintenance strategy for a long time would
probably not be a good idea, it would be better to periodically review and adapt if judged
necessary.
Often, decisions must be made based on incomplete, uncertain or qualitative information only. If this is the case, exact formal mathematical models are generally not very
helpful in the decision process. Instead, a systematically structured, team-based, interdisciplinary approach—using a procedure as outlined in the nine-step maintenance selection
process—may be more feasible. Disadvantageous is the rather big demand with respect
to resources, time, and costs when such an approach is followed.
Furthermore, for Vantico, the nine-step procedure was proposed and punctually carried
out. Yet, since efforts to improve production efficiency are a continuous ongoing process
in diverse areas, it is in practice hard to separate influence of new maintenance strategies
from other contributing factors and to quantify resulting benefit. The data to make
meaningful quantitative statements are often not (yet) transparently available, and the
effects of changes may only be roughly estimated or seen over longer time intervals.
Nevertheless, such decision aids can unify the selection process in a company, and allowing
to profit from experiences across units. Broader analysis could be applied to particularly
critical installations, and resulting conclusions could be drawn which may also be valuable
to other related or neighboring plants.
The nine-step selection procedure is clearly geared towards maintenance. It offers a
framework, in which, classical methods as FMEA or HAZOP can be included. The
same limitations as outlined in Chapter 3 do apply though. In an attempt to overcome
these, more advanced modeling and simulation can used, which will be addressed in the
following Chapters of this text. Before, some remarks about plant monitoring shall be
made. Note, the remainder of this chapter is rather conceptual, with the aim to deliver
10

To e.g., create maintenance routes, structured to group actions for different building floors.
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ideas which have potential for improving plant production efficiency and a direct benefit
in practical application, but which cannot be fully elaborated on in the context of this
work alone.

4.2

Plant Fault Monitoring Concepts and Research

In (Fabricius et al., 2001), the perception of a gap between fault monitoring research
and its application in process industry is formulated (see also Chapter 2.2) and concepts
for migration to more advanced monitoring programs and integrated monitoring and
maintenance management are proposed. Accounting for the particularities of process
plants, and in order to bridge the gap, focus is shifted to monitoring schemes, which
are modular, flexible and reusable while integrating component and system-level views.
Demand for easier-to-implement, maintainable and cost-efficient monitoring schemes is
stressed.
In particular, a move from highly tailored and individually engineered monitoring solutions to parameterizable, reusable modules is suggested. Standardization should
yield cheaper, adaptable and re-configurable ways to flexibly implement process monitoring. E.g., for an expensive, large steam turbine in a power plant, it can be economical to
develop customized fault monitoring hardware and algorithms requiring many man-years
of engineering work. On the contrary, such is usually not feasible for smaller, cheaper
components installed in greater number, as pumps in process plants. For the latter,
off-the-shelf, parameterizable schemes are thought a better choice.
Fig. 4.5 shows a combination of distributed networked, component-oriented monitoring devices with plant level logic. On the lower level, e.g., intelligent vibration sensors with embedded fault monitoring capability can send signals about the component’s
current state to a higher hierarchy plant level supervisor, which integrates component
information with knowledge about plant structure, operational aspects and maintenance
schedule (integration of component and system-level monitoring). Further, combination with existing off-line inspection methods should be aimed at to enable smooth
migration.

Fig. 4.5: Distributed modular monitoring (“C” component, “FM” fault monitoring))
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Also, from the end-user perspective, i.e., the people installing and operating the fault
monitoring devices, maintainability and ease-of-use are of great importance. In the
fault monitoring solutions offered on the market, complexity should be effectively hidden. Ideally and visionary, components to be installed in plants would be delivered with
respective fault monitoring devices, which later automatically indicate during operation,
whether they are in healthy condition, if some fault had happened or was likely to happen in the near future. In addition, they could themselves ask for maintenance action if
necessary.
Another aspect is integration of plant control and monitoring. Monitoring devices
could be employed for component protection purpose, i.e., they could alarm or take
appropriate action if operating conditions were out of specification for a respective component monitored11 .

Fig. 4.6: Monitoring concept

Fig. 4.6 schematically depicts plant monitoring involving the physical plant, plant monitoring implementation, plant maintenance and production management with respective
information exchange. The monitoring intelligence sets alarms and makes suggestions for
maintenance action to maintenance personnel, based on current and past sensor readings from the plant. The monitoring scheme can be parameterized by maintenance and
production management. A CA3M (computer aided maintenance and monitoring management) system can realize the scheme and be interfaced with existing company software.
11
The remedial action can either take place in a closed-loop (by means of automatic control) or in
an open-loop manner (alarms, operator interaction).
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To realize a scheme of the kind of Fig. 4.6, experimental research and development
work is necessary. Fault monitoring algorithms need to be tested, a problem is that
respective experiments are usually not possible in the real plant, due to safety concerns
or economical reasons. Hence, a laboratory test-bed is in need. Accordingly, action has
been taken and a “mini-process” plant with several tanks, a centrifugal pump and different
actuators and sensors has been designed and is currently commissioned12 , see Fig. 4.7
and 4.8. In particular, the setup shall enable research in the domain of model-based fault
detection, address monitoring as depicted in Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 and treat behavior both on
the component and on the system level, also accounting for dynamics.

Fig. 4.7: 3-D picture of the test-bed (source:
Vantico SA)
Fig. 4.8: Test bed: Commissioning
phase (source: University of
Mannheim)

4.3
4.3.1

Maintenance Modeling and Dependability
Maintenance Modeling and the “4F” Concept

If decisions aids, as presented in Section 4.1, are not alone able to grasp the complexity
involved, mathematical plant and maintenance modeling may be more suited or be used
in a subsidiary manner. Dynamic plant models, incorporating cost aspects, can be useful
to decide upon a viable mix of maintenance actions. In order to do so, methods and
procedures to determine the financial impact of foreseen modifications, i.e., cost-benefit
considerations are to be made. In general, founded statements about a plant’s respective
performability should be made. In the context of fault monitoring, system modeling can
be used with two main purposes in mind. First, modeling to investigate the feasibility
of monitoring projects (system analysis and decision support), and second, modeling to
actually serve the fault monitoring task itself (model-based fault detection).
Historically, mathematical modeling formalisms have been divided into CT (continuoustime) and DE (discrete-event) lines. In the CT domain, usually, differential (ODEs,
12
The test-bed is realized at the University of Mannheim, Germany, in collaboration with Vantico,
Rütschi Pumps of Switzerland and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology at Zurich.
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PDEs), algebraic (AE) and mixed differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) are used
to describe a system13 . In the DE domain, a much broader variety of formalism exists, as
finite state automata, state charts and PNs. Recently, with hybrid modeling, attempts
are made to combine the descriptions of CT and DE behavior in a unified and integrated
way. Some keywords, about what aspects can be modeled with CT and DE formalism in
the area of plant maintenance, are:
• CT modeling: On the component level: thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, wear
processes, (abusive) stress, chemical reactions, local controllers, sensors. On higher
levels: Component interactions, dynamics of material movements, dependability
attributes, economical aspects.
• DE Modeling: Faults, failures, alarms, recovery actions, maintenance actions,
costs per action, resources of labor and parts, switching actions of control.
When analyzing a plant’s performability, a concept called “4F” (see Fig. 4.9)—indicating
the four, arguably most important, flows in an entrepreneurial system of mass, energy,
information and money—can be useful (Fabricius et al., 2001). The management of a
process plant is concerned with utilizing installed production infrastructure as profitably
as possible, usually meaning, producing the most product with the least effort possible.
The transformation in a plant, involving medium flow from the educt to the product end
of the plant can be seen as main mass flow in the line. The value added product is sold on
the market, realizing sales revenue, of which, all costs incurred during production (various
monetary flows) are deducted, the remainder is the generated income. During business
activities, a lot of information is exchanged in order to keep the processes running as
desired (information flows) and energy is consumed in the form of electricity, steam and
other variants14 (energy flows).

Fig. 4.9: “4F” flow modeling concept

An entrepreneurial production system can be said to consist of a (static) infrastructure
and moving streams of different types—tangible in different aggregation states (solid,
liquid, gas) or non-tangible. The various flows can be interwoven and/or transformed
into each other15 . Conservation laws govern the flows of mass and energy flows in every system, disputively also the one of money flow. Fig. 4.9 illustrates schematically
13

See e.g., Cellier (1991) or specifically for process industry: Thomas (1999).
To distinguish are convective energy flows, which are linked to mass flows and non-convective ones
(e.g., solar radiation).
15
To represent flow transformations, a matrix of transformations can be formulated, with respective
transformation factors and units. Of course, not all transformations are possible in reality directly,
e.g., information cannot be transformed alone to a flow of mass.
14
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interdependencies between the different flows. The 4F concept can be applied on various
hierarchical abstractions layers, from components to whole plants. Of interest are the
types and characteristics of the flows present in a plant and their interaction. From the
modeling perspective, trying to represent such behavior, the formalisms, paradigms and
methods to generate and solve/execute models are of concern.
As mentioned, mass flows “M” can appear in different states of aggregation, further,
continuous flows or flows of individual items can be distinguished. To describe such mass
flows, conservation laws can be formulated; in addition, constitutive, phenomenological
and empirical equations as are well known in fluid dynamics and thermodynamics. Since
often, energy is transported with a fluid (convective energy flow), energy equations are
therefore linked to mass flow and can be formulated in various forms, depending on the
respective assumptions16 . In a process plant, the mass flows undergo various transformation17 and transportation steps. Sinks and sources for mass flow are to be defined
in a model, moreover, transportation and storage (e.g., in intermediate tanks in the
production line).
Similar discussions can be made about energy flow “E”, information flow “I” and
monetary flows “F”, again with steps processing the respective flows, “E1”, “I1”, “F1”
etc. A broad range of fields—in addition to the ones given already—as information and
communication technology, automatic control, micro- and macroeconomics and accounting are involved, requiring a multi-disciplinary approach. In Chapter 6.4 and following,
the flow modeling concept will be further addressed, discussing the notation of System
Dynamics and applying mass and information flow modeling by means of a dynamic
hybrid modeling concept for performability evaluation of process plants.

4.3.2

Remarks About Dependability

In addition to the description and definitions of Chapter 1.2, the dependability concept
shall be further discussed in this subsection, in the context of safe system operation and
maintenance.
The notion of fault-tolerance is crucial to the concept of dependability, the idea is, that
a (dependable) system can continue to operate, i.e., comply with its functional specification, in spite of faults having occurred. This is where dependability encompasses more
than just availability or reliability; the system trajectories (behavior) are considered as
well. A system subjected to faults might be capable to function, but at a lesser capability18 . E.g., the throughput rate of a production plant or the quality of the final product
can be affected by faults in the plant, yet this does not necessarily indicate a plant failure
yet. Availability or reliability cannot express such aspects, they are only concerned with
distinction between functional and non-functional states. But exactly this last distinction is not easily made—or is not very meaningful—in a production system exhibiting
dynamic behavior. Parts of the plant may fail, while others are still operational due to
the decoupling effect of installed buffer tanks.
In contrast to reliability and availability, with dependability, the system trajectories are
considered and are seen important as well. Dependability can also be defined as follows19
(Baddredin, 2002): A system is said to be dependable, if in case of a fault, the state
16
Bernoulli for friction free treatment, Navier-Stockes equations, first and second laws of thermodynamics. . .
17
Such processes are indicated in Fig. 4.9 by “M1”, “M2”. . . , e.g., mixing, separating, changing
physical, thermal, chemical, or atomic properties.
18
E.g., at reduced speed, lower throughput rates, with less accuracy or poorer quality.
19
Constituting a variant to Def. 11 in Chapter 1.2.
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trajectory of the system from a safe equilibrium prior to the fault (operating point) to
another safe equilibrium, will traverse the state space in a safe manner and region. If a
measure is needed for dependability, this can be the probability for the completion of
a mission.
That is, not only the operating points must be safe in a dependable system, also, the
transitions to other (safe) system equilibriums (e.g., after system faults had happened),
must take place in a safe manner. Therefore, the transient behavior is to be accounted for.
Dependability—and in extended form, performability—analysis and modeling address
aspects of system behavior, which cannot be treated solely with reliability or availability
analysis. Two examples20 are given for further illustration.
A sensor failure in a robot shall be considered, constituting a fault on system level (the
whole robot). A dependable robot would obviously continue to operate in a safe manner.
The question is, what happens after the sensor failure, does the robot arm possibly
swing into an area it is not allowed to, e.g., in a pathway where humans stand? Or
does it transition in a safe manner to a new equilibrium state, while some fault recovery
mechanism takes control?
In the second example, a passenger car is en-route on a freeway. The following scenario
takes place: All of a sudden, a tire blows up, the car gets out of control, leaves the
road, rolls over in the ditch and finally comes to a halt on its wheels again. Assuming
it was a robust car, it might suffer serious damage to its body, but may still be able to
reach—at reduced speed though—the next repair shop. Unfortunately, all of this is of
no help, if the passengers were badly hurt in the roll-over process, e.g., if the seat belts
were not adequate and the persons were ejected from the vehicle. For the passengers,
it is naturally of great importance how the car reached its new (safe) equilibrium state
after the accident (by landing on its wheels), of how large the acceleration forces were;
in general, of how the system trajectories evolved.

20

E. Badreddin, pers. comm., August 2002.

Chapter 5

Performability Evaluation Using Petri
Net Simulation
This chapter discusses discrete-event (DE) modeling and simulation with high-level,
timed stochastic PNs for performability analysis. Examples of simulations are given
using a computer-based PN modeling and simulation tool called PACE1 . Appendix B.2
briefly introduces PNs for readers not familiar with this formalism.
There are two basic approaches to evaluate PNs once constructed, the first uses analytical
methods and the second simulation, both having respective advantages and disadvantages. Many analytical PN evaluation methods relate to some form of Markov theory,
with the limitation to only allow for memory-less probability distributions in the underlying stochastic PNs, which can be a serious drawback. Furthermore, large PNs can
have very big reachability markings which must be calculated in order to generate the
involved Markov chains; potentially, the size of the state space can become too large to
be stored in a computer’s main memory. Many papers have been published dealing with
these problems and offering some sort of relief solution. This shall not be discussed any
further here, yet it can be said, only simulation—as a solution method—truly allows to
avoid the two main problems mentioned. As was discussed in Chapter 3.4, in principle,
with simulation, models of any complexity can be investigated, yet the time necessary to
complete simulation experiments can become large, in particular when dealing with stiff
systems2 . A collection of some of the methods both for analytical treatment as well as
simulation are listed and discussed in Sahner et al. (1996) and Trivedi (1999). In this
work, in the following, only simulative investigation is treated.

5.1

Petri Nets for Components and Systems

PNs are now used to model component and system functional states and the respective
state changes. Note, in Schneeweiss (1999a) and Schnieder (1993), similar approaches
have been taken for state modeling with PNs, yet, no specific implementation, usage and
solution of the respectively modeled nets are demonstrated.
Fig. 5.1 displays a PN for a component with two states represented by the places functional and non-functional and two transitions for respective state changes, interpreted as
failure and re-establishment of functionality. The transitions carry delays Dlif etime and
Drepairtime denoting the time a component remains in functional and non-functional
state. The transitions can only fire after their respective delay time has passed. The
delay time can be realized as a constant or a variable, as a deterministic value or as a
a sample drawn from a probability distribution. Likewise, components with more than
two operational states can be modeled, e.g., with several down-states for repair, overhaul
1

http://www.ibepace.com.
E.g., when rare events are combined with behavior evolving in comparatively little time. Systems
with eigenvalues whose real parts are widespread along the negative real axis are called stiff systems.
Usually, they are considered stiff, when some characteristic times in the system exist which are about
30 times bigger than others.
2
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and inspection.

Fig. 5.1: Boolean
component PN state model

Fig. 5.2: System of two components arranged in parallel

A PN can also represent the state of a system which is composed of several components.
In contrary to the component models, the state of the system is a result of the individual
component states and their logic interaction. Fig. 5.2 depicts the manner a system state
is related to its component states, for a system composed of two components arranged in
parallel. As can be seen, both components must be in non-functional state in order for the
system to leave its own functional state; yet it is sufficient if one of the two components
regains functionality for the system to become operative again. In order to draw the PN
more compact, special dashed edges are used in Fig. 5.2, to propagate information about
current place markings, without enabling token flow when connected transitions fire (as
used in Schnieder (1993)).

Fig. 5.3: Component module
Fig. 5.4: Module of the component
interaction logic of the parallel system

If systems are composed of many components, it is desirable to be able to use components
as modules and build models in a hierarchical manner. Such modules can be defined for
components and component interaction logic as depicted in Fig. 5.3 and 5.4; with places
configured as module interfaces. Note, in order to enable efficient modeling of large and
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complex systems, the PN modules should be defined in a context-free manner, hiding
internal implementation, and communicating only via defined interfaces. Respective PN
computer tools need support for such modeling paradigm.

Fig. 5.5: Modularization, context free implementation of the modules

Since dashed edges are not included in basic PN definitions, there is usually no tool
support for them either. Therefore, the interaction logic between component and system
states must be modeled with basic building blocks available in conventional PNs, which
leads to somewhat more complicated net structures. A possible realization is shown in
Fig. 5.5, again for the parallel system already discussed. The state of the components is
signaled to the system via tokens. Every time a component changes its state, a token is
generated, which flows to the place us (”up-signal” for the case of regaining functionality)
or ds (”down-signal” when a failure happens). These tokens are propagated to the system
module which contains the logic to process component state change signals. Obviously,
the representation in Fig. 5.5 is more complicated than the one in Fig. 5.2, yet the
additional transitions and places allow for adequate separation of the modules, and ensure
proper token flow handling. In such a configuration, no tokens will unwantedly amass in
some part of the net and lead to blockages, provided, the nets are properly initialized. In
general, the PNs—having subsequent implementation on a computer tool in mind—must
be constructed in accordance with the particular PN formalism and extensions supported
by the respective tool. This is sometimes a rather tricky issue, far from being trivial when
undesired side-effects shall be avoided; thorough familiarity with the formalism and tool
are advantageous.
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5.2

Petri Net Computer Tools and the PACE Petri Net
Simulator

Many sophisticated, computer-based PN modeling tools exist in the marketplace and
can be engaged for a wide variety of analysis tasks, using analytical and/or simulative
methods3 . PACE was chosen to be used for PN modeling and simulation in this work; it
is (Eichenauer, 2000) a software tool for the specification, simulation and code generation
of DE systems. It uses a stochastic PNs formalism with the following extensions to the
original PN concept:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time modeling
Modeling of random behavior with statistic functions
Inhibitors
Capacity limitations for places
Attributation of tokens and connectors
Net inscriptions in Smalltalk (as single instructions or larger code segments)
Hierarchy by defining modules and channels
Calling of external functions during simulation (e.g., C-libraries) and communication via DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange) on Windows platforms with other applications as e.g., EXCEL worksheets

Each transition in PACE can optionally be associated with three types of user-defined
Smalltalk code4 :
• Condition code, which must return Boolean values ”true” or ”false” and is executed first, when a transition is tested to become activated. If no code is indicated,
the default return value is ”true” and the transition is activated; if ”false” is returned, the transition will not be activated and delay and action code (see below)
will not be executed at this time.
• Delay code, which must return a positive number to represent the time delay
between activation of the transition and it’s firing time (the number returned can
be a constant or any variable e.g., a sample drawn from a random variate generator).
• Action code, executed when the transition fires.
PACE uses a so-called PRD (preemptive repeat different) transition firing policy, see
CWM (nd), which means, that an interrupted job5 will be repeated with a new delay
time. If the delay is represented by a sampled random number, the random number is
re-sampled. This policy has important implications for PN model generation.
PACE offers a graphical user interface (GUI) for net editing and simulating which is
relatively easy to use compared to other PN packages. PACE further allows for implementation of dialogues which enable user interaction during simulation runs, supports
displaying of various forms of graphical output (line diagrams, histograms, cake diagrams. . . ), offers constructs for automated restart of simulation runs as well as functions
to read and write to ASCII files. Moreover, a C-programming interface and DDE with
Microsoft’s EXCEL is implemented and straightforward to use. As already indicated,
PACE offers great flexibility, since the Smalltalk programming language can be used to
program potentially complex logic into the models.
3

A good source of information about PNs in general and about computer tools is (DAIMI, 2002).
Such code is in PACE denoted as inscription.
5
Which is in the PN equivalent to a token removal from an input-place of an activated transition,
while it waits for it’s delayed firing.
4
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Two remarks shall conclude this brief introduction to PACE. PACE offers no analysis
capabilities based on analytical methods, it is purely a DE simulation tool using the PN
formalism. While PACE is programmed in Smalltalk6 —and Smalltalk code segments
can be written and used in the models—the modeling paradigm itself does not life up
to the principles of object-orientation as are known in software engineering. This is
considered as a rather serious drawback, particularly when trying to create or alter large
and complex models. PACE supports the definition of so-called modules and allows for
hierarchical net decomposition, yet this is not seen as an optimal solution. If identical
modules—already inserted into the nets—are to be altered, the changes must be made to
each and every module. This clearly is not up-to-date anymore for any modeler wishing
to create large, complex and maintainable models; maybe, the tool will be improved with
respect to these concerns.

5.3

PACE Petri Nets for Components and Systems

This section illustrates PN implementations in PACE for repairable components and
system structures as were presented in Section 5.1. The goal is to model, in what state
(e.g., functional or non-functional) a component or a system is, at a particular moment
in time. Fig. 5.6 depicts a basic PN model of a Boolean component. The transitions with
inscriptions Life1 next and Repair1 next realize state changes of the component with
delayed transition firing (PACE delay code)7 . As mentioned, PACE supports hierarchical
modeling by the use of modules8 . Fig. 5.7 shows a PACE module (denoted by a square)
of a Boolean component9 which can be repeatedly incorporated in larger PACE models.
Note, places that appear in a lighter gray (transparent look) are connected to nets of a
different hierarchical level, in Fig. 5.6 and 5.7, such are the places us and ds.

Fig. 5.7: Module of a Boolean
component

Fig. 5.6: Boolean component

The PN in Fig. 5.8 contains two Boolean component modules CWR and another module
L2Serial (Fig. 5.9) for their serial connection, to constitute a basic series system structure.
For system failure, it is sufficient if one of the two components fails; for the system
to regain functionality, it is necessary that both components are in working condition.
6

The first consequently object-oriented, general-purpose programming language.
Life1 next is a Smalltalk statement, sending the message next to the object Life1 —in this case, an
instance of an exponential probability distribution—leading to a number being returned representing
a sampled lifetime obeying the exponential distribution.
8
Next to modules, which can contain all PN building blocks, also so-called channels exist for hierarchical decomposition, the latter can contain only places and edges.
9
CWR stands for Component with states Working and Repair.
7
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Fig. 5.8: 2-series system

Fig. 5.9: System state logic of the 2-series
system

Likewise, other systems, as parallel or n-out-of-m structures can be modeled as PACE
PNs, Appendix C.1 gives some additional examples.

5.4
5.4.1

System Lifetime Estimation
Terminating Simulation for Lifetime Estimation

Now, the PN models for components and systems shall be used for simulation experiments. First, non-renewable systems are considered, and the measure to be estimated is
the system lifetime l (or MTTFF). As outlined in Chapter 3.4, terminating simulation
models are models which have an event that marks the end of a simulation run; to estimate system lifetime, naturally, system failure can be taken as such an event. Simulation
experiment parameters can be chosen as the number of system failures N and replications
R.
Fig. 5.10 depicts a flow-chart of the execution of the experiment for MTTFF estimation.
When the simulation is started, a variety of initial declarations and initializations—
among them, definition of N , R, parameterization of the RNG10 , preparation of data
output files and DDE channels—are carried out. After these initializations, the model
is run until first system failure and this process is repeated while the defined number N
10

See appendix C.3 for more remarks on random number and random variate generation in PACE.
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Fig. 5.10: Flowchart of terminating simulation experiment for MTTF analysis

of system failures (e.g., N = 1000) has not yet been reached. Once this is the case, a
single simulation replication has been carried out and before starting the next replication,
the RN-streams are re-initialized. Since the RN streams are chosen differently for each
replication, the results of each replication are statistically independent of each other11 and
can be treated with classical statistical methods to compute mean, standard deviation and
confidence intervals across the replications. When all R replications are completed, the
simulation experiment is finished and the statistics collected during the simulation runs
can be evaluated and presented in numerical or graphical format for further discussion.
Of course, this is only one feasible way to set up a simulation experiment, it is rather
common-place though and shall be used in the experiments in this chapter (see also
Banks et al. (1996) and Law and Kelton (2001)). The simulation run control according
to Fig. 5.10 is implemented in PACE models by means of Smalltalk code combined with
special PNs of their own.
During simulation, the values realized for system lifetimes l can be written to data files
for subsequent analysis with statistic or numerical software packages. Here, a matrix
L is defined, with each row to represent the results of one simulation replication with
the predefined number N of system lifetimes l, see Eq. 5.1. Matrix index n is used for
lifetimes within one replication (column index) and r for the replication (row). For each
replication, the mean lifetime can be calculated according to Eq. 5.2, further the standard
deviation and variance of a single replication. The total mean across all replications is
11

”iid” (independent and identically distributed) property of the random variates produced.
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computed as shown in Eq. 5.3.
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MTTFF of the 2-Series System

A non-renewable system of two components arranged in series is implemented including
respective terminating simulation run control as outlined above. To enable comparison,
the same component failure and repair model as in the series model in Section 3.1.1 is
used (exponential probability distributions, component failure rate λ = 1/9 [1/d], repair
rate µ = 1 [1/d]). The results of three experiments are displayed in Table 5.1; it can be
seen, the estimates for M T T F F2series,nr are all quite close to the analytically computed
value of 54 days (see Eq. 3.15 on page 27). As can be seen—and as is to be expected—the
more system failures simulated, i.e., the larger N is chosen, the smaller is the confidence
interval of the point estimate.
M T T F F2series,nr
Mean
Std. deviation
Confidence 95%

N=100,R=10
53.745
4.357
3.117

N=1000,R=10
54.387
1.881
1.346

N=1000,R=30
54.105
1.626
1.163

Table 5.1: Simulation results for MTTFF of the 2-series system

Fig. 5.11 through 5.14 visualize some results from the simulation experiment (variant
with N = 1000 and R = 30). The mean values of the system lifetime l of the individual
replications range from about 51 to 58 days (Fig. 5.11), it is quite obvious, it would
not be a good idea to just carry out one single replication and take the result as a
point estimate, the number would not be reasonably accurate. Fig. 5.12 and 5.13 show
lifetimes realized during the first replication, in histogram as well as cumulative frequency
representation. As can be seen in Fig. 5.14, the failure probability curve calculated from
the simulation results match well with the analytically computed solution (indicated by
circles in Fig. 5.14). This experiment was completed in about 10 minutes on a PC12 , in
the course of which, all-together, 30’000 system failures were simulated. Of course, the
number of individual component failures is larger—in this system—in the range range of
5 to 10 times more, as can be found out looking at the component failure histories.
12

300 MHz Pentium II.
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Fig. 5.11: Mean lifetimes lr , (R=30)

Fig. 5.12: lifetime histogram (r=1,
N=1000)

Fig. 5.13: Cumulative frequency of lifetimes
(r=1)

Fig. 5.14: Cumulative failure probability
(r=1)

5.4.3

MTTFF of the 2-out-of-3 System

A similar simulation experiment is carried out for a 2-out-of-3 system, with parameters as in given in Section 3.1.1 (λ = 1/9 [1/d], µ = 1 [1/d], analytically calculated
M T T F F2o3,nr = 21.0 [d]). Again, three simulation experiments with different design
parameters are carried out, see Table 5.2; simulation results are as expected.
M T T F F2o3
Mean
Std. deviation
Confidence 95%

N=100,R=10
20.973
2.390
1.709

N=1000,R=10
20.811
0.629
0.450

N=1000,R=30
21.020
0.552
0.394

Table 5.2: Estimates of MTTFF of the 2-out-of-3 system
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5.5

Steady-State System Availability Analysis

Now, the long-run system behavior shall be investigated. As in the terminating simulation
case described above, the performance criteria and simulation experiment design are
discussed briefly before giving a simulation example for a 2-series system.

5.5.1

Steady-State Simulation Experiments for Availability Estimation

The task of a steady-state availability simulation experiment is to produce numbers
of system up-times tup (or system downtimes tdown ) which can be used to calculate
system availability A∞ (see Def. 10 on page 6). During a simulation run, at equidistant
intervals of simulation time or when specific events occur (e.g., when the system becomes
operational after a failure), A∞ (tk ) can be re-calculated. A∞ (tk ) is hereby a so called
running average, which is expected to stabilize around some numerical value according
to the stochastic properties of the system under investigation. The stabilization will
only occur after initial transient effects are overcome and the system had enough time to
reach steady-state conditions. A possible simple algorithm to compute A(∞, tk ) during
simulation runs is the following (see also Fig. 5.15):
1. Initialize the variables A∞ (t0 ) = 0 and tdown = 0 at the start of the simulation.
2. After the first system failure and repair cycle k, at time tst,1 , calculate A∞ (tst,1 ) =
tsh,1 /tst,1 (st stands for startup and sh for shutdown or failure).
3. After each shutdown and restart cycle, recompute A∞ (tst,k ) = tup,k /tst,k with
tup,k = tsh,k − tst,k−1 + tup,k−1 as the total sum of system up-time until the time
tst,k , repeat this until the end of the simulation is reached at time tf inal .

Fig. 5.15: System states during simulation

tup is monotonously increasing during the simulation run, whereas A∞ (tk ) is expected to
reach some steady-state value after a certain simulation time. An important experiment
parameter is tf inal to define the end of a single simulation run. It must be chosen in
order to allow the simulation performance measure to stabilize enough, that means, to
an extent providing accurate estimates about the model behavior. A tradeoff between
performance measure accuracy and simulation effort—in terms of computer processing
time—has to be made. Unfortunately, there is no standardized and widely accepted way
to determine simulation run length tf inal , Banks et al. (1996) and Law and Kelton (2001)
give some advice on this topic. Another design task is to account for possible initial bias
due to arbitrarily chosen initial system conditions, and to remove this bias from the
simulation performance statistics collected during the respective simulation runs.
Quite similar to the case of the terminating simulation, experiments with batch runs and
independent replication are used to produce point estimates of good quality with little
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processing effort. Again, R replications are defined, each consisting of two phases (see
Fig. 5.16), a transient run-in phase and a data collection phase made up of B sequential
batches. Each batch produces a single estimate for the availability performance measure.
The sequencing of batches has the advantage of reduced computational effort (compared
to each batch having its own run-in phase) to remove initial transient effects, however,
some auto-correlation of batch estimates may occur (Law and Kelton, 2001; Banks et al.,
1996).

Fig. 5.16: Phases of steady-state simulation experiments (trajectories of evolving
performance measures as running averages)

The steady-state simulation parameters are therefore the number of replications R,
batches B, the length of the transient phase ttransient and the duration of the batches
tbatch . Appendix C.4 gives additional information about implementation of steady-state
simulation run control. The R replications yield a total of R · B estimates for availability
A∞,b,r 13 which are written to an ASCII data file or via a DDE channel to an EXCEL
spreadsheet (see Fig. 5.19). Results can be stored in a matrix A∞ as given in Eq. 5.4
with each column corresponding to the results of one replication r.
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A∞,B,R

Analogous to the terminating case, mean values A∞,r of the batch results are calculated
for each replication r

A∞,r =

B
1 X
A∞,b,r ,
B b=1

(5.5)

and finally, the total mean A∞,total (Eq. 5.6) across all replications as well as standard
deviation and confidence interval are computed.
13

r and b are the running indices for the replications and batches.
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A∞,total =

5.5.2

R
1 X
A∞,r
R r=1

(5.6)

Steady-State Availability of the Renewable 2-Series System

Simulation experiment parameters for availability estimation of a renewable 2-series system (λ = 1/49 [1/d], µ = 1 [1/d], analytically calculated A∞,2serial,r = 0.9604, see
Section 3.1.1, Eq. ??) are discussed first. As can be seen in Fig. 5.17 and 5.18 for two
trial runs, the running average A∞ (t) stabilizes fairly quick; tinitial is therefore chosen
to be 5000 days in this case. Fig. 5.19 shows numerical values of an experiment with
the 2-series system with R = 5. B = 10 and tbatch =30’000. As can be seen, the means
for availability A∞,r of the individual batches are calculated for all the replications before computing the total mean, variance, standard deviation and 95% confidence interval
across the replications.

Fig. 5.17: Trial initial phase 1

Fig. 5.18: Trial initial phase 2

Fig. 5.19: Spreadsheet with numeric values of A∞,b,r of the 2-series system

Table 5.3 lists the results of eight experiments with different parameters. Obviously,
it is expected that for greater simulation effort, i.e., the longer each batch is and the
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R
10

30

Exp.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B

tbatch

5
5
10
10
5
5
10
10

30’000
60’000
30’000
60’000
30’000
60’000
60’000
30’000
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A∞,2series,r
Mean
Conf. 95%
0.96055
4.48E-4
0.96053
3.52E-4
0.96053
3.52E-4
0.96046
2.96E-4
0.96052
2.28E-4
0.96051
1.67E-4
0.96051
1.67E-4
0.96044
1.22E-4

Computation
time [min]
2.7
5.3
5.3
10.8
8.7
17.1
17.1
34.1

Table 5.3: Steady state availability of the 2-out-of-3 system

larger the B and R numbers are, that the confidence interval becomes smaller; in fact,
this is the case, see Fig. 5.20, displaying point estimate and confidence interval. The
ratio of computation time and resulting confidence interval size (Eq. 5.7) is depicted in
Fig. 5.21 for the eight simulation experiments of Table 5.3. Not astonishingly, there is
an exponential relationship between computation time and accuracy achieved.

Raccuracy =

tprocessing
A∞,conf idence,95%

Fig. 5.20: Point estimates and confidence

(5.7)

Fig. 5.21: Ratio of processing time and
confidence interval

It was shown in this and the previous section, how simulation witch stochastic PN models
can be used to estimate both terminating as well as steady-state system performance
measures. Choice of simulation experiment design parameters were discussed to be an
optimization task; namely, a tradeoff between computation time and accuracy of the
performance measure achieved. To put the computation time in perspective with the
real simulated time, consider the following: The longest simulation experiment for the
renewable 2-series system was carried out for 10 · 30 · 600 000 days, which is approximately
18 million days or 49’000 years. Over this period, the system failed approximately 730’000
times (the 2-series systems fails on average every 24.5 days). The simulation experiment
was completed in 34 minutes, i.e., per minute of computing time, the 2-series system was
simulated for about 1450 years and about 22’000 system failures happened during this
time interval. This seems quite impressive, yet still, the 2-series system is not a complex
system; for larger systems, a faster execution is desirable. Since PACE is implemented
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in Smalltalk, the model code is interpreted at execution time. It is assumed, if native
machine code could be generated, the simulations would run considerably faster. In
Chapters 8 and 9, a different modeling environment (Modelica) is used allowing for faster
execution.
The simulation examples were demonstrated on rather simple systems which indeed can
be—and preferably should be—treated with analytical methods. However, simulation
can prove beneficial for models with other than memory-less probability distributions, for
more complex models or for extended models also containing abstractions of maintenance
work, cost generation or resource scarcity, which will be discussed next.

5.6

Modeling Maintenance Actions

This section extends the PN models to include maintenance actions. Note, the goal is to
demonstrate the feasibility of the PN simulation concept rather than trying to find the
optimal maintenance strategy at this point. PACE PN models for several maintenance
strategies are presented and simulation experiments for two kinds of component failure
models, namely, exponential and Weibull, are discussed. The maintenance strategies
are—in the remainder of this chapter—always applied to a demonstrator system of six
serially arranged components (Fig. 5.22). Such a configuration could be interpreted as a
production system with six sequential production processes represented by components
subject to failure and restoration by maintenance.

Fig. 5.22: Reliability block diagram of the 6-series system

5.6.1

Petri Net Modeling of Selected Maintenance Strategies

Four different maintenance strategies are defined for investigation purpose14 ; in particular, they are:
1. Breakdown strategy: Components are operated until they fail; immediately
after failure, repair action is carried out for restoration of the working state of
the component. Components are considered to be in perfectly new condition after
repair.
2. Periodic maintenance: All components are overhauled together in a pro-active
manner, at the same respective points in time, scheduled according to a predefined
and fixed time interval tp 15 .
3. Opportunistic, system-oriented strategy: Each time the system goes down
due to component failures, overhaul on all remaining components is scheduled only
14
The maintenance strategies are chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but represent customarily applied
strategies as found in practice; a modeler can define and implement other desired strategies as well.
15
p as short for periodic
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if the system was previously operational for a period greater than a certain specified
time interval tsl 16 .
4. Opportunistic, component-oriented strategy: Component overhaul is carried
out when the system is down due to component failure, only if the respective
components were operational for a time interval greater than tcm 17 .

Fig. 5.23: PN model of a 6-series system extended to include periodic maintenance

Fig. 5.24: Component with an additional state for pro-active maintenance
16
17

sl stands for system lifetime.
cm for component-oriented maintenance.
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For the breakdown strategy, no specific model extension is necessary, since the failure and
repair component models presented in Section 5.1, do already contain repair initiation as
soon as the component leaves functional state. To implement the periodic maintenance
strategy, the PN model must be extended as shown in Fig. 5.23 (also illustrated in Fabricius and Badreddin (2001b); Fabricius and Kröger (2002)). As can be seen, six PACE
modules by the names CMpC1 through CMpC6 are connected to the component interaction logic block L6Serial of the six-series system, with additional modules for simulation
run control and performance evaluation. Further, a module PeriodicMaintenanceCoordination takes care of initiating periodic maintenance on the six components; in particular,
it triggers commands for preventive maintenance at regular time intervals tp . The PN
component models themselves are extended (see Fig. 5.24), in order to process the maintenance commands just described, which are supplied to the component modules via
the places MaintComX (X for component 1 to 6). The extended components can leave
their respective functional states via two transitions, one for a failure event and one for
scheduled maintenance, therefore allowing usage of different probability distributions for
the repair and for the preventive maintenance duration. The non-functional states of the
components are active when the places inRepair or inProactiveMaintenance are marked
by a token. If the component was already in non-functional state when the maintenance
command was issued and the respective command token was supplied to the component,
this token is consumed and removed from the net, which is realized with the transition
in the far right of Fig. 5.24 having an inhibitor edge connected from the place u realizing
the component functional state.
The remaining maintenance strategies demand for some further extensions and the implementation is quite similar to the periodic maintenance case just described.

5.6.2

6-Series System with Exponential Component Failure Characteristic

The extended PNs are now used to carry out simulation experiments. The probability
models for components are defined as follows:
• Component lifetimes: Exponentially distributed with mean of 49 days.
• Component repair-times: Normally distributed with mean of 1 day and standard
deviation of 0.3 days.
• Duration of component overhaul: Normally distributed with mean of 0.5 days
and standard deviation of 0.15 days.
Since preventive maintenance can usually be planned for in advance, it is assumed to take
less time compared to repair action and have less uncertainty about the spread of it’s
duration. This is, because in the case of scheduled work, factors as alarming time play no
role, parts and tools are usually ready, labor resource can be dedicated and reserved and
the type of work to be done is well known ahead of time (e.g., prior training possible).
For all experiments in this section, labor, parts and tools are assumed to be available at
any degree necessary; resource scarcity will be addressed later.
Table 5.4 lists the results of experiments with all four maintenance strategies defined,
if feasible, with different maintenance parameters tp , tsl and tcm . Fig. 5.25 depicts
the estimated system steady-state availabilities graphically, with the system subjected to
breakdown maintenance as a reference. Two effects can be seen nicely; first, the improvement potential for increased system availability by introduction of more sophisticated
maintenance strategies is very small if exponential component failure models dominate.
Second, the periodic strategy is particularly unsuited and can significantly reduce the

5.6 Modeling Maintenance Actions

Maintenance strategy and parameters
Breakdown
Periodic
tp = 10d
tp = 20d
tp = 30d
tp = 40d
Opp. system-oriented
tsl = 10d
tsl = 20d
tsl = 30d
tsl = 40d
Opp. component-oriented
tcm = 10d
tcm = 20d
tcm = 30d
tcm = 40d
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A∞,6−series
0.88543

Conf. 95%
6.99E-4

0.82475
0.85492
0.86574
0.87001

6.34E-4
9.68E-4
7.59E-4
4.39E-4

0.89620
0.88898
0.88692
0.88619

6.71E-4
7.09E-4
10.04E-4
8.92E-4

0.89963
0.89448
0.89197
0.89017

5.82E-4
8.47E-4
1.13E-3
7.45E-4

Table 5.4: Steady-state availability of the 6-series system subject to different maintenance
strategies and components failing according to an exponential probability distribution

Fig. 5.25: Comparison of maintenance strategies with respect to system availability
(6-series system with exponential component failure model)

system availability—compared to the breakdown reference—especially if carried out on
a frequent basis. Note, at this point, no costs of the maintenance efforts are considered,
this will be done in Section 5.7 and will even further clarify the unsuitability of the periodic strategy for systems of components with constant failure rates (exponential failure
model).

5.6.3

6-Series System with Weibull Component Lifetime Distribution

In order to extend the considerations to other failure probability models, the Weibull
distribution is used for a second set of simulations. The Weibull distribution with the
characteristic survival time Tchar and the form factor β is given in Eq. 5.8. The parameters for component lifetime distribution are chosen18 as Tchar = 49 d and β = 5; the
component repair- and overhaul-times are identically distributed as in the last section.
18
Parameterized such that the variance of the lifetimes are rather small, in order to have a distribution differing from the characteristics of the exponential one used beforehand.
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char

t)β

(5.8)

Fig. 5.26 graphically depicts simulation results. This time—with respect to system availability achievable—the breakdown strategy is inferior to all other maintenance strategies
and the improvement potential by using a more sophisticated maintenance strategy is
significantly larger. Interesting is the fact, that the periodic strategy has some obvious
optimum periodic interval tp somewhere between 20 and 30 days.

Fig. 5.26: Comparison of maintenance strategies with respect to system availability
(6-series system with Weibull component failure characteristic)

5.7

Including Costs in the Petri Net Models

Until now, only the performance measures M T T F F and steady-state system availability
A∞ have been estimated (dependability attributes); now, additionally, costs shall be
considered (aspect of performance of performability modeling).

5.7.1

Costs Incurred by Different Maintenance Strategies

Fig. 2.4 in Section 2.1 schematically illustrated the cost situation for a system subjected
to maintenance, with so-called direct costs (resulting form maintenance work) and indirect costs (e.g., system downtime cost) and their sum, the total costs. Obviously, the goal
of a plant production manager is to minimize total costs by adequately choosing appropriate maintenance strategy and intensity. The already introduced PN models are now
further enhanced to keep track of costs incurred by maintenance work and consequential
costs resulting form system downtime. Again, the 6-series system with the maintenance
strategies just defined is taken as object of study. The following assumptions are made
with respect to costs19 :
• Time unit used is days [d], monetary unit is [kSFr] (kilo Swiss Francs).
• Each hour of system downtime is assumed to cause costs of 2 kSFr.
19
All assumptions made are arbitrary but still a realistic choice; the absolute numbers are not of
primary interest here, as the feasibility of the modeling and simulation concept shall be demonstrated.
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• The cost for each reactive maintenance incident (component repair after failure) is
1.6 kSFr and for each pro-active maintenance action 0.8 kSFr20 .
The cost for pro-active work is assumed to be lower, because work can usually be planned
for ahead of time, moreover, spare parts and tools can be prepared, the reaction time of
maintenance personnel is potentially lower and the components are usually in better condition compared to a state after failure. Distributions used for lifetimes and maintenance
work duration are this time:
• Exponential failures with mean time Tmean = 90 d or alternatively, Weibull failures
with Tchar = 90 d and form factor β = 5.
• Component repair time is normally distributed, with mean of 3 h and deviation of
0.6 h.
• Pro-active maintenance duration is assumed to be half of the repair variant (mean=1.5
h, deviation 0.3 h), again assuming that pro-active work can be carried out quicker
and more efficiently.

Fig. 5.27: Steady-state availability and costs (6-series system, Weibull component failures
and periodic maintenance strategy)

Fig. 5.27 illustrates—as an example—results from an experiment with Weibull component failure characteristic and periodic maintenance strategy applied; maximum system
availability is achieved for tp = 40 d and minimal total costs for tp = 50 d.
Similar simulations were carried out for the other maintenance strategies; a summary of
the minimum total costs achieved is given in Fig. 5.28 and 5.29 for the system with components of exponential and Weibull failures respectively. Not surprisingly, in the system
with exponential failures, the breakdown strategy is most economic; with Weibull failures, opportunistic system-oriented strategy proves most economically feasible. Absolute
total costs are significantly lower in the ”Weibull-system”, this due to the fact, that the
component failure rates are not constant over time with the Weibull probability distribution (with parameter β as chosen in these elaborations) and therefore, a time-oriented
maintenance strategy has the potential to save costs. In the system with constant failure
rates (exponential probability model), other measures must be taken to lower total costs;
an option is the introduction of component redundancy which is addressed next.
20

An option would be to use non-deterministic values for maintenance costs.
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Fig. 5.28: Minimal costs realized with
different maintenance strategies(6-series
system, exponential failure characteristic)

5.7.2

Fig. 5.29: Minimal costs realized with
different maintenance strategies (6-series
system, Weibull failure characteristic)

Cost-Benefit Analysis of Component Redundancy

Economical feasibility of component redundancy in the 6-series system with exponential
failure characteristic is analyzed now. Of the six components, either two, four or all
six components shall have redundant components installed. It is assumed, the original
six components are nominally used for plant operation, they are repaired after failure
(breakdown maintenance); the redundant components take over in case of main component failure (cold stand-by redundancy). Since the redundant components stand still
most of the time, they are assumed to fail very seldom, a M T T F of 5 years is defined and
they are pro-actively overhauled once a year. Investment (acquisition and installation)
for a pair of redundant components is estimated to be 40 kSFr. Again, the PNs were
adapted, appendix C.1 shows a PACE net with redundancy installed.

Fig. 5.30: Cost savings per year

Fig. 5.31: Net savings over ten years

Simulation results with subsequent calculations are illustrated in Fig. 5.30 and 5.31. The
cost savings per year by introducing redundancy range from 47 to significant 144 kSFr
with pay-back-time for the investments almost the same for all three redundancy options
(about ten month). Fig. 5.31 depicts the potential net savings for a time horizon of ten
years (investments and installation costs deducted). With the all-redundant system, 1.3
million SFr could potentially be saved (statistical assessment).

5.8

Accounting for Resource Scarcity

In the meaning of the term, resources are scarce, such can be money, labor, energy, machines, infrastructure, tools or spare parts. Steps in administrative or technical processes
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often require for the availability of certain resources; individual steps in a process (tasks)
can be blocked if the resource is not at disposal. Situations of resource scarcity are now
investigated, in particular considering limited number of maintenance workers. In order
to do so, the PN models are once more extended. PNs as a formalism are well suited
to model aspects of resource constraints, appendix C.2 gives more details on respective
implementation.

Fig. 5.32: Overall total costs depending on the number of employed maintenance workers
(6-series-system with Weibul component failures and periodic maintenance)

The goal is to make statements about economical count of maintenance workers. It
is assumed, each maintenance task, whether pro-active or reactive, demands for the
availability of one maintenance worker. It is further assumed, each worker incurs 20 kSFr
of fix-cost per year in addition to the costs resulting when individual maintenance actions
are carried out. Fig. 5.32 shows the overall total costs (including fix-costs) for different
numbers of workers dedicated to the plant. Obviously, the variant with two workers and a
periodic maintenance interval of tp = 50 d would result in the least overall costs, namely,
163.48 kSFR/a. Three workers at tp = 50 d or two workers at tp = 60 d would be in the
same cost range as well.

5.9

Discussion of the Petri Net Simulation Approach

This chapter has shown how stochastic PACE PN simulations can be used for both
transient and steady-state availability analysis. Changes to system topology (e.g., redundancies), maintenance strategy and resources available were investigated with respect
to performance measures as availability and costs. The potential of system availability improvement is largely dependent on the type of failures happening in the system.
Nevertheless, even when the failure models are not known with precision in the real system, theoretical considerations and simulation experiments can be made to check on the
feasibility of different maintenance strategies and plant design (or re-design) options.
The simulation concept can yield accurate results with little effort, this was illustrated
with model examples that can also be treated analytically, as shown in Chapter 3. The
DE-simulation approach is more flexible than analytic classical analysis approaches as
Markov modeling in that it allows the usage of any desired probability distribution for
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failure and repair processes and the convenient implementation of operations control logic
and cost-tracking. Large and complex systems can be modeled, supported by principles
of hierarchical decomposition.
Maintenance strategies that can be described by a clearly formalizable set of rules, e.g., a
periodic strategy with predefined work interval, can be well modeled and simulated with
the presented PN modeling methodology. However, it is difficult to model conditionbased strategies because respective simulation models would need to include information
about trajectories of component condition as well.
Some limitation is imposed by the graphical nature of PN formalism. Complex and
large models can quickly become hard to overlook, especially, if many edges exist in the
model (dependencies, inter-networking), and if they span across different hierarchical
levels. Textual constructs in addition to graphical formalism—which some of the PN
tools offer—strongly enhance the modeling capabilities. Therefore, tool selection is an
important issue. The tool chosen here offers relatively powerful—and yet still intuitive to
use—modeling features. Nevertheless, PACE exhibits some limiting traits when trying
to model larger systems, as indicated. As already briefly mentioned, two main critiques
can be formulated with respect to PACE when used for modeling as presented in this
text. First, PACE supports no object-orientation as a modeling paradigm which makes
model generation, evolution and maintenance a rather time consuming and error-prone
process. Second, the model execution is considered relatively slow, since the PACE nets
are interpreted (Smalltalk heritage).
Because the DE-modeling approach alone has inherent difficulty in representing CT phenomena, as are ubiquitous in e.g., production plants of the process industry, the DEapproach shall be combined with CT formalism in the next chapters, to constitute a
further developed modeling concept to tackle hybrid aspects21 .

21
Approaches to represent hybrid behavior exist also, e.g., with Fluid stochastic PNs (FSPNs).
Ciardo et al. (1999) write, since the equations characterizing such FSPNs constitute a coupled system
of partial differential equations, their generation and solution can become intractable but for small
or very well-structured FSPNs. The usability of such concepts are currently restricted to very simple
”school-book” problems, as well, there is no computer tools yet, that would enable efficient generation
and execution of models of the degree of complexity given in this work.

Chapter 6

Hybrid Dynamic Modeling Concept
and New Model Libraries
PN (Petri net) modeling as discussed in the previous chapter was purely modeling of
DE (discrete-event) phenomena. This chapter introduces the HDPA (Hybrid Dynamic
Performability Analysis) concept, presents a suitable modeling environment which is
extended with several new model libraries and elaborates on dynamics due to mass flow
and storage in plants.

6.1
6.1.1

Concept for Plant Performability Modeling
Modeling Principles

As was already mentioned, process plants often exhibit dynamic behavior, i.e., time dependent phenomena exist e.g., due to chemical reaction kinetics, information processing
and control systems or mass flow and storage. Such aspects can be important when considering component failures and when trying to evaluate a certain plant’s performability.
In order to represent the respective behavior, hybrid dynamic models are in need, that is,
it is necessary to have one or several modeling formalism at hand which allow to model
in both the DE and the CT (continuous-time) domain.
The field of hybrid modeling is an active research area, and efforts are underway to
further develop formalisms and methods. Unfortunately, there still is a lack of integrated
tools for hybrid modeling in a comprehensive and holistic manner, i.e., tools, that have
the flexibility and expressiveness to represent a wide variety of behavior and still provide
robust execution features. Often, the approaches are too constraining, are domain specific
or do not support modeling principles indispensable for efficient modeling of
large and complex systems. One modeling environment seems promising though, it
will be discussed in Section 6.2. But first, the question of what modeling principles and
paradigms should be supported in order to handle complex systems, are addressed. Some
keywords and important points are:
The modeling formalism and respective tools should support hierarchical decomposition (Fig. 6.1) allowing to conveniently structure models (principles of systems) and
enable refinement admitting varied levels of detail (degree of resolution) in different
model parts. Further, both the bottom-up1 and the top-down2 modeling approach
should be supported.
Another aspect of importance is component orientation, a topic which is of great
concern and current appeal to Software Engineering as well. It shall be possible to define
parts of a system in as much of a context-free manner as possible. That is, changes
to the internal behavior of a component should not rise need to change the surround1
2

Procedure to compose and build a model up from clearly defined individual elements.
Start with a broad, global overview and define important parts before refining those parts.
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Fig. 6.1: Hierarchical decomposition, layered modeling

ings or the interaction partners of the component. This demands for clear component
boundary and interface specification, decoupling internal functionality from services
offered to the surroundings. This aspect of context-freedom is of utmost importance for
high degree of re-usability, evolution and maintainability of models of complex systems, where models themselves become complex. Fig. 6.2 to 6.4 illustrate the concept
of components and their interfaces graphically. The interface specification defines the
type of interaction that is allowed, characterizing different connectors and connection lines. Fig. 6.2 depicts several connectors denoted by circles, triangles and polygons
as well as a connector which groups some of these into a “vector” connector (type of
a plug with a specific unique fitting). Fig. 6.3 shows connection lines with different
graphical appearance (only linking certain types of connectors) and Fig.6.4 distinguishes
between uni-directional and bi-directional types. Uni-directional connection lines
represent e.g., signal flows where separate input and output connectors need be defined.
Bi-directional lines can represent physical flows (e.g., fluid flow in a pipe) with flow direction and rate results from outer conditions imposed. Fig. 6.5 illustrates modularization
where several components are encapsulated into a larger entity.

Fig. 6.2: Components and interfaces

Fig. 6.3: Different types of connection
lines

Fig. 6.4: Signal flow (unidirectional
connection lines) with special input
and output connectors

Object orientation3 is an important paradigm as well. In Software Engineering, this
paradigm is paramount and arguably is not only a temporary hipe since it can really facilitate description of complex systems. This, by its principles of abstraction (generalization
and specialization), the class concept with encapsulation (information hiding) of both
3
The terms of “object” and “component” are used somewhat interchangeably in literature, depending on the respective discipline. In Software Engineering, usually, a component has a higher granularity
than an object, encapsulating more functionality and having its own physical representation (code)
deployed in distributed systems.
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Fig. 6.5: Hierarchical component interaction

data and methods and with clear interface definition and with inheritance, aggregation,
composition and polymorphism.
Usage of a combination of different formalisms is thought important for modeling of
multi-aspect and complex systems as well. E.g., a graphical formalism often has serious
drawbacks when having to deal with complex and large systems, since the graphical
appearance quickly becomes difficult to survey, especially, if components are heavily
networked. A combination with textual representation can offer more flexibility and help
managing large models.

6.1.2

Plant Performability Modeling with Four Layers

Now, the specific topic of performability assessment is addressed again. Goal is to make
quantitative statements about a plant’s performability, accounting for dynamic and CT
effects in addition to the DE ones already treated. It is assumed, that a particular plant
is given with some knowledge of component failure and repair characteristics (MTTF,
MTTR). Sought is a method for performability investigation which allows to make alterations to plant structure, parameters, operation or maintenance schemes and quantify
the respective consequences. Demanded are in particular:
• Representation of relevant dynamics in a process plant, specifically those due to
mass flow and storage.
• Modeling of failure and repair behavior.
• Representation of relevant control logic of the plant.
• Handling of hybrid aspects.
• Ability to model complex systems.
• Fast and robust model execution during simulation.
• Extendibility and refinement-ability of the models generated.
In order to live up to these demands, a modeling concept is introduced, consisting of four
layers (see Fig. 6.6) of component failure and repair behavior, physical plant structure
with respect to mass flow, flow control and performance evaluation. The different layers
will be further discussed throughout this and the next chapter.
Experiments with a variety of modeling formalisms and tools—featuring some degree of
hybrid capability—have been carried out. Finally, the Modelica modeling specification,
with its respective computer tools, was found to be most feasible for the performability
analysis goals. Modelica supports most of the modeling principles outlined in the previous section, offers a basic modeling environment suited to help satisfy above demands
and well enables implementation of the four layers of Fig. 6.6. However, using Modelica,
some problems need be solved; it cannot be readily applied for performability analysis
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Fig. 6.6: Model layers for performability modeling

in its present form. It must be extended, which was done in the work at hand by implementation of several new Modelica libraries introducing new formalism and reuseable
model components; among other, and most important:
• ExtendedPetriNetLibrary (EPNL): Extension of the already available PN library
in Modelica (currently rather limited in functionality) by adding ablility to represent
DE phenomena in a manner similar to the elaborations of Chapter 5.
• SystemDynamics: Transfer of the modeling principles of System Dynamics to
performability assessment, to allow representing dynamics assossiated with flows of
e.g., mass and information. Introduction of the notation inside Modelica.
• QSSFluidFlow : A custom tailored and compact library for quasi-steady-state fluid
flow of components typically installed in process plants.
A detailed discussion of the libraries would go beyond the scope of this document, restriction to the most important aspects of background and functionality is necessary and
respective prove of applicability for plant performability evaluation. Before doing so,
Modelica is briefly introduced.

6.2

Introduction to Modelica

Modelica4 is an open, object-oriented modeling language specification. Since the 1970’s,
work to represent multi-disciplinary and large complex dynamic physical systems was
carried out, which can be sub-summed under the term object-oriented modeling. Many
variants exist, but the relevant basic methodology was developed at the Lund Institute in
Sweden, see Elmquist (1978). Cellier (1991) gives extensive coverage of physical objectoriented5 modeling and is a standard reference of modeling in the CT. An overview of
the historical development and evolution of CT modeling and simulation can be found
in Aström et al. (1998) and Otter (1995) treats object-oriented modeling of mechatronic
systems. In recent years, the theory of object-oriented modeling was refined and has
matured, at the same time, computer technology has made great progress, enabling
implementation of object-oriented modeling on even standard desktop PCs.
Modelica combines object-orientation, non-causal modeling6 and proven technology from
4

Modelica is a trademark of the Modelica Association.
5
“Physical object-oriented”, opposed to “object-oriented” as known in software engineering, is concerned with mathematical modeling of physical objects. The attribute “physical” is often omitted, but
it should be clear from the context what is meant in each case.
6
Traditional input/output block abstraction can be generalized by relaxing causality constraints,
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previous modeling languages and tools. Several attempts to define object-oriented languages for physical modeling have been made, Modelica unifies different concepts and
notations by means of standardization, initiated in 1996 by international cooperation of
modeling paractitioners in different domains and of developers of previous object-oriented
modeling languages7 ; version 2.0 is the most recent specification (Modelica Association,
2002a). The Modelica web-page8 , offers a wealth of information, with tutorial articles and
models (Modelica Association, 2002b) and description of tools and libraries. Tiller (2001)
gives many examples and ats (2000) contains a series of articles about object-oriented
modeling.
Modelica is a representative of theoretical, mathematical modeling (white-box approach),
based on formulation of physical balance equations, constitutive, phenomenological and
empirical relations. Models are described with a combination of differential, algebraic and
discrete-time equations, which can be indicated in a declarative9 manner, thus unburdening the modeler of many error-prone manual transformation tasks. Modelica supports
high level graphical modeling and detailed textual description, all stored in the form of
classes which can be stored in libraries enabling re-use of modeling know-how. With the
help of a graphical editor, instances of classes can be inserted in so-called composition diagrams, again constituting classes, and hence allowing for hierarchical build-up of larger
systems. A free Standard Modelica Library is maintained, supplying basic classes of
physical unit type declarations, common mathematical functions, signal flow and source
blocks, transfer functions and filters as well as commonly used model components of the
electric, mechanical, hydraulic and thermo-fluidic domain (see also Fig. 6.7). In addition,
individual people, organizations or companies have developed further free or commercial
libraries.

Fig. 6.7: Composition diagram showing multi-domain and multi-formalism model
representation in Modelica (source: Modelica web-page)

An advantage is, that physical component orientation allows to retain system topology
in the model, facilitating intuitive understanding of the model (semantic interpretation)
i.e., by not committing block variables to an ”input” or ”output” function early, leading to simpler
and more flexibel models and increasing simulation efficiency.
7
As Allan, Dymola, NMF, ObjectMath, Omola, SIDOPS+, Smile.
8
http://www.modelica.org.
9
Implicit, behavior-oriented, no need to bring mathematical relations into a particular form, e.g.,
state-space.
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and making model exchange and evolution more practical. Fig. 6.8 represents a simple
passive electric circuit as a Modelica composition diagram. The same circuit is shown in
Fig. 6.9 as a Simulink signal block diagram (computational, algorithmic representation).
It is quite obvious, that e.g., adding a resistor to the circuit would be fairly easy in the
topological model while demanding for substantial and less transparent changes in the
computational variant.

Fig. 6.9: Simulink signal-flow block model
Fig. 6.8: Modelica composition
diagram

More features of Modelica are:
• Hybrid modeling: Modelica has special language constructs for time and stateevent handling, such that realistic models containing discontinuities, discrete-events
or structure changes can be implemented and efficiently and robustly simulated.
• Symbolic transformation algorithms10 : Object-oriented modeling can lead
to very large sets of system equations initially, and it would be inefficient to directly use numerical solvers. However, applying appropriate symbolic transformation algorithms such as Block Lower Triangular-partitioning (to sort equations and
variables), tearing (intelligent variable substitution) and Pantelides (differentialalgebraic-equation index reduction), the number of unknowns visible to the solvers
can be reduced significantly (e.g., ats (2000)).
• Scalability, efficient handling of large systems: A feasibility study at Ford
Motor Company investigated very large models originally having around 260’000
equations (Tiller et al., 2000). After symbolic processing with Dymola, about 25’000
non-trivial algebraic equations and 300 states were left. Ir was shown that after such
reduction, the model could be simulated in ordinary manners.
• Tools: Modelica computer tools usually offer a graphical editor for model construction, automatically produce portable Modelica code, generate machine-executables,
provide a simulation run-time environment and support result visualization. Currently , Dymola 11 and MathModelica are the two leading tools.
• Further development: Modelica and tools are continously updated and research
10
This is were most of the “intelligence” of object-oriented modeling is located, respective computer
tools implement these algorithms.
11
Dymola (short for dynamic modeling laboratory) is used in the work at hand; among other, it
allows for interfacing with Matlab/Simulink and external functions in FORTRAN and C, see Elmquist
(1978) for more information about Dymola development.
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projects are ongoing for this purpose12 . The main improvement areas are: Symbolic
transformation, handling very large-scale models, real-time applications, hardwarein-the-loop simulation, parallel and distributed simulation, multi-criteria optimization routines, interactive simulation environments and visualization, hybrid capabilites, partial differential equations support.
Summarized, Modelica, by its characteristics, is well suited for performability modeling.
The next section treats DE formalism in Modelica, in particular PNs.

6.3
6.3.1

Extension of the Petri Net Formalism in Modelica
Current and New Petri Net Library in Modelica

Tight integration of discrete and continuous equations in Modelica allows to generate
efficient execution code for hybrid models (synchronous equations principle, see Otter
et al. (1999) and Elmquist et al. (2000)), which is the basis for a PN library already existing in Modelica. It implements PN components, i.e., places and transitions, as strictly
local sets of Boolean equations enabling unifying treatment of both continuous and discrete components, see Mosterman et al. (1998). It is designed for black deterministic
priority PNs and the authors of the library chose their PNs to be normal 13 , priority 14
Petri Nets with maximum firing 15 semantics. They show, how their approach allows
to seamlessly treat hybrid behavior as e.g., is required for comprehensive modeling of
embedded control systems. Focussing on process control, they argue, chosen semantics
are appropriate. However, when modeling problems in other areas—e.g., in reliability
engineering or socio-technical domains with larger and more complex systems—the limitation to places which can hold one token only and the immediate firing policy of enabled
transitions can be a severe constraint. Therefore, extensions to the available PN library
are defined in this work; they give a modeler more flexibility in modeling DE phenomena.
The extended library is called ExtendedPetriNetLibrary (EPNL) and implements two
main enhancements:
1. Delayed transition firing, with deterministic or stochastic delays
2. Places capable of holding more than one token, with parameterizable capacity limit
In appendix D.1, additional information about EPNL can be found, with several modeling and simulation examples to demonstrate the functionality and usability of the enhancements16 . Advantages of EPNL compared to stand-alone PN tools is the tight
integration in the Modelica modeling environment with the all benefits outlined in Section
6.2, also, the model execution at run-time is significantly faster than, e.g., with PACE
(see below). Drawback and limitations of EPNL lay in the missing support for token game animation and to some degree in its limited user-friendliness. Well-established,
dedicated PN tools offer better features in this respect.
12
E.g., beginning of 2000, the EU project RealSim (http://www.ida.liu.se/p̃elab/realsim/) was initiated, using Modelica as a basic technology with the primary goals to develop tools for efficient
simulation of complex, tightly-coupled multi-physics systems, with real-time constrains on execution
and to reduce engineering product development cost and time by design optimization and by hardwarein-the-loop simulation.
13
Places of capacity one.
14
To eliminate otherwise inherent non-determinism in PNs.
15
Enabled transitions must fire immediately.
16
EPNL can be down-loaded form the Modelica web-page together with documentation, additional
information about its usage can be found in Fabricius and Badreddin (2002).
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Availability Simulation with the Extended Petri Net Library

Usage of the EPNL is now illustrated with two examples of steady-state availability
simulation.

2-Series System
In a renewable 2-series system, the functional state of each of the two components of the
system can be modeled with a component-PN as depicted in Fig. 6.10, with a functional
and a non-functional state active when the respective place is marked. The transitions
represent stochastic failure and repair processes, modeled as random delays (as was described in Chapter 5).

Fig. 6.10: Component with two states

The component interaction logic of the series system is given in Fig. 6.11; the blocks
C1 and C2 (bottom edge of the figure) encapsulate individual components as shown in
Fig. 6.10, complemented with additional Boolean output connectors which propagate the
internal component states (”true”=non-functional) to higher hierarchies. The system
state is given by markings of the two places in Fig. 6.11, and depends on the states of
the individual components. The performance measures are collected in the upper most
block Evaluation of Fig. 6.11, which also contains the simulation run control. System
availability is calculated as the average ratio of how long the system’s functional place is
marked by a token and how long the total operation time was. The measure is recalculated
each time the system changes its state. At the end of each simulation batch, the current
performance values are written to a text file for subsequent analysis17 .
For known exponential failure and repair characteristic (λ = 1/49 and µ = 1 [1/d]),
the steady-state system availability is according to Eq. ??: A∞,2series,r = 0.9604. A
steady-state simulation experiment setup is used, yet for practical reasons, the procedure
is somewhat facilitated, in that only a single replication as a sequence of batches is
carried out18 . Using one replication alone is statistically not proper in principle19 , but
the procedure is sufficient to deliver a good approximation for most systems, especially if
17
This is realized in the Dymola tool by the help of external C-functions for file operations, implemented as a static C-library, see appendix E.2 for some extracts of the codes for performance evaluation
and storage.
18
With some additional programming effort, simulation experiments with several independent replications could also be implemented using Modelica/Dymola; the RNG would have to be further adapted,
with respective seed management.
19
The “iid” property does not hold true, the statistical independence between the sequential batch
runs is not guaranteed.
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a long batch length is chosen. A simulation experiment with B = 30, tbatch = 100 000 and
tinitial = 10 years yields: A∞,2series,r,mean = 0.9604059, with 95% confidence interval
of 4.3506 · 10−4 . The result is therefore very close to the analytically computed value and
the execution time for the whole experiment was only about 8 seconds20 . The simulation
experiment, as a matter of fact, runs a lot faster than a similar experiment with the PACE
PN simulator, since with the Dymola tool, Modelica models are translated to C-source
code and then to native machine code, allowing for fast execution.

Fig. 6.11: 2-series system
Fig. 6.12: PN model of the 2-out-of-3 system

2-out-of-3 System
The second availability simulation example is carried out with a 2-out-of-3 system. The
realization with components from the EPNL is shown in Fig. 6.12. For λ = 1/9 and
µ = 1 [1/d], system availability was calculated analytically as A∞,2o3,r = 0.972 (Eq. ??).
Simulation (B = 30, tbatch = 1000 years, tinitial = 10 years) yields A∞,2o3,r,,mean =
0.9715589, with 95% confidence interval of 1.5026 · 10−3 . Execution time was 5 seconds.
Repeating the experiment with a longer batch duration of tbatch = 100 000 years, results
in A∞,2o3,r,mean = 0.971955, with 95% confidence interval of 3.094 · 10−4 .
With EPNL, it is possible to seamlessly couple the PNs with dynamic, CT physical model parts at any desired level of detail. This can support the analysis
of e.g., reliability, availability, safety, dependability or other performance measures of
complex technical systems without having to neglect system dynamics. In principle, the
20

On a PC with Pentium IV processor, 1.9 Ghz CPU rate and Windows operating system.
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same models as presented in Chapter 5 and implemented in PACE, can be modeled with
EPNL likewise, the modeling is conceptually similar. Having discussed DE modeling
with EPNL, the next section addresses CT aspects.

6.4

6.4.1

Paradigms of System Dynamics and Transfer of Principles with a New Library
Origin and Characteristics of System Dynamics

In the late 1950’s, J.W. Forrester from MIT developed methods to model, understand
and design corporate policy—later called System Dynamics (SD)—which were published
in (Forrester, 1961). Based on that work, a general viewpoint has developed about
the feedback-loop structure of systems and their dynamic behavior, the methods were
subsequently applied to problems of urbanization, world economics, pollution and population development, see (Forrester, 1969, 1968, 1971). In addition to applications in
entrepreneurial, micro and macro-economic domains, SD has been used for a variety of
environmental, ecological (Odum, 1971b,a, 1997) and biological systems and to a lesser
content to technical systems.
Terminology and notation of SD with different authors and in different application areas
are somewhat diverse, but the basic principles are the same. Always, storage elements are
connected by material or non-material (e.g., information) flow channels to constitute a
“stock and flow” modeling paradigm, and the dynamic behavior in the system is of main
interest21 . The fact, that a change in the level of a storage element can be expressed
as a difference of net inflows and outflows to the element is paramount. In addition,
basic system structures, as positive and negative feedback loops and flow delays reappear in System Dynamic models. (Richmond, 1991b,a, 1994) states, that SD is a way
to think about system behavior, to mentally simulate models. Since the human’s brain
capability is very limited when trying to think in dynamic processes (with feedback loops,
delays and possibly non-linearities, network structures and multi-directional cause-andeffect relations), computers are extensively used in SD to simulate the respective models.
Cellier (1991) describes SD as a general strategy for inductive modeling, as opposed to
the deductively constructed physical models.

6.4.2

System Dynamics Notation

Forrester introduced (Forrester, 1961) a system of symbols—called structure diagram—to
create graphical representations, which show the existence of interrelationships between
levels and other elements, which are connected to each other by different flows conduits.
The diagrams disclose what factors enter into decisions determining the rates of flow, but
they do not reveal what the specific functional relationships are; these were formulated
in specific equations listed externally in textual form and were referred to in the diagram.
A variant is the influence diagram, also called causal-loop diagram (compare with Cellier
(1991) or Kirkwood (1998)). It is less formal than a block diagram or signal flow graph and
can be drawn earlier in a modeling process, where only the basic relations and influences
shall be represented without indicating the precise nature of these dependencies. Cellier
(1991) points out, that the strength—and at the same time—the weakness of the influence
diagram lays in exactly this informality compared to signal flow diagrams, since it has
21
Forrester (1968) calls storage elements levels whereas Richmond (1991a)—and in the Stella/iThink
environment—the term stock is used.
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a somewhat unorganized character in that a modeler can be tried to create too many
dependencies when modeling (ultimately, every event in the real world is somehow related
to other events). This danger manifests itself when further modeling steps to formulate
relationships mathematically are not fruitful. Forrester’s structure diagram is similar to
the influence diagrams, but distinguishes more clearly between levels and flows/rates and
therefore is more formal and avoids some of the problems of the influence diagrams.
In the following, Forrester’s notation is briefly described, without going into details and
some of the particularities which must be credited to the limited possibilities and conveniences of computer systems and modeling languages when SD was originated.
A level is denoted by a rectangle (Fig. 6.13), it can have a number of connectors which
represent inflows or outflows f with respective flow rates ri (positive sign for flow into the
level). The flow direction is indicated by an arrowhead on the flow channel (represented as
a line). The levels content x is a result of the net inflow over time (Eq. 6.1). Information
“take-offs” are denoted by small circles at the source of the information and do not affect
the element from which the information is taken (no physical flows entering into Eq. 6.1).
For the level element, such information take-offs allow for propagation of the current level
to the surroundings of the level.

X
dx
=
ri
dt
i

(6.1)

Fig. 6.13: Level

Fig. 6.14: Six different flow types defined by Forrester

Symbols for flows are given in Fig. 6.14. So-called decision functions (also: rate equations)
determine the rate of flow, and act as kind of control-valves in the flow channels, Fig. 6.15
shows their graphical representation. Decision functions are information processing elements, and only take information flows as inputs, process these inputs internally to
generate an information output setting the respective flow rates r (Eq. 6.2).

r = f (u1 , u2 , . . . , un )

(6.2)

Sources and sinks (Fig. 6.16) can be used as special level elements, if a flow rate is to
be controlled whose source or destination is considered to lie outside of the scope of
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Fig. 6.15: Decision functions/rate equations
Fig. 6.16: Source and sink

the model. Auxiliary variables represent concepts subdivided from decision functions,
to explicitly denote their independent meaning in the system to be modeled, and allow
for semantical structuring of a model. They can be placed in information flow channels
between levels and decision-functions, and are denoted by circles with various numbers
of information inputs and information take-offs (Fig. 6.17). Like decision functions, they
have an adjoined relation (Eq. 6.3 for output determination based on input values).
Constants are illustrated in Fig. 6.18; further elements exist for delayed flow propagation
and are denoted by rectangles similar to levels.

y = f (u1 , u2 , u3 , . . . , uk )

Fig. 6.17: Auxiliary variable

(6.3)

Fig. 6.18: Parameters (constants)

A SD model of a simple inventory system (Fig. 6.19) shall demonstrate integration of
the elements just described22 . It consists of one level representing the inventory of some
good at a retailers shop. A source is used for the distributors inventory and a sink for
the customers storage of sold goods, both of them lay outside of the scope of the model.
A decision function order rate determines the re-order rate of goods, to keep the retailer
inventory at some desired level DI (constant). The constant AT (adjustment time) is
a parameter of the re-order policy, defined in a mathematical function allocated to the
order rate element. The structure of this model is a first-order negative feedback loop,
where the re-ordering rate rreorder depends on the current inventory level x according
to Eq. 6.4. As can be seen, the structure diagram is well suited to express the behavior
structure of the system, without revealing to much detail about mathematical relations.

rreorder =

1
(DI − x)
AT

(6.4)

Information flows have a special importance in that they act as links between the other
flows. Following Kirkwood (1998), the creation, control and distribution of information
is a central activity of any business management while the respective modeling of information flows is rather difficult, because of their abstract nature compared to physical and
tangible flows. He states, the basic SD elements of stocks and flows provide a general
way of graphically representing any business process. Practical experience shows (again,
Kirkwood (1998)), that modifying the information links in a business process can have
22

In Forrester (1968), similar models are discussed in detail.
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Fig. 6.19: First order negative feedback loop, inventory model

a profound impact on the performance of this process, while these impacts are often not
intuitively foreseeable; large-scale experimentation in the real world, by making ad-hoc
changes in enterprises to their crucial information links can be dangerous. Enterprise
modeling, using the notation and modeling principles of SD, can provide a way to investigate the implications of business process alterations before actually implementing
them, without the potentially disastrous consequences of real-world experimentation.
During the 1990’s, issues as Business Process Re-engineering (Hammer and Champy,
1994), Work-flow Management Systems and Supply Chain Management became increasingly important, due to globalization trends and progress in information technology.
SD can prove helpful in order to tackle respective challenges and avoiding costly surprise, especially when companies start to collaborate electronically and the concept of
the extended enterprise (suppliers, customers) and doing business in networks becomes
attractive. Modeling of complex interaction structures, of networks of information and
physical flows can be well carried out with SD paradigms.

6.4.3

New System Dynamics Library in Modelica

The SD approach is not new, but as just outlined, new problem areas open new application options and todays computing systems, software tools and modeling languages offer
more possibilities. Further, seamless integration of CT and DE aspects is of interest or
the addition of new types of flows, e.g., energy flows (convective or non-convective), refer
to Chapter 4.3.1 about the 4F concept. Some of these aspects will be treated in the
following.

Fig. 6.20: Four building blocks in Stella (stocks, flows, connectors and converters)

A variety of (stand-alone) computer tools are available for SD modeling, prominent ones
are Stella/Ithink, Vensim, Powersim and Professional Dynamo. Fig. 6.20 depicts a model
created with Stella, as can be seen, a somewhat different notation from the original one
of Forrester is used.
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A new Modelica library, SystemDynamics 23 , was developed in this work. The iconic
representation of SD elements in the new Modelica library looks as shown in Fig. 6.21
and an example model (retailer inventory as in Fig. 6.19) is given in Fig. 6.22. Appendix
D.2 goes into more details.

Fig. 6.21: SD elements defined in the new Modelica library

Fig. 6.22: Simple SD model with negative feedback and one level modeled with the Modelica
library

The new library shall not be seen as a competitor to established System Dynamic modeling tools. Rather, it shall prove useful when trying to treat business and technical aspects
in an integrated manner and create leverage by building on the Modelica approach:
• As described in Section 6.2, Modelica offers great flexibility and support in engineering disciplines for physical system modeling, it can be combined with widespread,
standard industry tools as Matlab/Simulink for questions of process automation
and optimization. Models with both CT and DE aspects can be created.
• It is thought valuable to be able to use the SD modeling concept—which mainly
supports the top-down modeling approach—together with the inherent bottom-up
approach of physical object-oriented modeling (Fig. 6.23).
• Integration of the newly created library with other available Modelica libraries allows to broaden applications of the modeling paradigms to engineering domains and
to performability analysis.
• The multi-formalism and multi-domain capabilities of Modelica can be exploited
to create models of complex and large socio-technical systems even on desktop
computers nowadays.

23
The library is now also posted at the Modelica web-site, together with extensive documentation
and some application examples.
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Fig. 6.23: Combination of top-down and bottom-up modeling approach

6.5

Mass Flow Dynamics

In Chapter 3 and 5, reliability block diagrams have been given to represent the functional
behavior of arrangements of components. These diagrams illustrate the logical topology
of a system with respect to functional state. Yet, up to now, only the question of whether
the system was functional or not was posed, in a binary fashion. E.g., for the six-series
system used in Chapter 5, the system state was directly dependent on the individual
states of its components, if one component failed, the whole system failed.
Production plants of process industry consist of many interacting components, not just
arranged in a series fashion, also in parallel, inter-networked or with feedback loops24 .
However, there is usually a clearly specified main flow path and direction from educt to
product side of the line, where physical or chemical properties of material are changed
in a sequence of process steps. Such can themselves be decomposed in sub- and unitprocesses and are realized in hardware in the form of apparatuses—which can fail. Several
unit processes can be grouped and termed flow segment, separated from other segments
by intermediate storage tanks, which provide a certain decoupling functionality between
neighboring segments (see also Fig. 2.7 and 2.8). The latter implies, that the failure
of a component in a unit-process will not necessarily lead to failure of the whole plant,
operation can still potentially continue in parts of the line. Giving a respective answer
to the question of how a plant failure is to be defined is not trivial. The following
investigates the effects of component failures—in the sense of mass flow interruptions at
the component location—on the component surroundings and on the whole plant.

6.5.1

Notation for Mass Flow Modeling in Process Plants

A notation and naming convention for mass flow modeling in process plants is introduced first. Note, flow segments serve as representatives of groups of unit processes (as
indicated) without storage capacity while storage tanks are abstracted as storage elements (pure capacitators) with no functionality other than to provide storage space25 .
Treatment is restricted to serially connected flow segments and tanks, corresponding to
production plant topology for main mass flow—as described above26 . The notation is
(see also Fig. 6.24):
• Storage elements
24

Feedback loops cannot be modeled with reliability block diagrams.
If in reality, process steps are also carried out in the tanks (heating, cooling, mixing, separating
etc.), these have to be modeled as part of the flow segments.
26
More complicated plant structures can be composed of several such series plant parts.
25
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–
–
–
–
–
–

Tk : Tank identification, e.g., T1 , T2 ...
Tk,L : Current tank level27
Tk,LAL : Tank level alarm low (lowest tank level allowed)
Tk,LAH : Tank level alarm high (highest level allowed)
Tk,rL : Reference level of the tank (for level control)
k: Index running from 1..NT , with NT the number of tanks installed

• Flow segments
– Fk/k+1 : Flow segment identification, e.g., flow segment F1/2 , F2/3
– rk/k+1 : Flow rate [kg/min] in the flow segment
– rk/k+1,min : Minimum allowed flow rate in a flow segment, the range between
[0, rk/k+1,min ] are not valid flow rates, the flow is either zero or then larger
than rk/k+1,min
– rk/k+1,max : Maximum allowed flow rate in segment Fk/k+1
– rBN : Plant nominal maximum throughput rate
– b: Index denoting the BN flow segment, e.g. F3/4 is the BN segment FBN when
b=3

Fig. 6.24: Schematic of part of process plant with two flow segments and three storage tanks

When a flow segment itself consists of a number of individual components, the following
notation is used:
– Nk/k+1,c : Number of serially arranged components in each flow segment Fk/k+1 28
– Ck/k+1,i : Indentification of the component i in the flow segment Fk/k+1 with i from
[1..Nk/k+1,c ], e.g., C1/2,2 is the second component in the flow segment F1/2
– M T T Fk/k+1,i : Mean time to failure of the component Ck/k+1,i
– M T T Fk/k+1,i Mean time to repair of the component Ck/k+1,i

27
The term “level” is to be understood as the content of the tank, the unit is in [kg]; in other
situations it could also be measured as the distance from tank bottom to fluid surface [m].
28
Other structures as parallel or m-out-of-n exist in reality, but are not considered here for theoretical
treatment; at the time preprocessing of respective component failure behavior has to be made in order
to express the component arrangement as a series structure.
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Analytical Treatment of Flow Interruptions

The maximum average throughput capacity of a plant depends on its weakest link, the
BN flow segment. In all of the following, it is assumed, the plant is aimed at running at
full capacity installed.
Definition 20 A bottle neck (BN) is the flow segment in a plant with the lowest maximum throughput capacity; its maximum throughput rate rBN constitutes the nominal
maximum throughput capacity of the whole plant.
Definition 21 Production loss is the difference between maximum possible production
(at rate rBN ) and actual production realized, measured in lost hours of production at
nominal rate Ploss,h .
Interrupts in BN segments cause production loss in the plant directly related to the duration of the interruption. This is the case, because BN interrupt time can never be caught
up again after the incident, since the BN cannot be accelerated temporarily over nominal throughput (Def. 20). As a corollary, BN segments must be operated at maximum
throughput at all times in order not to realize production loss. Interrupts in other than
BN segments do not apriory mean production loss in a plant equipped with intermediate
storage tanks. Production loss consequence of such interrupts depends dynamical properties; interrupted time may possibly be recovered by running the respective segments at
more than 100% nominal plant throughput rate temporarily. Aiming at maximum plant
output, the following demands can be formulated:
Demand 1 Avoid interrupts in BN segments.
Demand 2 Avoid interrupts in other than BN segments to have an adverse influence
on BN segment throughput.
To live up to Demand 1, the following basic approaches are possible:
• Carry out appropriate maintenance action (preventive, fault monitoring. . . )
• Introduce component redundancy in the BN
• Install more reliable components in the BN
Possible solutions for Demand 2 are:
• Make BN segment operation less sensitive to interrupts in its neighborhood by
providing appropriate storage capacity before and after the BN
• Improve dependability of neighboring flow segments of the BN
More definitions and conventions:
Definition 22 A relative location in the plant, seen further towards the finished product
end of a line is characterized with the term downstream; a location further towards the
educt edge is termed upstream.
Definition 23 A tank is called supplier Sk/k+1 of a flow segment Fk/k+1 if it has
a direct neighboring upstream position to the flow segment Fk/k+1 ; likewise, a tank is
denoted receiver Rk/k+1 if it has a direct neighboring downstream position.
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Convention 1 Flow in the plant is always from the educt to the product edge and has
a positive sign.
Convention 2 Component failures always lead—in these considerations—to flow interruption at the respective component location.
Definition 24 Dynamic Average Decoupling Time Upstream DADT Uk/k+1 , is the
average time before flow blockages in the flow segment Fk/k+1 have an effect on the
upstream flow segment Fk−1/k ; Dynamic Average Decoupling Time Downstream
DADT Dk/k+1 is the average time before flow blockages in Fk/k+1 affect downstream
flow in Fk+1/k+2 .
The decoupling times result form the existence of the supplier Sk/k+1 and the receiver
Rk/k+1 of the flow segment Fk/k+1 , which provide a certain mass buffering capacity. The
upstream buffering capacity is denoted by BCUk/k+1 (Buffering Capacity Upstream) and
the downstream variant BCDk/k+1 (Eq. ??), measured in [kg] (see also Fig. 6.25).

BCUk/k+1

=

Tk,LAH − Tk,rL [kg]

BCDk/k+1

=

Tk+1,rL − Tk,LAL [kg]

(6.5)

Fig. 6.25: Buffering capacities upstream and downstream for interrupts in Fk/k+1

DADT Uk/k+1 and DADT Dk/k+1 are properties of the plant and control parameters
(reference levels of supplier and receiver), and are values always relative to the nominal
flow rate rBN . In case of an interrupt in flow segment Fk/k+1 , the flow in the upstream segment Fk−1/k can continue as long as Sk/k+1 is not yet full. The flow in the
downstream segment Fk+1/k+2 can continue as long as it is fed from Rk/k+1 .
DADT Uk/k+1 can be determined as indicated in Eq. 6.629 , likewise the downstream
variant DADT Dk/k+1 30 .

DADT Uk/k+1 =

BCUk/k+1 1
[h]
rBN
60

(6.6)

29
Note, flow rates are indicated in [kg/min], the decoupling times in hours [h], that is why the 1/60
factor is included in Eq. 6.6.
30
The formulas for downstream values are not explicitely indicated in the following, since they are
similar in structure to the upstream counterparts.
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Definition 25 RUk/k+1,i and RDk/k+1,i are ratios between mean time to repair of
individual components installed in the flow segment Fk/k+1 and the dynamic average
decoupling times of this flow segment.
The ratio RUk/k+1,i of Def. 25 can be calculated according to Eq. 6.7. RU and RD are
are component expressions, a numeric value larger than one indicates, that the failure
will on average lead to a flow interrupt in the respective up- or downstream flow segment.

RUk/k+1,i =

M T T Rk/k+1,i
DADT Uk/k+1

[1]

(6.7)

Definition 26 The Potential Component Interrupt Contributions Up- and Downstream P CICUk/k+1,i and P CICDk/k+1,i express the potential for flow interruption
contribution of a single Ck/k+1,i component failure to the neighboring flow segments
Fk−1/k and F k + 1/k + 2. Y P CICUk/k+1,i and Y P CICDk/k+1,i are the respective
yearly potential up- and downstream flow interruption contributions due to failure of the
component Ck/k+1,i .
The potential interrupt contributions of the components are calculated according to
Eq. 6.8 and 6.9 (yearly value) with component Ck/k+1,i failure frequency in Eq. 6.10.
(note, only positive values will be further processed).

P CICUk/k+1,i = M T T Rk/k+1,i − DADT Uk/k+1 [h]

(6.8)

Y P CICUk/k+1,i = fk/k+1,i · P CICUk/k+1,i [h/a]

(6.9)

fk/k+1,i =

365
[1/a]
M T T Fk/k+1,i

(6.10)

Definition 27 Y P ICUk/k+1 , Y P ICDk/k+1 and Y P ICk/k+1 are the Yearly Potential
Up-, Downstream and Combined flow Interruption Contributions due to component
failures in the flow segment Fk/k+1 .
The values of Def. 27 are measures for the whole flow segment Fk/k+1 and can be determined with Eq. 6.11 (summands are only considered if they are larger than zero). The
larger of Y P ICU and Y P ICD is taken as the maximum potential interrupt contribution
of the flow segment (Eq. 6.12).

Nk/k+1,c

Y P ICUk/k+1 =

X
{i=1|Y P CICUk/k+1,i ≥0}

Y P CICUk/k+1,i

(6.11)
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Y P ICk/k+1 = max{Y P CICUk/k+1,i , Y P CICDk/k+1,i }

(6.12)

In order to optimize production output of the plant, the BN location and the maximum
throughput capacities have to be considered. To determine the impact of flow interruptions outside the BN on BN operation, it is needed to calculate the average potential
influence of failures of all components installed in the plant outside of the BN.
Definition 28 The Yearly Outside Interrupt Contribution to the BN, Y OICBN ,
is the the average yearly contribution of flow interruptions outside of the BN on the BN
operation.
After some manipulation, a closed formula for Y OICBN can be derived as indicated
in Eq. 6.13, expressing the sum of interruption influences of all flow segments on BN
operation. An interrupt in a segment Fk/k+1 (k 6= b) only leads to a disturbance of the
BN if SBN becomes empty or if RBN reaches full state temporarily. An interruption
must first propagate towards the BN in order to adversely influence its operation. Thus,
to affect the BN, M T T Rk/k+1,i of some component in a flow segment Fk/k+1 must be
greater than the sum of all the dynamic decoupling buffer times towards the BN. The
difference between M T T R and the sum of all DADT towards the BN, multiplied by the
failure frequency f yields the BN blockage impact.

Y OICBN =
N
b−1
X k/k+1,c
X

"
fk/k+1,i

M T T Rk/k+1,i −

b−1
X

!#
+

DADT Dl/l+1

k=1

i=1

|

{z
}
influence of upstream segments on BN



Nk/k+1,c
k
X
X
fk/k+1,i M T T Rk/k+1,i −
DADT Ul/l+1 

Nk −1

X
k=b+1

|

i=1

l=k

l=b+1

{z
influence of downstream segments on BN

if >0

(6.13)
if >0

}

The BN segment shall preferably run mostly unaffected by disturbances in its surroundings without having to install excessively large buffer tanks. Therefore, it is an optimization task to adjust tank sizes and tank reference levels in order to minimize flow
interruptions and to maximize overall plant production output. In general, an optimization problem can be formulated as

min f (x) ,
x
with parameter vector x sought to minimize cost function f (x) (yielding a scalar). Optional constraints can be defined for the parameters, e.g., as lower and upper bounds
xlb ≤ x ≤ xub or linear inequalities A · x ≤ b. For the particular problem of optimizing
tank sizes and tank nominal level references, the parameter vector is
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x = [Td,LAH , . . . , Te,LAH , Td,rL , . . . , Te,rL ] ,
with (d and e) the first and and last sequential tank considered in the line. The boundaries
and constraints for these parameter values can be formulated as:

0≥

Tk,LAH

≥ Tk,LAH,max

0≥

Tk,rL

≥ Tk,LAH,max

∀k = [d, e]

The cost function can be chosen as in Eq. 6.14, with cp a factor e.g., to punish larger
tanks and higher level reference values.

f (x) = Y OICBN (x) + cp · x

(6.14)

The following remarks conclude theoretical treatment of mass flow and mass flow interruptions, an optimization example application will be given in Chapter 8.2.
• It is not considered how long it takes to recover from flow blockages, i.e., what the
ability of the flow segments are, to re-establish nominal levels in their buffer tanks
(working off excess levels in suppliers or re-building levels in receivers).
• Only single failures at one time are considered, not the effect of multiple failures at
the same time.
• Analytic treatment as outlined above is only feasible for rather simple system structures. It is possible to extend the theoretic framework for more complex structures,
yet the mathematical expressions obtained will likely become rather complicated
as well as inefficient and ineffective compared with performance analysis methods
using simulation. It is important to note though, analytical treatment is possible,
yet it is limited to fairly simple systems.

6.6

Measures and Procedure for Performability Analysis

As mentioned, a plant production manager is usually interested in using the installed
production capacity to its most. The question is: How much can be produced with
the plant on average in a certain time period? Therefore, the production amount
can serve as a performance measure. This can be a more practical measure than some
abstract mathematical, maybe even time-dependent, availability figure. As said, it would
be difficult to define, what availability means for a plant exhibiting dynamical behavior.
Here, the following performance measures are proposed:
1. rplant [kg/min]: Average actual production rate
2. Mplant [kg/a]: Average actual amount of product produced per year
3. Rplant [1]: Ratio of actual production rate to the theoretically achievable value if
no interruptions were to happen
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4. Ploss,h [h/a]: Average number of production hours lost per year
5. Ploss,m [kSfr/a]: Average yearly monetary production loss
The production rate R can be seen as an adequate replacement for an availability measure.
The production amount which could be produced theoretically if no failures happened is
denoted as MBN [kg/a], the monetary rate for each lost production hour denoted by kloss
[kCHF/a] and the Nmin is the number of minutes in one year. The following equations
are valid:

Mplant

=

Rplant

=

Ploss,h

=

Ploss,m

=

rplant · Nmin
rplant
rBN
MBN − Mplant
rBN
Ploss,h · kloss

(6.15)


·

1
60

 
h
a

Only one of the five measures above must be determined, the other four are dependent.
The task for performability analysis is therefore to estimate one of these measures, by
means of analytical methods or simulation.
A numerical example shall put these measures into a pragmatic and meaningful light:
A plant is given with nominal production rate rBN = 60 kg/min (3.6 t/h); in one
year (counting 5.256e5 minutes), MBN = 5.256e5 · 60 kg/a of product can be produced
theoretically, if the plant is run undisturbed at full capacity all year long. One percent
of this maximum production amount MBN is about 315.4 t, which could be produced
in 87.6 h at nominal production rate rBN . With kloss = 2 kSfr/h, one percent loss of
production amounts to Ploss,m,1% = 175.2 kSfr per year.
For performability evaluation, a procedure as shown in Fig. 6.26 is proposed. Data about
component failure and repair behavior is collected and evaluated, if necessary, experts
can contribute to increase the quality of the data. Ideally, reliable MTTF and MTTR
data are available for further analysis steps. FTA or other static methods can be used to
estimate plant performability. If the plant exhibits relevant dynamic behavior, dynamic
analysis must be carried out in a subsidiary manner, in order to obtain better quantitative
results. In order to do so, information about the plant structure, parameters and the
control scheme must be collected and transformed into a dynamic plant model which can
be used for simulation.

Fig. 6.26: Possible performability analysis sequence

Chapter 7

Implementation of the Hybrid
Dynamic Modeling Concept
In this chapter, the hybrid modeling concept with the four model layers presented in
Fig. 6.6 is implemented using Modelica and the newly developed libraries for System
Dynamics (SD) and Petri nets (PN).

7.1

Plant Topology and Mass Flow Representation

The basic stock and flow elements of the SD Modelica library (Chapter 6.4) shall be
slightly adapted to make them more suitable for modeling of mass flow in process plants.
As described, a process plant can be abstracted as flow segments separated by storage
tanks. Therefore, SD levels (stocks) are used to denote storage tanks and flows as abstractions of segments in-between the tanks1 . Fig. 7.1 depicts the adapted level (ALE)
and flow elements (AFE). The iconic appearance of the AFE is chosen to resemble
the flow element in the Stella tool by using a valve symbol; it has the following connectors
(interfaces):
• Input connector r of type Real, for outer supplied, demanded flow rate
• Two flow connectors (both of them are realized as signal outputs, see appendix D.2
for more details)
• A Boolean input i for outer supplied flow interrupt signals
• An output connector of type Real, to realize a flow sensor propagating the actual
flow rate to the surroundings

Fig. 7.1: Adapted level (stock) and flow element (ALE and AFE)

It can be seen, the AFE has a default flow direction denoted by an arrow and a respective
”+” sign to mark positive flow. This makes sense in a production plant in which the flow
is usually only permitted in one direction (from the educt to the product end) and as such
is enforced by non-return valves. The outer signal for required flow rate r is internally
propagated to the two flow connectors, supplying one with a positive and one with a
negative rate. In order to realize limitations on throughput capacity, two parameters for
1
Flows are assumed to not provide any mass storage capacitance, if a plant segment provides mass
storage, in the model, a stock element needs to be inserted.
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minimum and maximum flow rate (rk/k+1,min and rk/k+1,max ) can be set in the flow
segment Fk/k+1 .

Fig. 7.2: Internals of the AFE

Fig. 7.2 shows the internal implementation of the AFE. As can be seen, the demanded
flow rate rd is externally supplied and fed to a limiter block. No matter what rate of mass
flow the outer signal (usually originating from some flow controller) demands, only flow
in the range of rk/k+1,min to rk/k+1,max can be realized. If the outer supplied interrupt
signal i is “false”2 , then, the limited rate signal is propagated to the flow connectors of the
AFE; if the interrupt signal is “true”, then the flow rate is set to zero. All-together, the
AFE is a rather simple implementation with no internal dynamics, basically propagating
the input signal rd for demanded flow rate via some logic to its flow connectors. A
mathematical formulation of the behavior can be given as sorted set of rules, see Eq. 7.1
(with rd,k/k+1 as outer demanded flow rate and rk/k+1 as the actual realization of the
flow rate in the flow element).

i ≡ true

=⇒

rd,k/k+1 < rk/k+1,min

=⇒

rk/k+1 = rk/k+1,min

rd,k/k+1 > rk/k+1,max

=⇒

rk/k+1 = rk/k+1,max

rk/k+1,min ≤ rd,k/k+1 ≥ rk/k+1,max

=⇒

rk/k+1 = rd,k/k+1

rk/k+1 = 0

(7.1)

The ALE on the left of Fig. 7.1 has two additional output connectors AH and AL (alarm
high and low) of type Boolean. These assume a ”true” value, if the level in the element
is lower or higher than two user-definable parameters xLAH and xLAL (Eq. 7.2). These
2

”true” indicates a flow interrupt, which will be discussed further below.
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Boolean signals are useful for mass flow control as will be described in Section 7.23 . As
was the case with the basic level element of SD, the state connector outputs the current
value x of the level (level indicator LI). The initial value of the tank can be set by the
parameter x0 .

x ≤ xLAL

=⇒

AL ≡ true

x ≥ xLAH

=⇒

AH ≡ true
(7.2)

The above described ALE and AFE can now be used to model mass flow structures of
process plants; basic plant topologies and building blocks are:
•
•
•
•
•

Serial and parallel arrangements of flow segments
Split of mass flows, separations of one flow into two or more
Mass flow unification, mixing of mass-flow streams
Feedback loops
Networked flow segments

Fig. 7.3 shows an example of a serial arrangement of five flow segments in the main
flow direction and a mass flow feedback loop (e.g., recycling of some fluid). A respective
realization with ALE and AFE is depicted in Fig. 7.4. Fig. 7.5 is a another plant topology
with more of the basic structural elements listed above, more complex structures can be
modeled likewise.

Fig. 7.3: Simple serial plant structure with a mass feedback loop

Fig. 7.4: Implementation with the adapted stock and flow elements
3
Note, no hard limits on the level x exist, that is, it could potentially become smaller than xLAL
(even negative) or greater than xLAH . The modeler must assure proper stock behavior by respective
outer logic.
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Fig. 7.5: Networking of mass flows

7.2

Mass Flow Control

The previous section described how mass flow and plant structures can be modeled with
the customized elements of the SD library in Modelica. This alone does not constitute
a working mass flow model yet, the respective demanded flow rates must somehow be
supplied to the AFEs. Such can be provided by mass flow controllers, e.g., realized with
slightly altered decision-function elements as were introduced in Chapter 6.4. Fig. 7.6
and 7.7 show so-called push and pull control schemes (see La Roche and Simon (2000))
which are based on the idea, that on either the educt or the product side of the line,
the flow rate is set, and all remaining flow rates are controlled by local control loops to
keep the levels in the storage elements at their preset reference values. The difference
between these two schemes is, that in the push control variant, the local control loops are
forward oriented, in the sense that the levels are controlled by their respective outflows.
Of course, both control schemes only work properly, if on average, the demanded flow
rates are lower or equal than the BN (bottle neck) throughput rate. Fig. 7.8 shows an
implementation of the push variant using the customized elements of the SD Modelica
library.

Fig. 7.6: Serial plant arrangement of six tanks with push-control scheme

Push or pull are well known in marketing or production planning. The pull scheme
e.g., exists in many consumer markets, where demand governs the production rates in
manufacturing facilities. A push control scheme can exist in unsaturated markets, where
a certain production rate of goods is set and the goods are always consumed at the
customer end. In reality, the situation is not that clear-cut and one-dimensional, other
aspects as advertising, price and competitor behavior exert influence.
The push or pull concept are seldom used in a pure manner, often, combined and more
complex control schemes are applied, not only with local control loops but also with
supervisory and otherwise smarter schemes, La Roche and Simon (2000) give some ex-
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Fig. 7.7: Plant with pull-control scheme

Fig. 7.8: Implementation of the push mass flow control scheme

amples. Besides push and pull, other well known schemes are Kanban-control4 , Constant
Work-In-Process (CONWIP)5 and hybrid schemes. Usually, it is distinguished between
flow control of separable objects (pieces, items) and of continuous-type mass as fluids;
yet the schemes of the two are somewhat overlapping. It is quite obvious that the control
scheme characteristic and the buffer tank reference level strategy influence the decoupling
effect of buffer tanks in case of failures (interruptions to mass flow). Plant production
control schemes, and production planing in general, have been investigated in quite a few
research fields ranging from business management over Operations Research to process
automation and controller design. In this context, terms as ”lean manufacturing”6 or
“just-in-time” have been attractive recently.
To continue with elaborations on mass flow control in process plants, consider the models
in Fig. 7.9 and 7.10. Both figures show part of a production line with push control
installed. The figure on the left uses a notation which is close to the one of Forrester and
the variant on the right uses a somewhat more ”technical” representation. Due to some
limitations with respect to graphical capabilities of current Modelica tools7 , the technical
variant is employed in the following. In Fig. 7.9 and 7.10, the level in the upstream tank
is influenced by adjusting the outflow rate from this tank. The current level is compared
to a reference value and the deviation is used to compute demanded outflow rate. This
is realized in Fig. 7.10 by the controller block C 12 (controller for the flow rate in flow
4
”Kanban” means card in Japanese. Kanban control uses the levels of buffer inventories to regulate
production, implemented by circulating cards between a machine and its downstream buffer. The
machine must have a card before it can start an operation, it can then pick raw materials out of its
upstream (or input) buffer, perform the operation, attach the card to the finished part and put it in
the downstream buffer. The number of cards circulating determines the buffer size. The basic form of
Kanban control is a scheme for control of discrete item flow.
5
CONWIP is a control strategy that limits the total number of parts allowed into the system at
the same time; once the parts are released, they are processed as quickly as possible until they wind
up in the last buffer as finished goods. This scheme can also be seen as a system enveloped in a single
Kanban cell: Once a consumer removes a part from the finished goods inventory, the first machine in
the chain is authorized to lead another part.
6
A lean manufacturing system meets high throughput or service demands with little inventory.
7
Here, Dymola is employed in its 4.1 version, the next version (5.0, to appear in fall of 2002) should
have new handy features for e.g., connection splines of various graphical appearance.
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Fig. 7.9: Push control segment,
Forrester-type notation

Fig. 7.10: Push control segment, variant of
technical notation

segment F 12 ), and the flow rate demanded is fed to the flow segment F 12 which sets the
flow between the upstream tank T 1 and the downstream T 2. When either the upstream
tank becomes empty, or the downstream tank reaches full state, the respective Boolean
outport connectors of the tanks assume a ”true” value (level alarms) and are propagated
to the controller block, which takes appropriate measures to adjust the flow rate. In this
example, the controller uses a proportional control law and sets the flow to zero if one
of the tanks issues a level alarm. Any other desired control law and appropriate logic
to react to level signals can be implemented. Fig. 7.11 shows a combination of several
controlled flow segments as a realization of a pull control scheme.

Fig. 7.11: Implementation of the push scheme in technical notation

Two remarks shall be made, first, if plants are operated in a batch manner (intermittent
mass transfers), slightly different control schemes are necessary, they will be addressed
in Chapter 9. Second, the models presented here, use the (somewhat adapted) stock
and flow notation of SD. If desired, this representation can be refined by using physical
model components for mass flow implementation. A respective library for quasi-steadystate fluid flow8 was implemented (Fabricius and Badreddin, 2001a), it contains models
of basic equipment needed for fluid—in particular liquid—transport, storage and control
in process plants. In addition, the full range of other available Modelica libraries can be
combined with the stock and flow modeling elements; e.g., the “ThermoFluid” library
(Tummescheit, 2002) offers extensive capabilities for engineering applications.
8
The library (“QSSFluidFlow”) is available at the Modelica web-site, an example of using this
library for technical refinement of mass flow is given in appendix D.3.
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Flow Interrupt Modeling, Fault Tree Segmentation and
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Yet missing in the models for mass flow investigation are the elements generating signals
for flow interrupts, to be fed to the Boolean input connector of the AFE introduced in
Section 7.1. Interrupts to mass flow in a plant give rise to questions of the following kind:
• How do stock levels behave when mass-flow interrupts occur? Will storage elements
become full or empty and issue alarms?
• How and how fast are interrupts propagated up- and downstream?
• Do interrupts result in irrecoverable production loss? How could such be avoided?
• Can intelligent flow rate decisions (control schemes) help smoothing effects of flow
interrupts and achieve increased production efficiency?
An interrupt to flow is assumed to happen in the flow segment F3/4 of an example plant,
see Fig. 7.12. If a push mass flow control strategy is applied, the blockage will lead to jam
propagating upstream, i.e., all the tanks upstream of the interrupt location will fill up and
become full after a certain time. The levels downstream remain—with this simple push
strategy—at their reference values. The mass flow rate downstream of the interruption
will be equal to zero, almost instantly after the failure. Obviously, there is no decoupling
effect in downstream direction. In a similar plant with pull strategy (Fig. 7.13), the pull
effect sucks the tanks downstream of the blockage empty and the disturbance propagates
downstream. The tanks upstream of the blockage remain at their reference levels and
the flow rate is equal to zero (almost immediately after the time of blockage, depending
on the control law and current level position).

Fig. 7.12: Interruption propagation, push-control strategy

Suitable control scheme development and testing is an interesting topic of investigation,
yet not the direct focus of this work. Rather, the concentration is on the concepts to
create models and procedures for quantitative performability assessment of systems as
a whole. Therefore, having treated some examples of transient behavior in face of flow
interrupts, the modeling concept shall be center-stage again. In particular, the models
providing interrupt signals remain to be discussed. As said, the AFEs must be supplied
with a Boolean signal of value “true” if a failure happens, otherwise the signal must
remain “false”. It is rather straightforward to use the PN (Petri net) models already
introduced, to generate the respective Boolean signals. It was shown in Chapter 6.3 how
PNs can represent functional states of components and subsystems using components
from the new, extended PN library in Modelica (EPNL).
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Fig. 7.13: Interruption propagation, pull-control strategy

As was indicated, a flow segment has no mass capacitance, and therefore, does not exhibit
any dynamic behavior with respect to mass flow. In case of a component failure in the flow
segment, the failure will immediately affect the operation of the whole flow segment, i.e.,
the flow is interrupted. Hence, inside a flow segment, a static model for fault interaction
logic can be used; e.g., a FT, which might already be available.
Most likely, such a FT was established with no (mass flow) dynamic aspects in mind and
will probably exist for the plant as a whole, or for other entities but the flow segments
considered here. Therefore, a task is to reasonably split the FT, in order to have a
number of dedicated, smaller FTs for every flow segment. Such FT segmentation can
be carried out in a manner similar to the one demonstrated for mass flow modeling, by
separating different FT parts at what corresponds to mass buffer (logic) locations. In
practice, this means to find out, to what flow segments of the plant the individual basic
events of the FT belong. If e.g., the FT has as a basic event of a pump failure, the task is
to locate in what flow segment this pump is installed. For each flow segment in the plant,
the respective component failures and their interaction logic are to be isolated, which
should be straightforward. Once this is done successfully, finally, the FT is transformed
to a block containing PN elements and Boolean gates, which together generate a Boolean
signal of value “true” in case of a failure in the flow segment. The process of creating
flow interrupt models thus consists of the following steps:
1. Find an available FT of the plant or generate a new one.
2. Segment the FT according to the mass flow model of the plant (segmentation oriented
towards the buffer tank locations).
3. Generate dynamic Boolean interrupt blocks for each flow segment, consisting of PN
elements and Boolean gates.

Functional state models for components can be implemented as illustrated in Chapter
6.3.2 in Fig. 6.10, using elements of EPNL. Fig. 7.14 depicts a module, which contains
several component interrupt blocks (Fig. 7.15), here, for an example of a 3-series system;
for which the corresponding FT is given in Fig. 7.16. Note the resemblance in appearance
between the two representations.
The process of interrupt block implementation and usage will be illustrated by means
of examples in the remaining two chapters. Some remarks shall be made at this point.
Above, the interrupt models have been introduced as being completely separable entities.
Nevertheless, it is also thinkable, that the failures in one flow segment are logically
related to failures in another one. Or, it could be the case, that failures are somehow
related to specific physical trajectories in the plant; an example could be overpressure
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Fig. 7.14: Interrupt block for a 3-series subsystem

Fig. 7.15: Internals of the interrupt block

Fig. 7.16: FT of the 3-series system

or very high temperatures. Such aspects can be very well realized with the modeling
and implementation concept presented. E.g., the interrupt models can be interfaced to
system trajectories of a dynamic model, as pressures, temperatures, mass flow rates and
others; their influence on component failure behavior can be included in a dynamical
manner. Hence, increased stress for a component operating under certain adverse or outof-specification conditions can be accounted for9 and the failure rate can be dynamically
adapted. The comments shall emphasize the extendibility and flexibility of the plant
modeling concept.
Another remark concerns model execution on computers, in particular, robust execution.
A modeler must take care in formulating control schemes in the model, since they can
have a profound impact on the execution speed of the model. If, for example, level alarms
lead to changes in the control law configuration, such can in turn affect the flow rates from
and to the tank which issued the level alarm in a way, that the level alarm is overcome,
therefore leading to a new change in control scheme choice, again producing the initial
situation in which the alarm was generated. Such phenomena are know as jitter, a mode
is switched back and forth and the simulation execution gets stuck.

9
Adverse conditions could be counted, e.g., by defining threshold values of physical plant variables,
and be treated as discrete-events and be deterministically or statistically treated. It could be stated,
if a component was subjected 50 times to out-of-specification conditions, it was likely to fail in the
next week. Another possibility would be to define distance measures to unsafe component conditions
and integrate them plant-wide, to allow for assessment of dynamical plant safety condition.
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Simulation Run Control and Performance Evaluation

Performance measures for a plant considering mass flow dynamics have already been discussed in Chapter 6.6, they were chosen as rplant , Mplant , Rplant , Ploss,h and Ploss,m .
The task of a plant simulation experiment is to deliver accurate estimates of these performance measures, i.e., point estimates with indication of respective spreads.
Simulation run control is implemented for the hybrid models quite similar as was done for
the DE-simulation experiments of Chapter 6.3.2. One sequence of batch runs is completed
after an initial run-in phase. The simulation parameters are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial run in time tintitial
Duration of one batch run tbatch
Number of batches B
Interval for computation of performance measures tci
Cost per lost production hour kloss [kSfr/h]
Bottle neck throughput rate rBN

At the end of each batch, results are written to an ASCII text file. The evolution of the
performance measures during the simulation can be recorded by choosing an adequate
interval for re-computation of the current performance values10 . For more details on the
simulation experiment setup and performance evaluation, see the codes in appendix E.3.

10
Opposed to the DE-simulation experiments, in the hybrid model, no state changes on system level
(failure/regaining functionality) do occur, because, as explained, sharp distinction whether a system
is functional or not, is not possible of feasible in a Boolean manner. Therefore, the performance
measure is oriented towards the amount of product produced, and the time instances to re-calculate
the performance measures are not inherently given by the system functional states itself.

Chapter 8

Case Study: Continuous Plant
Performability
The goal of this chapter is to apply the modeling concept for performability evaluation
presented in the previous two chapters and to compare it with classical FTA (fault tree
analysis) and with pure DE (discrete-event) simulation.

8.1

Description of the Continuous Plant Demonstrator

The plant considered is a simplified representation of a continuously operated production
plant with interruptions to mass flow in the plant caused by component failures1 . The
plant is assumed to operate 24 hours-a-day all year round and consists of eight tanks
T1 ..T8 and seven flow segments F1/2 ..F7/8 (see Fig. 8.1). T1 is the educt and T8 the
product storage tank, both are assumed very large and are treated as ideal source and
sink. The tanks T2 ..T7 are assumed to hold 7’200 kg of fluid when full (Tk,LAH =7’200,
Tk,LAL = 0 kg) with nominal reference levels at half the tank size (Tk,rL =3’000 kg).
The flow segments have maximum throughput rates rk/k+1,max as indicated in Table
8.1 and illustrated in Fig. 8.1; the minimum throughput rate is zero. Flow segment F4/5
has the lowest maximum throughput rate and is therefore the BN (bottle neck) segment
(FBN ), limiting plant nominal output rate rBN .

Fig. 8.1: Scheme of demonstrator production plant with maximum flow segment throughput
capacities

The seven flow segments are assumed to be identical and each consists of three components2 Ck/k+1,i , i = 1..3. The components fail according to an exponential probability
distribution, with M T T Fk/k+1,i , and are repaired with normally distributed repair-times
1
2

Failures are assumed to always cause mass flow interruptions, as described before.
Which can be abstractions of chemical unit processes, pumps, armatures. . .
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rk/k+1,max [kg/min]
rk/k+1,max [%]

r1/2

r2/3

r3/4

r4/5

r5/6

r6/7

r7/8

90
150

75
125

75
125

60
100

75
125

90
150

75
125

Table 8.1: Flow segment throughput capacities

M T T Rk/k+1,i , see Table 8.2. It is assumed, each hour of diminished production output
amounts to 2 kSfr/h (lost production at nominal production rate).

M T T Fk/k+1,i [d]
M T T Rk/k+1,i [h]
M T T Rstddev,k/k+1,i [h]

i=1
30
0.5
0.05

i=2
60
2
0.2

i=3
120
6
0.6

Table 8.2: Component failure and repair parameters (identical in all flow segment)

This is a rather simple plant, but it is well suited to serve as a demonstrator for the
modeling concept and the mass flow theory developed.

8.2

Tank Size and Reference Level Optimization

This subsection is concerned with optimization of the plant tank sizes and reference
levels in order to minimize disturbance of BN operation due to component failures and
to maximize production output. The analytic theory outlined in Chapter 6.5.2 is used
together with the Matlab tool-box for numerical optimization3 .
Eq. 8.1 indicates the cost function used for optimization, x is the parameter vector of
tank sizes and reference levels, closs the hourly monetary loss if no product is produced
and cLAH a vector with coefficients of tank aquisition and installation cost (assumed are
10 kSfr for each 1’000 kg of installed tank capacity). The higher the reference levels in the
tanks, the higher the average amount of intermediate product stored in the plant during
operation4 ; therefore, a yearly amount is included in the cost function that punishes
higher reference levels with a value of 0.1 kSfr per year and cubic meter (crL ).

f (x) = ∆t · closs · Y OICBN (x) + cLAH · Tk,LAH + ∆t · crL · Tk,rL [kSf r]

x

=

[T2,LAH , . . . , T7,LAH , T2,rL , . . . , T7,rL ]

closs

=

2 [kSf r/h]

Tk,LAH

=

[T2,LAH , . . . , T7,LAH ]

cLAH

=

[c2,LAH , . . . , c7,LAH ] [kSf r/kg]

c2,LAH , . . . , c7,LAH

=

10/10 000 [kSf r/kg]

Tk,rL

=

[T2,rL , . . . , T7,rL ]

crL

=

[c2,rL , . . . , c7,rL ]

c2,rL , . . . , c7,rL

=

0.1/10 000 [kSf r/kg · a]

(8.1)

3
The fmincon() optimization function is used, which allows for parameter constraint handling.
MATLAB codes of respective function calls are given in Appendix E.1.
4
With need to capitalize as assets, usually undesired.
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Four optimization runs are carried out for the constraints on tank dimensions and reference levels shown in Table 8.3. In all cases, the tanks must be at minimum 7’200 kg big
(currently installed size in the example plant) and their upper size is limited to 15’000
or 100’000 kg respectively. In the optimization problems three and four, the mean repair
time of the first component in each flow segment M T T Rk/k+1,1 , is incremented from
half an hour to 24 hours; this to observe the effect on optimal tank dimensions when the
repair intervals are much longer. It is to be expected that the resulting tank dimensions
will be much larger in runs three and four.
Optimization run
Lower tank size boundary
Upper tank size boundary
M T T Rk/k+1,3 [h]

1
7’200
15’000
0.5

2
7’200
100’000
0.5

3
7’200
15’000
24

4
7’200
100’000
24

Table 8.3: Constraints and parameters of four optimization runs

Table 8.4 displays the optimal resulting tank sizes and nominal levels (parameter vector x)
when numerically minimizing the cost function in Eq. 8.1. Fig. 8.2 through 8.5 illustrate
the results graphically, with the dark bars indicating tank size and the lighter bars the
reference levels. It can be seen, that the BN supplier and receiver (S4/5 and R4/5 ) in runs
one, two and four are chosen big, this obviously to reduce influence on outer disturbances
on BN throughput. In runs one and two, the remaining tanks are kept at their lower
boundary size of 7’200 kg. The optimal tank size for S4/5 and R4/5 for the original repair
time configuration is 21’600 kg. In order to prevent excessively large BN supplier and
receiver, more punishing cost terms could be used for the individual tanks in the cost
function.
Run
1
2
3
4

Tank size [kg]
Reference level
Tank size [kg]
Reference level
Tank size [kg]
Reference level
Tank size [kg]
Reference level

[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]

T2
7’200
0
7’200
0
15’000
15’000
7’200
0

T3
7’200
6’608
7’200
46
15’000
15’000
7’200
717

T4
15’000
15’000
21’600
21’600
15’000
15’000
86’400
86’400

T5
15’000
0
21’600
0
15’000
0
86’400
0

T6
7’200
0
7’200
0
15’000
0
7’200
0

T7
7’200
0
7’200
0
15’000
0
7’200
0

Table 8.4: Results of the four optimization runs

Table 8.5 summarizes the resulting cost terms of the cost function used, in particular, the
value of the cost function for the optimized set of parameter values in each of the four
runs, the yearly overall interrupt consequence on the BN, the production loss realized
and the value for investments for tanks and costs for product storage in the line over
time.
Run
1
2
3
4

f (x)
[kSf r]
832.7
741.7
6’663.3
2’103.1

Y OICBN
[h/a]
11.2
0.0
285.9
0.0

Production loss
[kSf r/10a]
223.1
0.0
587.8
0.0

Investments
[kSf r]
588.0
719.9
900.0
2’015.9

Cost storage
[kSf r/10a]
21.6
21.6
45.0
87.1

Table 8.5: Level and level reference optimization results, overview
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Fig. 8.2: Run one

Fig. 8.3: Run two

Fig. 8.4: Run three

Fig. 8.5: Run four

Fault Tree Analysis and Discrete-Event Simulation

With FTA, two basic approaches are possible:
1. Directly insert M T T Fk/k+1,i and M T T Rk/k+1,i
2. Try to account for some of the dynamic effects due to mass storage, by using
heuristically adapted values of M T T Rk/k+1,i .
The second variant could use some difference of M T T Rk/k+1,i and DADT Dk/k+1 or
DADT Dk/k+1 in order to account for the fact that a component failure does not apriory
instantly lead to a “plant failure” when dynamic effects prevail. Both approaches are not
really proper treatments, since FTs are inherently static approaches, and can only deliver
approximate estimates for dynamic settings. The difference between FTA and dynamic
treatment will be discussed in the course of this study.
Here, the first approach is chosen, and the component failure and repair data are directly
inserted in the FT to represent the basic events. Since the plant has a series topology,
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the component failures are linked by OR-gates in the FT. Fig. 8.6 depicts the structure
of the FT of the whole plant and Fig. 8.7 the sub-tree of one flow segment in larger scale.
The numbers in the FT represent values of non-availability Q, it is A∞ = 1 − Q. Fig. 8.7
shows non-availability numbers for the three components and for the flow segment; as
was written above, all the flow segments are assumed to be identical with respect to
structure and component failure and repair data. The numeric results for the steadystate availability measure produced with FTA are displayed in Table 8.6.

Fig. 8.6: FT of the whole plant
Components

Flow segm.
Plant

A∞,Ck/k+1,1
A∞,Ck/k+1,2
A∞,Ck/k+1,3
A∞,Fk/k+1
A∞,plant

0.999306
0.998613
0.997921
0.995845
0.971304

Table 8.6: Steady-state availability
determined with FTA

Fig. 8.7: FT of the flow segment F1/2

DE-simulation is an alternative to FTA for availability analysis, as was described in
Chapter 5 and 6.3. Here, EPNL is deployed to create a DE functional state model of
the demonstrator plant. First, PN models are created for the components and the flow
segments (three components arranged in series), analogous to the models portrayed in
Fig. 6.10 and 6.11 on page 83). As was done in Chapter 6.3.2, a steady-state simulation
experiment with several batches in one replication is used. Simulations (ten years of runin time, 30 sequential batches of 1’000 years each) yield results for steady-state availability
as shown in Table 8.7. In a second step, an aggregate model of the whole plant can be
implemented by combining the flow segment functional models, see Fig. 8.8. Note the
structural resemblance of the appearance of FT and DE-model (Fig. 8.6 and 8.8). A
simulation with similar parameters as above delivers plant availability estimates given in
the right column of Table 8.7, the result for the steady-state availability is rather close
to the number obtained from FTA.
With minor simulation effort5 , accurate estimates for plant availability can be produced.
The advantage of DE-simulation over FTA is its greater flexibility to include any failure
and repair scheme existing or desired, maintenance strategy, resource constraints etc. Of
5

Less than a minute on a standard PC.
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Fig. 8.8: Component failure and repair Petri net model

Mean
Stddev
ll
ul

Ck/k+1,1

Ck/k+1,2

Ck/k+1,3

Fk/k+1

Plant

0.999307
7.244 · 10−6
0.999304
0.999310

0.998613
2.127 · 10−5
0.998605
0.998620

0.997919
4.618 · 10−5
0.997903
0.997936

0.9958511
3.601 · 10−5
0.9958382
0.9958640

0.973289
1.019 · 10−4
0.973252
0.973325

Table 8.7: Steady-state availability of the components, the flow segments and the whole
plant(“ll” and “ul” denoting lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval)

course, for larger and more complex models, the demands with respect to computing
power will be higher. To be stressed again, with neither FTA nor DE-simulation in pure
form, dynamic effects due to continuous mass flow can be treated efficiently; to do so, a
hybrid dynamic model must be used.

8.4
8.4.1

Dynamic Analysis
Hybrid, Dynamic Plant Model Implementation

A hybrid model according to the modeling concept presented in Chapter 6, shall adequately represent dynamic effects due to mass flow in this demonstrator plant. It is built
with the four parts (Fig. 6.6) of the concept, namely with the physical plant topology
(stocks and flows), the flow control scheme, the flow interrupt models and the performance evaluation.
Topology and information flow for control can be implemented as shown in Fig. 8.9, with
a combination of push and pull flow strategy. Local proportional level control laws with
appropriate level alarm handling are adapted according to the throughput capacities in
the flow segments. Since the maximum flow segment throughput rates initially decline
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in the main flow direction and then start to increase again after the BN F4/5 , a change
from pull to push control strategy is made at the T4 tank location. This tank has two
reference levels, a higher one for pull control and a lower one for push control. Under
normal operation, pull control is dominant, since the maximum throughput rate r3/4,max
is higher than r4/5,max . When a blockage upstream of the BN occurs, the level in T4
will start to fall, and finally, when the level sinks below the push level reference the flow
in FBN is blocked as well.

Fig. 8.9: Schematic of information flow in the plant control scheme

Another particularity of the flow control scheme is at the T7 tank, since the throughput capacity again starts to decline after flow segment F6/7 (r7/8,max is smaller than
r6/7,max ). It is not sufficient to simply implement pull control upstream of the BN and
push control downstream of it until the end of the line. Such a scheme would create
trouble at run-time, in particular, jitter would happen around the T7 high level alarm
(T7,LAH ) in certain situations. In case, the level in T7 had increased due to a flow blockage in segment F7/8 , it could not get back—with such control—to nominal level after the
blockage is overcome, since the throughput capacity in F7/8 is lower than in F6/7 making
it impossible to bring the level down (the outflow rate of tank T7 cannot be higher than
the inflow rate, thus no net level fall is realizable). Without going into details, a solution
is to define a special control logic that will have the level in T7 brought down to nominal
value after respective incidents, by limiting the inflow to T7 temporarily.
Note, the control scheme briefly abstracted, uses local information only. More sophisticated schemes could be implemented, using additional sources of information or realizing
some sort of supervisory control or monitoring. For the simulation purpose in mind, the
presented scheme is feasible though. Another aspect to be mentioned is the fact that
the control scheme must be tailored to the respective plant—according to its topology
and throughput parameters—and cannot simply be directly transfered to other plants
configurations. Indeed, care has to be taken defining the flow governing logic, since faulty
schemes can lead to trouble at run-time.
Fig. 8.10 depicts an implementation of the schematic shown in Fig. 8.9, as a hybrid,
multi-formalism model created in the Modelica/Dymola environment. Included are a
performance evaluation block with simulation run control and various flow interrupt
modules, similar to the DE-model described in the last section. Performance measures
are defined as introduced in Chapter 6.5.2 on page 91, in particular, actual production
rate r [kg/min], productivity ratio R and lost production hours per year Ploss,h .
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Fig. 8.10: Hybrid plant model
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Simulation Experiment Planning

By means of simulation, first, the performability of the plant with parameters as introduced (default plant) shall be investigated. Then, the impact of failures happening
outside of the BN shall be analyzed with their effect on BN operation and finally the BN
availability itself is to be investigated. A total of six simulation experiments are defined
as follows:
• Plant as is (default plant, experiment 1)
• Attempting to reduce impact of outer flow disturbance on the BN
– Adapted BN supplier and receiver reference levels (experiment 2a)
– Larger BN supplier and receiver (experiment 2b)
• Improving performance of the BN
– BN with more reliable components (experiment 3a)
– BN with redundant components (experiment 3b)
• Combination of redundancy in the BN with larger BN supplier and receiver (experiment 4)

8.4.3

Default Plant

Table 8.8 displays the results of simulation experiment 1 with the default plant6 ; mean
value, standard deviation and lower and upper confidence (95%) interval of productivity
ratio R as well as average production lost per year (in hours and monetary form) are
given. About 117 hours of production are lost per year, in monetary terms, 233 kSfr
yearly loss. This is the amount that could be saved in principle, if component failures
would not affect plant throughput (improvement potential).
Rplant,mean [1]
Rplant,stddev
Rplant,ll,95%
Rplant,ul,95%
rplant [kg/min]
Ploss,h [h/a]
Ploss,m [kSfr/a]

0.986699
3.5948 · 10−4
0.986384
0.987014
59.202
116.52
233.040

Table 8.8: Simulation results, default plant, experiment 1

8.4.4

Reducing Impact of Outer Flow Disturbance on the BN

It shall now be tried to increase the plant productivity by reducing flow blockages originating outside of the BN and having an adverse effect on BN throughput.
A change to the plant configuration, which is rather easy to implement7 , is to change the
reference levels in the BN supplier and receiver (experiment 2a). Here, BN supplier and
receiver are SBN ≡ T4 and RBN ≡ T5 respectively. SBN,rL,pull is increased from the
6
Tests showed that an experiment setup with initial run-in phase of one year and five sequential
batches of 100 years each yielded simulation results judged to be sufficiently accurate. The simulation
experiment lasts less than ten minutes on a standard PC (1.9 GHz Pentium IV CPU, 1GB RAM), and
it took about 7.5 times longer with the hybrid model than with the DE-models used before.
7
Reference level changes can possibly be made at no cost at all by adapting controller parameters
(if not conflicting with operational or safety demands).
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default value of 3’000 kg to 7’000 kg and SBN,rL,push is lowered to 200 kg; moreover,
RBN,rL is set to 200 kg. The reason for doing this, is to favorably change the dynamic
average decoupling times DADT towards the BN and increase the respective buffer capacities BC (refer to Chapter 6.5.2). The performance result is shown in the left column
of Table 8.9, the production ratio Rplant,mean is increased by 0.22%, in monetary terms,
about 40 kSfr are potentially saved per year.

Rplant,mean [1]
Rplant,stddev
Rplant,ll,95%
Rplant,ul,95%
rplant [kg/min]
Ploss,h [h/a]
Ploss,m [kSfr/a]

Exp. 2a
0.989724
2.9211 · 10−4
0.989468
0.989980
59.383
90.02
180.043

Exp. 2b
0.993499
1.6573 · 10−4
0.993354
0.993645
59.610
56.94
113.891

Table 8.9: Simulation results of experiment 2a and 2b

In experiment 2b, BN supplier and receiver are enlarged to about double of their current
sizes (SBN,LAH and SBN,LAH each 15’000 kg); the respective level references are chosen
as SBN,rL,push =14’800 kg, SBN,rL,pull = 200 kg and RBN,rL = 200 kg. Results are
given in Table 8.9, Rplant,mean is 0.51% higher than in the default plant; about 90 kSfr
are saved on lost production. Of course, installation of larger tanks will incurr significant
costs, but if the investment can be depreciated over presumably ten years, 900 kSfr stand
as potential savings against depretiation expense in the same period, other factors aside.
Some additional remarks shall be made at this point. Numerical optimization as presented in Section 8.2 has lead to tank sizes of 21’600 kg for both supplier and receiver
(optimization run two). A dynamic simulation experiment with such supplier and receiver configuration leads to a productivity ratio of Rplant,mean = 0.994565. Interesting
is a comparision to a plant setup, where only the BN itself contributes to diminished output (with all other flow disturbances perfectly isolated from the BN); FTA yields 99.58%
(Table 8.6). The latter value is slightly higher, not astonishingly, since the optimal tank
size of 21’600 kg resulted from cost minimization accounted for tank installation expense,
among other. Hybrid model simulation, with interrupt signals only supplied to the BN8 ,
results in Rplant,mean = 0.995745, therefore clearly reproducing and matching the values
of FTA analysis or DE-simulation very well.

8.4.5

Improving the BN Segment Performance

BN availability can potentially be improved by a variety of measures, among them, installing more reliable components, installing redundant components, changing the maintenance strategy or using sophisticated fault detection methods in order to try to foresee
component failures and take appropriate counter-measures. In the following, the first two
options are modeled (experiment 3a and 3b).
BN components are first replaced by equipment with double life expectancy. The plant
with original tank sizes but adapted BN supplier and receiver reference levels is used
(basis for comparison is therefore the plant as used in experiment 2a), results are shown
in Table 8.10. Second, all three components in the BN are supplied with redundant
counterparts. In the hybrid model, such can be achieved by extending the interrupt logic
8
When only the BN is subjected to failures, no dynamic effects come to play, since interruptions in
the BN always have lost production as a consequence.
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as shown in Fig. 8.11. Results of experiment 3b are indicated in the middle column of
Table 8.10.

Rplant,mean [1]
Rplant,stddev
Rplant,ll,95%
Rplant,ul,95%
rplant [kg/min]
Ploss,h [h/a]
Ploss,m [kSfr/a]

Exp. 3a
0.987818
3.2941 · 10−4
0.987530
0.988107
59.269
106.71
213.424

Exp. 3b
0.993919
2.5771 · 10−4
0.993693
0.994145
59.635
53.27
106.542

Exp. 4
0.999710
1.5228 · 10−5
0.999696
0.999723
59.986
2.54
5.085

Table 8.10: Simulation results of experiment 3a, 3b and 4

Fig. 8.11: Extract from the model with component redundancy in the BN (used in
experiment 3b)

8.4.6

Combined Improvement Approach

Finally, experiment 4 combines redundancy of BN components with larger BN supplier
and receivers (each with 22’000 kg storage capacity). The plant production output is now
almost at nominal level (Table 8.10, right column), as if no component failures occurred.
Of course, investments necessary for such improvements must be weighed against the
benefits achieved, in order make a qualified statement whether the improvement approach
is a feasible solution. Compared to the default plant, about 230 kSfr could potentially
be saved per year.
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Discussion of the Analysis Results

A summary of simulation results with the hybrid model is given in Table 8.11 and Fig. 8.12
graphically depicts plant performance determined with FTA (or DE-simulation) and hybrid simulation.
No.
1
2a
2b
3a
3b
4

Rplant [%]
98.66
98.97
99.35
98.78
99.39
99.97

Ploss,h
116.5
90.0
56.9
106.7
53.3
2.5

Table 8.11: Summary results of the six experiments with the hybrid dynamic plant model

Fig. 8.12: Results of static FTA and hybrid dynamic analysis

Not surprisingly, it can be seen that the difference between static and dynamic
treatment is significant for this plant. FTA cannot account for dynamic effects and
yields a number 1.6% lower than the one estimated using the dynamic simulation model
of the default plant, in monetary terms, that is a difference of 280 kSfr per year. The difference in analysis results originates mainly from the decoupling effect of the intermediate
buffer tanks installed in the plant, in conjunction with the control scheme. Such tanks
decouple the individual flow segment operations to some degree, allowing to keep the BN
running nominally, unaffected in many situations despite outside component failures.
It was shown how hybrid dynamic models can be efficiently used for investigation of plant
performability. Whenever the plant under consideration exhibits relevant dynamics with
respect to component failure consequence, dynamic assessment can be carried out in
order get accurate results, while static methods can still be used in a complementary
manner for first rough estimates.

Chapter 9

Application: Lacquer Plant
Performability
In this last chapter, an existing plant of process industry is taken as object of investigation. The plant is briefly described first and the analysis goals are outlined. Then,
a model for the plant is constructed which is capable of representing the behavior of
interest and serves for simulative investigation.

9.1
9.1.1

The Real Plant and the Modeling Goals
Laquer-Type Plant Overview

The plant considered here is a laquer production plant in which a variety of thermoset
varnishes are produced. The plant consists of a batch and a continuous part; in the first,
mass is not transferred as a continuous stream of fluid but is moved between different
vessels in an intermittent manner. In Fig. 9.1, a simplified scheme of the plant is given,
with indication of throughput capacities in different line segments (in percent of nominal
throughput). Note, due to confidentiality reasons, no more technical details about the
plant or the products can be revealed. In addition, the plant schemes and topology have
been somewhat altered for presentation here. The slightly modified plant shall be called
lacquer-type plant in the following.

Fig. 9.1: Simplified scheme of the lacquer-type plant and throughput capacities (average for
batch part)

The batch part of the plant (see Fig. 9.2 and Fig. 9.1 on the left), consists of four relevant
vessels, namely, the educt tank TE which supplies raw material, the premix tank TP , in
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which raw materials are mixed to be supplied to the reactor TR . The forth tank is the
decanter TD serving to separate fluids of different density. The vessels are connected by
respective flow segments, each consisting of one or more individual components according
to the conventions presented in Chapter 6. The segments are denoted1 as FE/P , FP/R
and FR/D .

Fig. 9.3: Continuous part
Fig. 9.2: Batch part simplified

The batch part is connected to the continuous part of the plant via a buffer tank
TB , which supplies storage capacity allowing for synchronization between the batch and
continuous part. The continuous part (see Fig. 9.3) consists of the vessels T1 through T4
with final product storage in TP rod .
The real plant is operated 24 hours per day almost all year round, with some exceptions
for important holidays and planned stops for revision or modification. It is operated with
a combination of centralized computer control, local control loops and human operator
interaction. In case of inability to produce varnish, each hour of lost production incurs
monetary loss of 2 kSfr. This value can be taken as a rule of thumb and emerges from
foregone revenue and costs potentially arising from the necessity to buy varnish on the
market to keep satisfing customer demand. Further plant parameters will be given, when
the plant model is constructed.
Comp.

MT T F

MT T R

2102
2108
2100
2100-R
2150
2121
2120
2813
2116-P40
T220
T220-P40
2206
2200
2210-P1
2300
2303-P1
2350-P1

673.3
267.6
174.0
125.4
272.0
131.8
382.0
778.0
605.0
89.70
162.4
438.5
223.6
150.1
216.5
284.0
494.5

4.167e-2
4.167e-2
4.167e-1
1.667e-1
8.333e-2
4.167e-2
4.167e-2
4.167e-2
4.167e-2
3.125e-1
2.083e-2
2.083e-2
1.250e-1
2.083e-2
1.250e-1
2.083e-2
6.250e-2

Comp.

MT T F

MT T R

2213-P1
2411
2413
2400
2405
2406-A
2500
2501
2504-A
2550
2551
2603
2600
2670
2675
2714

409.0
233.0
705.5
142.5
151.2
351.2
330.6
223.1
585.3
332.5
249.0
121.0
219.9
390.8
523.5
505.4

2.083e-2
8.333e-2
4.167e-2
8.333e-2
1.250e-1
1.250e-1
1.250e-1
4.167e-2
1.250e-1
1.250e-1
8.333e-2
4.167e-2
1.250e-1
1.250e-1
4.167e-2
4.167e-2

Table 9.1: Lacquer-type plant component MTTF and MTTR data (in days)

In the plant, extensive raw data about failure history in the form of maintenance records
were available, which were evaluated to come up with mean values of component life and
1
For reasons of simplicity, in Fig. 9.2 and 9.3, the letters T and F (for tanks and flow segments)
are omitted, also, the “/”.

Fig. 9.4: FT of the lacquer-type plant
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repair-time, see Table 9.1. These data were used in a FT constructed for the lacquer plant
(Fig. 9.42 ). The plant topology is essentially mainly a series arrangement of individual
process steps in which the medium forced through the plant is transformed from educt
to value added product. The FT represents this series topology by usage of OR gates for
fault propagation and the basic events correspond to component failures. The result of
quantitative FTA is a non-availability value of Q∞ = 1.405 · 10−2 , hence, steady-state
plant availability is A∞,plant = 98.595%, according to FTA. More details of the FT will
be illustrated later, when it is transformed for inclusion in the dynamic plant model.

9.1.2

Analysis Goals

The plant described above shall be investigated with respect to performability; thereby,
dynamic effects caused by interruptions to mass flow shall be considered. For this purpose,
a dynamic model of the plant is to be constructed, demanded is in particular:
• Modeling of both the continuous and the batch part of the plant.
• Mass flow and mass flow interrupt representation.
• Determination of plant performability with the model, allowing for changes to plant
structure and parameters, as BN (bottle neck) location, throughput rates, component failure and repair behavior, maintenance action, control scheme alteration.
• Usage of available component failure and repair data and the respective FT.
• Hierarchical control logic implementation for the plant operation.
• Robust and fast model execution.
• Extendibility and refineability of the model.
To the last two items above: It shall be possible to include model extensions as maintenance strategy adaption, more extensive cost inclusion or resource scarcity consideration
and the model shall be refineable, that is, offer convenient possibility for further detailing in the technical or business domain. In order to live up to these requirements, the
modeling concept as presented in Chapter 6 shall be used.

9.2
9.2.1

Hybrid, Dynamic Batch-Continuous Plant Modeling
Plant Model Outline and Model Parameters

The lacquer-type plant topology can be represented in stock and flow notation as shown
in Fig. 9.5.

Fig. 9.5: Stock and flow abstraction of the main product stream

Fig. 9.1 illustrated the maximum throughput rates in the real plant, accordingly, there is
two BNs, the first in the batch part and the second in flow segment F1/2 in the continuous
part (see Table 9.2 and Fig. 9.5), nominal throughput rate in F1/2 is 45 kg/min. The
2

It is not necessary to see all the details in Fig. 9.4, the basic FT structure shall be shown.
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first segment of the continuous part, FB/1 , contains evaporation equipment, the product
is concentrated and volatile parts are removed. Of interest to these considerations is the
main mass flow in the plant, therefore, auxiliary mass flows are not included in the model.
A ratio revap for the evaporation can be defined, separating main product from volatile
parts. The outflow from FB/1 is 45 kg/min, and the inflow rate to the evaporation
segment FB/1 is 110 kg/min, therefore, revap = 0.409. The continuous part must—at
nominal operation—always and continuously be supplied with 110 kg/min from the buffer
tank TB , hence, these 110 kg/min also represent the nominal average rate at which the
batch part must supply its flow stream. Physical tank capacities as currently installed
are: TP = 250 000, TR = 250 000, TD = 300 000, TB = 100 000, T1 = 60 000, T2 = 10 000,
T3 = 10 000 and T4 = 10 000 kg. The educt and product tanks are assumed to be very
large and are considered as source and sink.

rk/k+1,max [kg/min]
rk/k+1,max [%]

FB/1

F1/2

F2/3

F3/4

F4/P rod

132.0
150

45.0
100

54.0
120

67.5
150

67.5
150

Table 9.2: Maximum throughput rates in the continuous part

In the real lacquer plant, there is an option to increase the batch average throughput
capacity by ten percent to 110% of nominal throughput. This could be done with relatively minor effort by changing some electronics hardware of the automation system.
With respect to simulations to be made, both plant configurations shall be investigated,
and the impact of the potential batch capacity extension shall be quantified. In order to
do so, two model parameter sets are defined, one for the plant in current configuration
and one for extended batch throughput. To define the batch parameters, the following
additional information is necessary (nominal operation):
•
•
•
•
•

The reaction cycle time is 184 min
Reactor loading takes 18 min (transfer from P to R)
Reactor emptying takes 19 min (transfer form R to D)
Decantation in the decanter D takes 41 min
Premix loading takes 85 min

Fig. 9.6 shows a schematic of the reactor cycle, with reactor loading from the premix tank
P and discharge of the reaction product to the decanter D. Thus, the reaction takes 147
min to complete, with different reaction, catalyst addition, stirring, cooling and heating
phases.

Fig. 9.6: Reactor cycle
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With the above given statements about batch operation and knowledge of nominal
throughput rates in the continuous and batch part, the various transfer rates in the
batch flow segments and the total batch load in terms of mass can be calculated. E.g.,
for parameter configuration one, the batch average throughput rate is 110 kg/min, with
batch cycle time of 184 min, the batch load is Mbatch = 110 · 184 = 20240 kg; reactor
loading takes 18 min, therefore the nominal loading rate is rP/R = 1124.4 kg/min. The
two batch parameter sets are given in Table 9.3.
Parameter set
rbatch kg/min
rbatch [%]
Mbatch kg
rE/P kg/min
rP /R kg/min
rR/D kg/min

1
110
100
20’240
238.11
1’124.44
1’065.26

2
121
110
22’264
261.93
1’236.89
1’171.19

Table 9.3: Flow segment parameters, batch part

Tk,LAH [kg]
Tk,rL [kg]

TR
25’000
-

TD
30’000
-

TB
10’000
9’500

T1
6’000
3’500

T2
1’000
500

T3
1’000
500

T4
1’000
500

Table 9.4: Level control references and level alarms

The maximum flow rate between D and B is fixed at rD/B,max = 300 kg/min, which
is 184% of the nominal rate, the transfer between the decanter and the buffer tank is
not defined in time, as is the case with the other batch transfers, rather, it is controlled
according to the level in B. Tank reference levels and level alarms are shown in Table 9.4
(”-” denotes not existent or not relevant, all low level alarms are set to 0 kg). The high
level alarm in the premix tank P is important, since it sets the batch load TP,LAH =
Mbatch , this will be seen when discussing the batch control scheme.

9.2.2

Mass Flow Control Implementation

Mass flow in the model is governed by a control scheme as shown in Fig. 9.7. In this
subsection, the control schemes both for the batch and the continuous part are introduced
briefly.

Fig. 9.7: Mass flow control scheme of the lacquer-type model
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Flow Control in the Batch Part
In the batch part, mass flow control must basically be concerned with transfer of vessel
contents when certain logic conditions are fulfilled. Such can be combinations of tank level
alarms or signals indicating that specific process steps, e.g., reaction or decantation, have
been completed. Fig. 9.8 illustrates an implementation of the batch part as a Modelica
model; as can be seen, stock and flow elements are used for the vessels TP , TR , TD
and TB ; further, control blocks determine the flow rates in the respective flow segments
FE/P through FD/B . The batch control scheme is realized in a hierarchical manner
with PN formalism and Boolean signals. The input-output block by the name CLBatch
contains the logic for mass transfer initiation in-between the vessels of the batch part.
It is supplied with Boolean input signals originating from the physical plant (TP,LAL ,
TP,LAH , TR,LAL and TD,LAL ) and internally generates Boolean output signals (strE/P ,
strP /R , strR/D and strD/B ). These output signals indicate mass transfer commands and
have a ”true” value if a transfer shall happen at the current time; they are propagated
to local mass flow rate controllers CE/P through CD/B 3 .

Fig. 9.8: Batch part mass flow and control scheme model

Internally, the supervisory control logic in CLBatch has a structure as shown in Fig. 9.9.
It consists of four input-output blocks, one for each of the flow segments in the batch
part. The blocks for the transfers in the FE/P and the FP/R flow segments are described
in the following partly and in short; the logic for the other transfers are implemented
likewise4 .
Mass Transfer Control Logic for FE/P : When P becomes empty, its TP,LAL signal
is propagated to the upper Boolean input LALP (of the block displayed in Fig. 9.10),
and loading of the premix tank P from the educt tanks is initiated. As soon as P is full,
its TP,LAH signal is propagated to the LAHP input, and the transfer is stopped. The
premix tank P is now ready for transfer of its content to the reactor R, this preparedness
is signaled via a token sent to the block containing the control logic for the transfer
3
The flow rate setters CE/P through CD/B currently only transform their Boolean input signal to
a respective rate signal for the flow segment, no additional inputs are processed; therefore, in Fig. 9.7,
no separate rate block is inserted in the information path.
4
In the FD/B segment, the local rate controller also accounts for the current level in the buffer
tank TB , this shall not be further detailed here though.
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Fig. 9.9: Internals of the supervisory batch control logic block

between P and R (see next paragraph).

Fig. 9.10: Control logic for mass transfer between E and P

Mass Transfer Control Logic for FP/R : Once the premix has signaled it is full and
ready for mass transfer to the reactor (place P full state carries a token, see Fig. 9.11),
and the reactor is ready as well (place R empty state marked), the loading of the reactor
can start. This loading start means in the PN that the transition PR transfer start fires
and the place transfer PR becomes marked; the marking of this place is propagated via
Boolean signal with value “true” to the respective flow segment rate controller (signal
strP R/ , in this case). Without further going into the details of implementation, PNs
proved well suited to represent such logic in a concise manner, facilitating control scheme
verification when compared to e.g., control logic implementation in purely textual form.
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Fig. 9.11: Control logic for mass transfer between P and R

Flow Control in the Continuous Part
An implementation of the continuous part of the lacquer-type plant is depicted in Fig. 9.12.
Five input-output blocks C B1 through C 4Prod realize the flow rate signal generation
propagated to the individual flow segments. These control blocks implement basic level
control, take the signals of the level indicators of their respective tanks as input, compute the deviation from the level references (constant input blocks shown at the top of
Fig. 9.12) and use a proportional control law5 to calculate the flow rate signal. In addition, tank level alarms are handled in a manner to avoid tank overflow or over-emptying.

Fig. 9.12: Continuous part mass flow and control scheme implementation

As can be seen in Fig. 9.1, the throughput capacity drops from 120% in flow segment
FB/1 to 100% in F1/2 before increasing again. In order to execute the model without
difficulty, this situation demands for special flow control treatment. Here, a solution
5

Other control laws as PI, PID etc. can be implemented as well.
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with change from push to pull control is realized. The tank T1 for this purpose is given
two reference levels, T1,rL,push and T1,rL,pull , with the push value higher than the pull
value. The local level controllers C B1 and C 12 provide respective level control with
these level references. At normal operation, T1 will be controlled at its upper reference
level.

9.2.3

Trajectories Demonstrating the Plant Flow Behavior

This subsection shall give an impression of how plant trajectories (tank levels, flow rates)
evolve during normal and disturbed operation. For all of these short demonstrations, the
lacquer-type plant model with BN in the flow segment F1/2 alone is used. The batch has
110% throughput capacity and therefore—at nominal operation—will be slowed down in
its actual throughput rate.

Levels in the Batch Vessels During Normal Operation
First, the plant shall be simulated as operated under normal conditions, from initial state
at time zero until 4’000 min (about 67 hours). Fig. 9.13 depicts the mass content in the
reactor R, it can be seen, how the reactor is loaded, then, the reaction takes place and
the level remains unchanged before the charge is transfered to the decanter (compare to
the scheme of the reactor cycle in Fig. 9.6). Fig. 9.14 shows how the buffer tank TB
level evolves, after an initial run-in phase, a stationary periodically varying level scheme
develops, which is located around high levels in the buffer tank6 .

Fig. 9.13: Reactor level

Fig. 9.15 and 9.16 show a 400 min time slot from 2’900 to 3’300 min, when initial effects
have been overcome. It can be seen, how the decanter discharge rate is slowed down
after about half of the batch-mass has been transferred to the buffer tank B. This is
because the buffer tank reaches its upper operating level at 9’500 kg, and the transfer
to the buffer tank can take only place at a rate which is equal to the outflow from the
buffer. This effect in turn also slows the reactor cycle down, because the reactor has to
wait—after its reaction is already completed—until the decanter is ready to receive the
reactor’s contents.
6
Since the batch has a ten percent higher throughput capacity the level in the buffer can be kept
high, and the batch is only slowed down by the fact that the buffer tank cannot take higher average
inflow than what is consumed by the continuous part. It can further be seen, that the buffer tank is
oversized by about 30% when only considering nominal operation (synchronization task between batch
and continuous part).
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Fig. 9.14: Buffer level

Fig. 9.15: Reactor and premix tank levels

Flow Interruption Upstream of the BN Segment F12
Now, a flow interruption in segment FB/1 , just upstream of the BN segment is simulated.
Of interest is the flow interrupt propagation downstream and the potential effect on BN
segment throughput. As discussed in Chapter 6, as long as the BN supplier can deliver

Fig. 9.16: Decanter and buffer tank levels
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a steady stream of fluid, the BN itself can continue operation at its nominal speed.

Fig. 9.17: Level T1 (240 min interruption)

Fig. 9.18: Level T1 (90 min interruption)

An interrupt in FB/1 is simulated after 4’000 min (after steady-state operating conditions
have been reached) for a duration of 240 and 90 min respectively. Fig. 9.17 and 9.18 show
effects of the two interruptions on the BN supplier tank level. For the case of the longer
interruption, the supplier becomes empty (runs into its T1,LAL at 500 kg), and the BN
throughput rate is affected (Fig. 9.19), which goes from nominal rate of 45 kg/min to
zero flow as long as the supplier cannot deliver any fluid. For the shorter interruption of
90 min, the BN throughput is not affected. In both cases, the supplier reaches nominal
level of T1,rL = 50 500 kg rather quickly after the interrupt is overcome, this because
the maximum throughput rate in F1/2 is 20% higher than in the BN. The spiky look of
the level trajectories after the interrupt are caused by the fact that the buffer tank TB
became temporarily empty when having to supply 120% of nominal outflow.

Fig. 9.19: Flow rate in the BN segment (240 min interruption)

A rather simple analytical consideration shows, that supply capacity from T1 is here
5000 kg7 ; at a flow rate of 45 kg/min in the BN, the BN supply buffer time is thus about
111 min. This is the time, the BN can operate unaffected of upstream blockages (if the
supplier was at is nominal level when the upstream interruption happened).

Flow Interruption Downstream of the BN
Now, a flow interrupt of 90 minutes in the flow segment F2/3 —this time, just down-stream
of the BN segment—is simulated; Fig. 9.20 and 9.21 show the BN receiver (T2 ) level and
7

BN supply capacity is T1,rL − T1,LAL .
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the BN throughput rate. As can be seen, the BN flow rate is forced to zero for about
70 minutes out of the 90 minutes of the interruption. For this simulation, the receiver
reference level was chosen as T2,rL = 100 kg and the upper alarm as T2,LAH = 10 000
kg. Consequentially, 900 kg of receiver capacity are provided to the BN; at 45 kg/min,
a receiver decoupling time of 20 min results. With this configuration, obviously, only
down-stream interrupts of less than 20 minutes will leave BN operation unaffected.

Fig. 9.20: Level in the BN receiver during
90 min interrupt

9.2.4

Fig. 9.21: BN flow rate during 90 min
interruption downstream of the BN

Component Failure and Repair Modeling

As explained in chapters 6 and 7 and taking the FT of Fig. 9.4 as a basis, interrupt blocks
for the flow segments of the lacquer-type plant can be defined. In particular, individual
basic events in the FT (component failures according to Table 9.1) are assigned to their
respective flow segment.

Fig. 9.22: FT of the batch part (denoted in the tree as section one)

The FT for the batch part is shown in Fig. 9.22; as known, the batch part consists of four
flow segments FE/P through FD/B . Hence, the nine basic events are allocated to these
four flow segments. Fig. 9.23 to 9.25 show the respective FT partitioning (the interrupt
logic for segment FD/B only contains one basic event and is not explicitly depicted here).
In a similar manner, the FT can be transformed for the other plant flow segments. E.g.,
flow segment FB/1 contains nine different components arranged in series, for which failure
and repair data have been collected. Or, F2/3 consists of four basic events, two of them
represent component failures of equipment installed in parallel. The respective FT part
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Fig. 9.23: Two
components in series of
FE/P

Fig. 9.24: Three
components in series of
FP /R

Fig. 9.25: Three
components in series of
FR/D

and its transformation to an interrupt block is shown in Fig. 9.26 and 9.27. Note, these
interrupt blocks implement a corrective maintenance scheme, which of course could be
flexibly extended to allow for other maintenance strategies.

Fig. 9.26: FT of section 3b

9.2.5

Fig. 9.27: Interrupt model of flow segment
F2/3

The Complete Lacquer-Type Model

Performance evaluation and simulation run control are chosen as described in Chapter
7.4, and an evaluation block containing the respective logic is added to the model. The
whole model, implemented in Modelica/Dymola is shown in Fig. 9.28. It consists of the

Fig. 9.28: Complete model of lacquer-type plant, top-level view
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four parts of interrupt blocks, stocks and flows for the physical plant topology, local and
supervisory control logic and evaluation and simulation run layer8 .

9.3

Simulation Experiments

In the following, a selection of simulation experiments is discussed, all to determine the
performance of the lacquer-type production plant when subjected to component failures. First, different BN configurations in the plant are investigated, then, influence of
flow interruptions outside of the BN on its respective throughput and finally availability
improvements of the BN itself are analyzed.

9.3.1

Production Capability with Different BN Configurations

BN Both in the Batch Part and in the Flow Segment F1/2
In the first experiment, both the batch and the flow segment F1/2 are BNs. Batch
parameter set one is used in the model, with default parameters for the BN supplier and
receiver (T1 ≡ S1/2 ) and receiver (T2 ≡ R1/2 ): T1,LAH = 60 000 kg, T1,rl,push = 40 000,
T1,rl,pull = 30 000 and T2,LAH = 10 000, T2,LAH = 500. A simulation experiment with an
initial run-in phase of one year and five sequential batches of ten years each is completed.
Based on the individual measures obtained from the five batches, a point estimate and
spread measures are determined (Fig. 9.29).

Fig. 9.29: Results of five batches of 10 years each

The batch averages of first experiment are illustrated in Fig. 9.30 and 9.31. Execution
of ten years of real time simulated takes about five minutes on a standard PC. Results
are summarized in Table 9.5. In the following, results of simulation experiments are only
given in abbreviated form as indicated in Table 9.5.
8
The model contains in raw form 1884 unknown scalars and the same amount of scalar equations;
after processing in Modelica/Dymola, 840 time dependent variables remain, with 10 state variables for
the respective storage elements. If more sophisticated control schemes are used for local level control,
e.g., PID-control, the number of states of course is larger.
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Fig. 9.30: Production rate r (batch
averages)
r[kg/min]
44.557

M [t/a]
23’419.2

R[%]
99.015

Fig. 9.31: Production ratio R (batch
averages)

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0366

Ploss,h [h/a]
86.3

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
172.5

Table 9.5: Performance of the lacquer-type plant with BN both in the batch part and F12

BN at the F1/2 Flow Segment Only
In this model, the batch maximum throughput capacity was elevated to 110% of the rate
in the flow segment F1/2 , batch parameter set two is used in the model, the BN supplier
and receiver parameters are unchanged. The performance of the plant is now, as can be
expected, somewhat higher compared to the plant with BNs equally at the reactor and
F1/2 , see Table 9.6.
r[kg/min]
44.572

M [t/a]
23’426.9

R[%]
99.048

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0369

Ploss,h [h/a]
83.4

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
166.7

Table 9.6: Results, model with BN at the flow segment F1/2 only

BN in the Batch Part Only
In this simulation, the batch parameter set two is used again, with elevated F1/2 throughput capacity though (110%, which is 49.5 kg/min in the continuous part); simulation
results are given in Table 9.7.
r[kg/min]
44.663

M [t/a]
23’475.1

R[%]
99.252

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0337

Ploss,h [h/a]
65.5

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
131.1

Table 9.7: BN at the reactor only

9.3.2

Greater Decoupling of the F1/2 BN From Interrupts in Its
Neighborhood

In all of the following, the lacquer-type model with BN in the F1/2 flow segment is used.
Note, component failure and repair rates are not changed in any way in this subsection;
classical FTA would yield the same results for all model variants examined next.
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Optimized Level Strategy for the BN Supplier and Receiver
The BN (F1/2 ) supplier are now operated with adapted nominal reference levels, namely,
S1/2,rL,push = 50 500, S1/2,rL,pull = 500 and R1/2,rL = 100 kg. Simulation results are
shown in Table 9.8.
r[kg/min]
44.600

M [t/a]
23473.1

R[%]
99.244

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0410

Ploss,h [h/a]
66.3

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
132.5

Table 9.8: Adapted supplier and receiver reference levels

Larger BN Supplier and Receiver
A larger supplier and receiver will limit the potential outer disturbance on BN throughput. In order to quantify the effect of altered supplier and receiver size, a simulation is
carried out with the following parameters S1/2,LAH = 200 000, S1/2,rL,push = 190 500,
S1/2,rL,pull = 500, RLAH = 200 000 kg and R1/2,rL = 100 kg, that is, the supplier is
made about three times, and the receiver twenty times as big as in the current lacquertype plant configuration. The buffering capacities down- and upstream to the BN are
increased. The productivity of the plant is higher, as can be seen in Table 9.9.
r[kg/min]
44.825

M [t/a]
23’560.2

R[%]
99.612

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0280

Ploss,h [h/a]
34.0

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
68.0

Table 9.9: Larger BN supplier and receiver

Counter Example: Worst Reference Level for the BN Supplier and Receiver
In order to determine the potential productivity improvement by means of decoupling
the BN, a plant configuration shall be examined, where the BN supplier and receiver
are not offering any decoupling functionality at all. In order to do so, the original tank
sizes for supplier and receiver are chosen with worst thinkable nominal reference level
strategy (S1/2,LAH = 60 000, S1/2,rL,push = 200, S1/2,rL,pull = 100, RLAH = 10 000
and R1/2,rL = 900 kg. The plant is run with almost empty supplier and full receiver
at nominal operation, making the decoupling effect to the BN—in case of outer flow
interruption—minimal. The BN will be affected rather directly form down- and upstream
failures in FB/1 and F2/3 , with only 100 kg of buffering capacity each in the supplier and
receiver. This is reflected as expected in the simulation results, see Table 9.10.
r[kg/min]
44.530

M [t/a]
23’405.1

R[%]
98.956

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0375

Ploss,h [h/a]
91.4

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
182.9

Table 9.10: Worst case level strategies in the BN supplier and receiver

9.3.3

Improving BN Segment Availability

To improve the availability of the BN segment itself, two basic approaches can be made,
either installing component redundancy or using more reliable components. The base
model is still the lacquer-type plant with BN in flow segment F1/2 and batch part with
110% throughput capacity. Reference levels in the BN supplier and receiver are adapted
but original tank sizes are installed (S1/2,LAH = 60 000 and R1/2,LAH = 10 000 kg).
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Redundant Components in the BN
Component redundancy is implemented in the lacquer-type model, for this purpose, simply, a different flow interrupt block is used in model, see Fig. 9.32, which combines the
original interrupt block with a similar one via OR-gate. The productivity of the plant
with redundancy in the BN is given in Table 9.11.

Fig. 9.32: Component redundancy in the BN section F1/2
r[kg/min]
44.841

M [t/a]
23’568.6

R[%]
99.647

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0563

Ploss,h [h/a]
30.9

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
61.8

Table 9.11: Redundant components in the BN

More Reliable Components in the BN
Now, the components in the BN section are replaced by versions that have double life
expectancy (M T T Fmore−reliable = 2 · M T T Foriginal ). Simulation results are given in
Table 9.12.
r[kg/min]
44.751

M [t/a]
23’520.9

R[%]
99.446

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0398

Ploss,h [h/a]
48.6

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
97.1

Table 9.12: Results with components of double MTTF in the BN segment

9.3.4

Combination of Redundant Components in the BN with
Larger BN Supplier and Receiver

The final simulation experiment, combines redundant components in the BN with larger
BN supplier and receiver, according to Section 9.3.2. With these two measures combined,
the plant productivity is highest of all the plant model variants tested, see Table 9.13.
r[kg/min]
44.986

M [t/a]
23’644.4

R[%]
99.968

Rconf.95% [%]
0.0071

Ploss,h [h/a]
2.8

Ploss,m [kSf r/a]
5.6

Table 9.13: Combination of redundancy in the BN and larger supplier and receiver
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9.4

Summary and Discussion of Simulation Results

The following nine simulation experiments have been described:
1. Default plant with BN both in the batch part and F1/2
2. Default plant with BN at F1/2 only (batch part at 110%)
3. Default plant with BN in the batch part only (F1/2 at 110%)
4. Optimized BN supplier and receiver reference levels
5. Larger BN supplier and receiver
6. Counter example, BN supplier and receiver with worst level strategy
7. Complete redundancy of BN components
8. More reliable BN components
9. Combination of redundancy in the BN and larger BN supplier and receiver
Experiments four to nine are based on the plant with BN at F1/2 only (used in experiment two) and subject it to various changes. Analysis results are summarized in Fig. 9.33
and 9.34. As can be seen, the highest production ratio R is achieved by both reducing
the influence of mass flow interruptions from the surroundings on the BN segment in
combination with component redundancy in the BN section itself. With these quantitative results, cost-benefit considerations can be made, e.g., to answer questions about
financial feasibility of installing redundant components. Adapting the level strategy of
the BN supplier and receiver—which is not likely to cost a great deal of money—would
save 34.2 kSfr/a (experiment two and four compared, BN in F1/2 ). Or, installing larger
BN supplier and receivers, the yearly potential savings are 98.7 kSfr (exp. five compared
to exp. two); if on top of that, also redundant components are used in the BN, the savings
are 163.9 kSfr/a, in ten years, more than 1.6 million CHF could potentially be saved.
These amounts indeed are significant; but investments necessary for the respective equipment, installation work, potentially additional maintenance work, etc. must of course be
weighed against the benefit using investment appraisal methods favored at the respective
company9 .

Fig. 9.33: Summary, R
9

E.g., net present value, pay-back time, return on investment etc.
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Fig. 9.34: Summary, lost production hours

In this chapter, the feasibility of the HDPA concept for modeling and analysis of a typical
process plant operated in a combined batch-continuous manner, has been demonstrated.
Conveniently and efficiently, plant performability for different configurations can be quantified by means of simulation.
In extended models—similar to the PN approach of Chapter 5—maintenance schemes,
resource scarcity or other alterations in the technical, organizational and business domain
could be further investigated. The models could also be refined with more sophisticated
control schemes or more detailed physical component models e.g., from the QSSFluidFlow
library. Only dynamic effects due to mass flow in the main product flow direction have
been treated; in the same way, dynamics originating from information processing (time
delays due to chemical analysis procedures, decision processes of human operators) or due
to product demand variations. More detailed modeling of plant transients (as shut-downs
and start-ups) due to product changes or maintenance work could also be addressed.
Constraints expressing real system behavior are not as severe with simulative investigation compared to classical methods often relying on analytical solution techniques. Yet
with simulation, the price to be paid is in the form of computing processing power. The
simulation concept used here, is somewhat of a “brute-force” approach, since all batch
trajectories are actually executed at runtime, regardless of the state of the plant i.e.,
wheather it operates normal or faults had happened. Simulation time could be saved
if nominal behavior would be excluded, such would also make the method suited for
analysis of systems with very rare failure events.
For application to the lacquer-type plant computing power is not considered much of a
hindering problem though, important cost drivers of the simulaton study are rather model
development, verification and validation and it is important that the modeling concept
provides mechanisms that facilitate model creation and evolvement. The lacquer-type
plant can be simulated on a standard PC in a matter of minutes for what means decades
in reality with experiments providing quantitative measures of consequences of foreseen
plant modifications. Simulations can also be used for plant design tasks, e.g., buffer tank
sizing and synchronization between batch and continous part.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Outlook
The rationale of this work laid in attempts to cost-efficiently increase process plant productivity by means of advancing maintenance and monitoring schemes. In a unique
approach—based on the pragmatic needs and economic interests of our industry partner—
potential for improvement was to be identified and respective measures substantiated in
the form of concepts and models. The feasibility of these were to be shown with prototype demonstrators, in such a manner preparing ground for additional targeted and
specialized research. Fig. 10.1 illustrates the situation at the beginning of the work and
the two main solution tracks taken. The first attempted to reduce the component failure
count or adverse effects by optimizing plant maintenance strategy and fault monitoring
schemes providing pragmatic, ”quick-and-sound” solutions. The second extended classical system analysis methods for quantitative, dynamic performability assessment and
optimization.

Fig. 10.1: Schematic work overview
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Surveying current maintenance practice in the process industry (Chapter 2), it was seen,
that applied maintenance still often relies on unplanned repair or exchange of previously
failed components. Such ”breakdown maintenance” can naturally not avoid component
failures, which can cause costly production interruptions or lead to unsafe operational
states. Preventive strategies have also emerged in practice, but they rely mainly on
off-line, manual inspection methods. The type of maintenance strategy used in a plant
significantly affects its availability. At the same time, maintenance is an important costdriver. Therefore, choice of maintenance strategy is an important topic, which must
be addressed carefully. In solution track A, a systematic, quick-and-sound, nine-step
maintenance selection procedure was developed (Fig. 10.1 and Chapter 4). It represents
an extension and refinement of an already available (with our industry partner) and rather
simple three-step approach and enforces attention to both the component and system
level. It considers component wear-out characteristics, failure modes and frequencies
while also taking into account the plant topology and operation (process-orientation).
In particular, it is recommended to customize maintenance actions according to the
relative importance of the different plant segments, i.e., to devote more attention to socalled critical components while avoiding costly over-care where not appropriate1 . With
the nine-step strategy selection procedure, a variety of decision-aids in the form of flow
charts, structured text and checklists are provided. Also, integration of available analysis
methods as Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) is featured. Main application
benefits are: i) Systematization, objectification and transparent documentation of the
selection process, ii) greater chance in finding the ”best” maintenance strategy mix for a
given/projected plant and iii) facilitated plant operation and maintenance work planning
(once a good strategy was found and implemented).
Online, real-time fault monitoring schemes have not widespread in process industry yet.
This is partly due to the perceived necessity of high up-front investments in order to get
a monitoring solution to work. To address such concerns, a new concept for plant monitoring was developed. It is adapted to the specific needs of process industry2 and shall
provide fault prognosis and diagnosis capability. It combines available fault detection
techniques (custom-tailored solutions) with flexible, parametrizeable and maintainable
distributed devices (modular, pluggable). The latter can be assigned to critical components and be connected to a central, plant-level monitoring logic. Further experimental
research and development efforts will be necessary to realize working solutions however.
In the framework of this work, a basis has been established for this purpose, by designing and commissioning a laboratory test-bed. In addition, ideas for experiments in the
signal- and model-based fault monitoring domain have been collected.
During the investigations to optimize maintenance in solution track A, it turned out,
that two aspects must be given adequate consideration. First, economic impact of new
maintenance solutions is often hard to quantify in practice (or only possible after long
time delays) but still of decisive importance. Second, the plant operation characteristic (production schedule, plant control) strongly affects component and overall plant
performance. Indeed, maintenance migration is a non-trivial, multi-aspect problem in
which plant dynamic effects must be accounted for as well. Such can be supported by
advanced system analysis and modeling methods, to represent a more detailed and complementary approach to the quick-and-sound nine-step selection procedure of track A,
which is a rather qualitative and human-based (danger of subjective bias) approach. Established, classical system analysis methods were briefly discussed in Chapter 3, with
their respective advantages and limitations laid out. Most are constrained to static or
1
Pivotal components in e.g., bottle neck sections can be assigned specific periodic preventive or
condition-based maintenance routines or be subjected to automated fault monitoring.
2
Often with installations of large plants with great numbers of similar types of components operated
in a non-stationary manner.
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scenario-oriented views and have the tendency to stand isolated in determining system dependability attributes3 . Methods as FMEA and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) are strong in
their particular application domains and have specific purposes of utilization. However,
they lack cross-integration currently. In addition, many need simplifying assumptions
for quantitative analysis, due to their analytic solution approach. Such characteristics
make classical methods rather unsuited for inclusion of dynamic and economic aspects of
process plant operation or maintenance procedures. A need for more flexible, powerful
and unified analysis and modeling methods exists. It is hence proposed to take classical
methods as a basis and extend and integrate them (track B of Fig. 10.1). The notion
of performability (dependability and performance combined) is introduced to the area of
process plant analysis (Chapter 1 and 4), to broaden analysis scope. With performability
analysis, the focus is not just on statistical treatment of e.g., component failures, but also
on system behavioral aspects (time trajectories of plant variables) and on fault tolerance
and fault recovery.
The usage of Petri nets (PNs) proved promising as one way to extend classical methods. PNs offer a compact, intuitive and mathematically founded formalism allowing for
a wide variety of semantic interpretation. New high-level, stochastic, timed PNs were
developed for component and system functional state representation, including failure
and repair processes (Chapter 5). Their implementation—using an available stand-alone
computer tool called PACE—is demonstrated and it is shown, how they can be deployed
for availability analysis by means of simulation. For a selection of models—which are also
analytically tractable—simulation result accuracy was proved. The simulation method
for PNs offers advantages over analytic solution techniques, since any arbitrary degree
of complexity can be treated, restrictions on model assumptions are relaxed and a wider
range of problems can be solved. It was demonstrated by further extending the PN
models, how plant maintenance strategies, costs4 and resource scarcity can be included.
Performability simulation with these PNs allows to efficiently compare different plant
design or maintenance strategy options. It was e.g., shown, that in a plant made up of
components with exponentially distributed lifetimes, a periodic preventive maintenance
scheme was not a good choice with respect to overall costs. The new PN models and their
respective simulation provide progress in the field of system reliability and availability
evaluation. They offer important advantages, over e.g., well known Markov chain modeling since i) they are not restricted to using memoryless probability distributions only,
are ii) a more intuitive and expressive formalism5 and iii) do not suffer from combinatory
state-space explosion6 . With only minor adaptions, the PNs developed could also be
deployed for risk analysis (frequency-consequence consideration).
PNs are however—as a pure discrete-event (DE) formalism—not sufficient alone to adequately represent process plants also exhibiting continuous-time (CT) behavior. Therefore, in a second step, a concept for Hybrid7 Dynamic Performability Analysis (HDPA)
was developed (Chapter 6). It integrates aspects of component failure and repair characteristics, plant dynamics, material flow control and performance evaluation in unified
models. Multiple formalisms are combined in a holistic modeling approach, covering
not only technical, but also economic aspects. An example for this is the inclusion of
Fault Trees, provided by an appropriate transformation procedure. Thus, a well known
classical method leverages the new modeling and analysis concept. In addition, the principles and the notation of System Dynamics (SD)8 are transferred in a novel way to the
3

As availability, reliability and safety.
Caused by production loss, maintenance work and spare part provision. . .
Especially when dealing with large models.
6
Which makes Markov chains impractical for many tasks of plant analysis.
7
Combined discrete-event and continuous-time.
8
As originated by Jay Forrester.
4
5
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problems of performability analysis. This facilitates accounting for dynamic aspects in
HDPA, e.g., those originating from the flow and storage of material in a process plant.
Furthermore, the strength of SD in expressing feedback-loop and non-linear behavior can
be exploited. Mass flow dynamics9 were treated theoretically in more detail as well. A
modeling notation was introduced and the effects of interrupts to mass flow (e.g., by
failing components) were investigated. It was also demonstrated how the theory is useful
for optimizing intermediate buffer tank capacity in production lines.
A lack of readily applicable computer tools for representation of hybrid systems in
general—and for HDPA in particular—made own development work necessary. Using
the general-purpose, open Modelica modeling language specification proved most suitable in this respect. This, because it supports many of the principles indispensable for
handling of complex systems, e.g., object-orientation, scalability and multi-formalism.
Several new Modelica libraries—among them, a PN, a SD and a fluid flow library—were
developed. When combined, they allow to implement HDPA and support re-usability of
modeling know-how (Chapter 6 and Appendix D).
With (EPNL, ExtendedPetriNetLibrary), the expressibility of DE phenomena inside
Modelica was greatly improved, extending an already available PN library. EPNL provides two main enhancements: (i) Delayed transition firing (deterministic or stochastic)
and ii) places capable of holding multiple tokens. It is now possible in principle, to also
include all the stochastic timed PN constructs described above in the hybrid dynamic
performability models (implemented in Modelica). However, compared with specialized
stand-alone PN computer tools10 , the user-friendliness is reduced11 . Such disadvantage
is offset by the benefit of seamless combined modeling of DE and CT phenomena and by
the possibility of including other Modelica libraries. Another advantage of using EPNL
is, that model execution was seen to be much faster compared to interpreted PN tools
(as is the case with PACE). Fault Tree transformation is demonstrated using EPNL (and
additional Boolean gates), segmenting the original Fault Tree and converting it to EPNL
PN modules.
Another Modelica library (SystemDynamics) was developed implementing the ”stockand-flow” notation of SD. Using it in the framework of HDPA, the traditional preoccupation of SD with business processes can be taken advantage of. In combination
with the other—mainly technically focused—Modelica libraries, socio-technical modeling
is hence possible. An additional favorable aspect is: SD supports predominately topdown modeling while Modelica is bottom-up oriented12 ; the combination offers greater
modeling flexibility.
A third library (QSSFluidFlow ) was designed providing quasi-steady-state mathematical models of fluid storage and flow components, as typically installed in process plants
(tanks, pipes, pumps...). It is shown how the library can e.g., be used for technical refinement of what was previously modeled in stock-and-flow notation (top-down approach)
and how it is suitable for efficient composition of fluid flow networks of large plants.
The feasibility of the HDPA concept was demonstrated with a case study of A) a simplified, continuously operated plant and B) a model of the lacquer13 production line of our
project partner (Chapter 8 and 9). In both cases, the SD-library was used for mass flow
9
As one of the four important flows in process plants (mass, information, energy and monetary
flows) newly defined in a ”4F” modeling concept.
10
As PACE, see Chapter 5.
11
Due to restrictions in the current Modelica computer tools, e.g., PN token flow cannot be animated.
12
Mathematical modeling of physical processes, based on first principles and constitutive and empirical relations.
13
A plant with combined batch-continuous operation.
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representation and the PN-library for modeling of component failure and repair behavior.
In the lacquer plant model (B), the control schemes governing mass transfers in the batch
part were also realized with PN logic. With special focus on mass flow and respective
interrupts due to component failures, it is shown, how changes to plant configuration14
affect overall production output (performance measure). Evidence is presented, that the
results of process plant analysis using traditional static methods can be misleading and
differ significantly from those employing the new dynamic models. It was shown for (B),
that the difference of results between static and dynamic analysis was significant at 1.6%.
This number means in this example in monetary terms, that static Fault Tree Analysis
led to an annual production output of 280 kSfr15 lower than the correct value16 . It is
though obvious, that inappropriately applied static analysis can lead to serious misrepresentation of the true system characteristics. Using dynamic analysis, it was e.g., shown,
that the measures of doubling the intermediate buffer tank capacity and optimized tank
level control settings could yield 900 kSfr gross savings over a period of ten years (A).
For (B), installing redundant components in the bottle neck and making it insensitive to
outside disturbances by enlarged bottle neck decoupling tanks, the productivity could be
increased from 99.25 to 99.97%. These numbers shall give an impression of the capability
of the modeling and analysis concept for determination of quantitative performability
measures, the absolute figures are not of primary focus at this point though. It shall also
be added, that HDPA-model execution is robust and fast17 .
The real lacquer plant is comparably highly available already. Only about one and a
half percent of total time (at disposal for production) are lost due to component failures.
Therefore, it is increasingly hard, to make further availability improvements. In principle,
e.g., redundancy could be installed for all critical components, this would however incur
prohibitively high costs. With the modeling concept presented, improvement options can
first be evaluated with a simulation model and the impact on production output18 can
be quantified. During the investigations of this particular lacquer plant, it turned out,
that the pay-back times of foreseen modifications were often simply too long. This consequently lead to the insight, that the proposed measures were actually better not realized.
Such prevention of poor investments—based on founded quantitative statements about
cost-benefit ratios—can also save money. Too much or the wrong technical innovation or
an inadequate maintenance effort can thus be avoided.
The work at hand cannot alone answer all the questions raised about increasing plant
productivity by better maintenance or about new ways of quantitative performability
analysis (Chapter 1). It served as a means for demonstration of principle, to leverage
classical analysis methods and generate new enhanced models which are better suited
for system performability analysis. The main contribution lays in the new concepts and
models and model libraries, which were shown to be appropriate for the assessment tasks
in mind. With respect to maintenance, the work does not deliver any universally, readily
applicable maintenance strategies or fault monitoring schemes. Instead, it offers an open
and extensible framework of methods for investigating different maintenance strategies
and plant modification options. It can also be used for locating weaknesses and identifying cost-efficient improvement potential, both in the design, normal operation or
14
Relocating bottle necks, enlarging intermediate storage tank capacity, introducing more reliable
or redundant components.
15
kilo Swiss Francs.
16
Which would result from analysis accounting for dynamics.
17
The Modelica computer tool ”Dymola” with execution routines ”Dymosim” are used at runtime.
The simulative approach is feasible for investigation of process plants as are the object of investigation here. If very highly reliable systems should be investigated, with frequent maintenance actions
carried out, problems of stiffness could be encountered during simulation, with execution times greatly
increasing.
18
Or equivilantely: Production losses.
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re-engineering phase. A particularity of the work is its focus on both depth and breadth.
On the one hand, detailed component model libraries were developed, based on ”hard”
engineering practices employing physics and mathematics. On the other hand, equally
important holistic system-level methodology and economic aspects were not neglected.
The new performability assessment models offer progress over previously available models and methods, in that they help to better understand dynamic system behavior including failure and recovery processes. Using simulation as a means of model solution
allows to handle systems of a complexity and a behavior19 which could not previously be
treated with analytic solution methods. For a production company—not only of process
industry—application of HDPA can save money, avoiding potentially costly ”trial-anderror” experiments with real plants, supporting informed decision making and helping
gain competitive advantage.
Some comments shall be made looking back at the work done. Much time has been
necessary to evaluate different modeling environments and computer tools. It is believed, the solution found with the Modelica language—based on the very latest modeling paradigms—is a promising one and future tool development will enable even more
user-friendly handling. If, in the course of the work, consolidation on Modelica could
have been made earlier, more time would have been left for concrete applications in
practice. Some difficulty was encountered at simulation run-time with initial value calculation using Dymola. The problems were overcome only after considerable time-efforts,
by very careful formulation of component model representations and with support of
recent improvements to the Dymola tool itself (better initialization routines).
In the remainder of this chapter, ideas for future work shall be stated. Techniques for
HDPA could be further advanced for treatment of very rare events (highly reliable components and systems). Currently, a rather “brute-force” simulation approach is taken.
Investigations could focus on saving simulation time by only simulating behavior deviating from normal operation, and leave out fault-free trajectories. To do so, plant
transients20 and in general shut-down and start-up procedures would have to be modeled and addressed more rigorously. With respect to simulation technique, additional
elaborations could be made in the domain of random number generation and usage of
variance reduction techniques. Another important issue are optimization algorithms.
Their employment could automate the current manual “what-if?” approach.
In application areas, where continuous-time behavior can be neglected, pure discreteevent models and stand-alone tools for PN simulation could be further advanced. This,
to i) allow for faster model execution and ii) better support of modeling principles as
object-orientation, in order to be able to handle larger systems more efficiently. Usage of
PN modeling could also be specifically adapted to risk analysis, in the process developing
demonstrators and discussing their usefulness, advantages and drawbacks compared to
classical methods.
The model libraries developed in this work could be further refined, also making use of
features that are and will in the future be introduced in Modelica tools. In particular,
more detailed component models of apparatuses used in process plants could be designed,
e.g., the modeling of thermodynamics and fluid-dynamics of different types of pumps. The
models could also include representation of wear, fault and failure behavior. This, not
only with the Boolean view of functionality or non-functionality, but rather as modeling
of (continuous) wear state21 . Such component models could also contain algorithms to
be used and foreseen for fault detection purpose. Dynamic simulations could serve as a
19

Internal causal feedback loops, non-linearities, dynamics.
Scheduled maintenance, product change, operational mode switches etc.
21
An example is the wear degree of a gear, it could be modeled by an ordinary differential equation.
20
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test of the respective monitoring schemes. HDPA could be more extensively applied to
questions of specific process plants, focusing on model verification and validation.
Another idea is to formulate a dynamic measure of how ”close” a component (or a whole
process) is to dangerous conditions. Such a measure can e.g., be called ”Dynamic Safety
Margin” and serve to make quantitative statements (in real-time) about the current
and future conditions of certain plant equipment. This could be useful for maintenance
planning or for activating safety related measures.
In this work, primarily, dynamics due to mass flow and storage were treated. Other flows
could be elaborated on as well. Specifically, great relevance and interest is seen with
respect to information flows. Today, entrepreneurial systems are increasingly interconnected by information networks and companies are electronically collaborating (often on
a global scale) with partners and customers. The respective information systems must
satisfy high demands with respect to availability, since interruptions can have potentially
disastrous effects on operations and on a company’s financial fitness. Interruptions to
information flows could be modeled analogously as was demonstrated for mass flows,
at the same time accounting for dependencies among information, material, energy and
monetary flows22 . Another application area could be elaborations on electricity generation, e.g., modeling a hydro-power station with inclusion of component failures and
analysis of technical and financial consequences of failures. On a higher level, study of
performability of different energy supply mixes are of interest.
The last area that shall be mentioned is experimental research in the domain of signalbased and model-based fault monitoring. Particular potential is seen in combination of
control and monitoring and use of modern communication technology (e.g., advanced
industrial field buses) to integrate component and plant level information. If cabling of
monitoring devices poses a problem, emerging wireless technologies may solve problems.
Always, costs have to be given adequate consideration, to come up with good cost-benefit
ratios of recommended innovations.

22
In a dynamic manner, it could be investigated, how inventory levels in supply chain systems
(refer to Appendix D.2), factory capacity utilization and ability to deliver goods to customers evolve,
when failures in the system happen. Failures can lead to interrupts in the different flows, e.g., of
the information flows (failures in customer order processing, re-ordering from retailer to distributor,
disturbed telecommunication networks. . . ), of material flows (strike of truck drivers, jams on freeways,
bankruptcy of airlines etc.), of energy flows (power outages) or of monetary flows (customers default on
payments, disturbance in the banking system). It would be interesting to develop models that enable
the study of consequences of such failures and provide means to assess the vulnerabilities of different
system configurations.
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Appendix A

Maintenance Strategies and Fault
Detection Methods
A.1

Characteristics of Basic Maintenance Strategies

The first four pages of this appendix chapter give additional information about the three
basic maintenance strategies mentioned in Chapter 2 and shown schematically in Fig. 2.2;
about their applicability, advantages and disadvantages. Most of this relies on a compilation of information as can be found in VDI (1996), DIN (1985), Rötzlel (1991), Schulte
(1988) and Warnecke (1981).
Next to these basic strategies, there is other forms and combinations thereof. A term,
which is often used, is the one of predictive maintenance, which is usually used to
denote a somewhat newer and more sophisticated form of preventive maintenance, using
modern inspection methods and focusing on respective interpretation to make appropriate
statements of remaining life-time of components.
Breakdown Maintenance Breakdown maintenance is characterized by repair actions
only carried out after components had already failed. Roughly stated, this strategy can be
advantageously applied if installations are not extensively used (e.g., in a production plant, if
the capacity utilization is low, with only one shift per day), if production interruptions due
to component failures do not result in difficulty pleasing customer demand, if redundancy is
installed, if spare parts are always available and if demands with respect to safety are modest.
Advantages:
• Full utilization of wear reserve of installed equipment.
• Small effort is necessary for the planning of maintenance activities.
Disadvantages:
• Repair action cannot be scheduled ahead of time, making maintenance capacity allocation
difficult. Maintenance workload may vary significantly over time. Peeks in demand may
lead to overdimensioning of labor resource allocation.
• Potentially large production losses in the main process.
• Danger of consequential damage caused by failing components.
• Repair work must often be carried out under time pressure, this can have a negative
impact on the quality of the repair work.
• If spare parts are not available at the time of need, waiting times can be very costly if
the production must remain stopped; keeping larger inventories can solve such problems
but must be capitalized and generate costs.
• Due to unforeseeable maintenance work demands and time pressures in case of failures,
it is difficult to buy out-of-house maintenance services (contractors).
• High availability or reliability usually can not be guaranteed by corrective maintenance.

Preventive Periodic Maintenance The preventive periodic strategy consists of repair
action carried out independent of the actual wear state, according to some exactly defined
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criteria. Such criteria may be a predefined time intervals, a calendar dates or a certain amount
of goods produced. This strategy aims at avoiding component failures through pro-active,
prophylactic measures. Preventive periodic strategy can be favorably applied, if components
exhibit distinct wear-out with life-times able to be predicted with good precision, if high production loss results in case of component failure, if legal regulations demand for such periodic
action or if failures endanger humans or assets.
Advantages:
• Potential avoidance of component failures, with lower production losses in the main
process.
• A certain availability or reliability can be assured.
• Repair actions can be planned ahead of time and maintenance and production schedule
can be balanced and integrated. Repairs may be grouped and carried out at times of low
plant utilization or if the plant has a scheduled stop.
• Spare part demand can be derived form repair schedules, and repair parts can be provided
on time.
• Quality of repair work is potentially higher compared to corrective repair work, since
actions can be planned, workers trained and work may be carried out under less time
pressure or otherwise adverse conditions.
• Out-of-house maintenance support may be implemented easier.
Disadvantages:
• Greater planning effort necessary compared to the breakdown variant.
• The wear reserve of the parts exchanged is not fully utilized.
• Necessary data about component failure behavior—for the purpose of fixing periodic
intervalls—is often not available or not of sufficient accuracy or can only be acquired
with great effort and at great cost. Further, statistically sound historic failure data are
often only available at a point in time when the objects considered are already technically
or economically out-dated.
• The potential life-time of an element may never be determined, because the part is always
exchanged before it fails.
• The higher number of repairs (compared to the corrective strategy with full life-time
utilization), gives rise to a potentially higher number of premature failures (”infant mortality failures”), among other, caused by errors during the installation or commissioning
process.

Condition-Based Maintenance With the condition-based strategy, components are (regularly) inspected to determine their current wear state and wear reserve is only restored, if some
predifined wear limit had been reached. Variations can be found in different ways of scheduling
inspection times and of different interpretation patterns for inspection results. Inspections can
be carried out manually or automatically. Again, the aim to avoid component failures. Prerequisite for condition-based strategy is, that incipient failures can be detected early enough
to take remedial action. The strategy is of no use, if failures happen in a completely random
manner, if components show no warning signs of arising failures or if the degradation happens
in an unforseeable manner and very abrubt.
Advantages:
• Good utilization of wear-reserve.
• The knowledge about average component life-times do not have to be as accurate as with
the preventive periodic strategy.
• A higher availability and reliability compared to the corrective and periodic strategy may
be achieved.
Disadvantages:
• Good knowledge of failure mechanisms, in particular, of wear-out processes and limits
on wear must be available.
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• Methods of accurate precision of technical diagnosis as well as for prediction of remaining
life-time are necessary.
• Higher demands with respect to qualification of maintenance personnel.
• Inspections may be a significant cost factor, the cost/benefit ratio must be carefully
analyzed.

A.2

Fault Detection Methods

Model-Free Fault Detection Methods
• Physical redundancy: Multiple sensors are installed to measure the same physical
quantity, a discrepancy in the readings indicates a fault. With this method, usually,
extra hardware is required, signifying extra weight which can be a problem in fields
as aerospace. When considering sensor faults, with two sensors installed, a fault can
only be detected, with three sensors and a voting scheme, it is possible to identify
the faulty sensor.
• Special sensors: Special devoted sensors are explicitly installed for the purpose
of fault detection and diagnosis, e.g., sensors that measure some fault-indicating
physical quantity such as vibration, sound, elongation etc.
• Limit checking/threshold testing/time-trend recognition: Measurements
are compared to preset limits; suited for processes having more of a stationery
character.
• Spectral analysis: Most plant variables exhibit a typical frequency spectrum
under normal operating conditions. Any deviation from this is an indicative of
abnormality. Certain types of faults may have their characteristic signature in the
spectrum, facilitating fault isolation.
• Logic reasoning: In addition to the above methods, evaluating the symptoms
obtained by the detection hard- and software, the simplest techniques consist of
trees of logical rules (IF-symptom-AND-symptom-THEN- conclusion). Interaction
with a human operator is possible, inquiring the person about particular symptoms
and guiding through a logical process for detecting faults.
• Process charts: A process statistic is plotted on a chart and compared to predefined limits or slopes. Different types of charts are used, e.g., Shewart control charts,
geometric moving average, cumulative sum and multivariate control charts (see Himmelblau (1978)). Steps involve collecting a sample from measurements, computing
some statistic (sample mean, range, variance. . . ) and plotting the statistic on a
chart.
• Pattern recognition: Pattern recognition is the process of assigning a label or
category to a pattern (arrangement of information content in a particular form) on
the basis of certain features in the pattern. A measurement sample is subjected to
feature extraction and classification in order to detect faults. Different forms, both
in the time and frequency domain are used, an example are measured vibrations of
bearings, transformed to frequency spectra and investigated with respect to certain
fault patterns.

Model-Based Methods
• Analytical redundancy: Sensory measurements are compared to analytically
computed values (using a model of the plant and using present and/or previous
measurements) of a respective variable. This scheme is also called logical redun-
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dancy, since the redundancy is not in hardware; the model serves as a replacement
for the hardware.
Diagnostic observers: Observer innovations (prediction error) can qualify as
fault detection residuals. Different techniques (as “unknown-input”) for observer
design can be used to decouple residual generation from disturbances and to enhance
residuals for the fault isolation purpose; the dynamics of the fault response can be
controlled to some degree, by placing the poles of the observer.
Parity (consistency) relations: Dynamic parity relations are rearranged direct input-output model equations, subjected to a linear dynamic transformation.
The transformed residuals serve for detection and isolation and the design freedom
provided by the transformation can be used for disturbance decoupling and fault
isolation enhancement. The dynamics of the response can be assigned, within the
limits posed by the requirements of causality and stability.
Kalman filters: The innovation of a Kalman filter can be used as a fault detection
residual; its mean is zero if there is no fault and becomes nonzero in the presence
of faults. However, fault isolation is somewhat awkward, since a bank of “matched
filters” needs to be run (one for each suspected fault and for each possible arrival
time).
State/parameter estimation: Parameter estimation is a natural approach to the
detection and isolation of parametric (multiplicative) faults. A reference model is
obtained by first identifying the plant in a fault-free situation. Then, the parameters
are repeatedly re-identified on-line, with deviations from the reference model serving
as a basis for detection and isolation. Parameter estimation may be more reliable
than the analytical redundancy methods, but it is also more demanding in terms of
on-line computation capability and input excitation requirements.

Diagnostic observers and parity relation methods are more deterministically framed, while
Kalman filters and state and parameter estimation are formulated more on a statistical
basis. Generally, residuals generated to indicate faults may also react to the presence of
noise, disturbances and model errors and it is a most important aspect in the design of
the detection and isolation algorithms to desensitize the residuals to these influences.
Additional and newer approaches to fault detection exist, using Fuzzy-Logic methods,
expert reasoning (knowledge-based), AI (artificial intelligence), Neural Networks and PN
concepts as well as non-destructive testing. These methods may be grouped into a third
category, next to model-free and model-based methods. A distinction of methods between
online, real-time and off-line schemes can also be made, further between such that are
manually-carried out and such that run automatically.

Appendix B

Introduction to Markov Chains and
Petri Nets
B.1

Markov Chains

The background and mathematical foundation of Markov modeling shall be laid out in
a self-contained manner, in particular, the terms of sample space, random variable and
stochastic process are briefly introduced. For more details, textbooks on probability can
be consulted or e.g., Hillier and Lieberman (1995), Çinlar (1975), Medhi (1994), Kijima
(1997), Revuz (1997) or the American Society for Quality (1997).
Probability theory provides a mathematical framework for the study of random phenomena. It requires a precise description of the outcome of an observation1 when such a
phenomenon is observed. The collection of all possible outcomes ω is called the sample
space Ω. Such a sample space may be Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} when tossing a die, Ω = {1, 0}
tossing a coin or Ω = {x, y} throwing a dart at a wall, with x and y indicating the
position of the dart hitting the wall (plane R2 as an idealization of the wall).
Any subset of the sample space Ω can be regarded as a representation of some event.
An event can e.g., be the result of tossing odd numbers with a die A = {1, 3, 5}; or
A = {(x, y)|x2 + y 2 ≥ 1} could be the event of “missing the dart-board” (if it is attached
to the wall centered at x = y = 0 having a radius of 1). It is said, the outcome ω realizes
event A if ω ∈ A. Probability theory assigns to an event a number, the probability of
the said event. The collection F of events that are assigned a probability is not always
identical to the collection of all subsets of Ω, but must fulfill certain requirements—which
are not further detailed here—to form a σ-algebra, also called a sigma field on Ω or a
Borel set.
In many cases, performing a experiment or observing a phenomenon, one is not interested
directly in the entire sample space or in events defined over this sample space. Instead,
the result of some rule applied to the outcomes may be of more significance; such rules
are called random variables.
Definition 29 A random variable is a numerically valued function X : Ω → R defined
over the sample space, such, that for all a ∈ R, the event {X ≤ a} = {ω|X(ω) ≤ a} can
be assigned a probability, that is, {X ≤ a} ∈ F . A function X : Ω → E where E is a
denumerable set is called a discrete random variable if {X = x} ∈ F for all x ∈ E.
The probability P (A) of an event A ∈ F measures the likeliness of its occurrence and as
a function defined on F , the probability P is required to satisfy the axioms of probability
(axioms of Kolmogorov). The triple (Ω, F , P ) is called the probability space or probability
model. The concept of probability is more rigorously defined in appropriate textbooks
and beyond the scope of this text. Related to random variables is the notion of stochastic
processes.
1

An observation can also be the result of an arbitrarily designed (laboratory) experiment.
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Definition 30 A stochastic2 process {Xt , t ∈ T } is an indexed collection of random
variables {Xt }, where the index t runs through a given set T .
Often, the parameter t represents time, and Xt some measurable characteristic of interests at time t. Discrete-time stochastic processes {Xt } having the index set T =
Z+ ≡ {0, 1, 2, . . .} can be distinguished from continuous-time stochastic processes with
T = R+ ≡ [0, ∞). The range of possible values for the random variables Xt is called the
state space S of the process, which can either be finite or denumerably infinite. Contrary
to random variables, stochastic processes are characterized by a multitude of probability
distributions, such characterization being mainly of theoretical interest. For practical applications and with the goal of analytical tractability, certain special classes of stochastic
processes are considered which are significantly easier to characterize, one such class is
Markov processes.
Definition 31 A Markov3 process {Xt , t ∈ T } is a stochastic process with the property
that, given the value of Xt , the values of Xs for s > t are not influenced by the values
of Xu for u < t, thus fulfilling the Markov property.
In other words, the probability of any particular future behavior of the process, when
its current state is known, is not altered by additional knowledge concerning its past
behavior. The manner of how a certain state was reached has no influence on the further evolution of the Markov process, a Markov process is “memory-less”. The so-called
Markov property must be fulfilled to qualify as Markov process (Eq. B.1). Further specialization leads to Markov chains (Def. 32).

P {Xtn+1 ≤ xn+1 |Xtn = xn , . . . , Xt1 = x1 } = P {Xtn+1 ≤ xn+1 |Xtn = xn }

(B.1)

Definition 32 A Markov process with a discrete state space S is a Markov chain.
Markov chains themselves can be discrete-time Markov chains (DTMC) or continuoustime Markov chains (CTMC) depending on whether the index set T is discrete or continuous. The discrete states of a Markov chain are usually represented by non-negative
integers S = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, the Markov property for Markov chains is then

P {Xtn+1 = j|Xtn = i, . . . , Xt1 = k} = P {Xtn+1 = j|Xtn = i} ,

(B.2)

with indices t1 < t2 < . . . < tn < tn+1 ∈ T and states j, i, . . . , k ∈ S.
If the right hand side of Eq. B.2 depends—aside from indices i and j—only on the difference tn+1 − tn and not on the individual points in time tn and tn+1 (invariance with
respect to time), the Markov chain is called homogeneous or stationary Markov chain;
which have great significance to practical applications. The conditional probabilities
P {Xtn+1 = j|Xtn = i} are called transition probabilities, in the stationary case, they
are usually denoted by pij .
2

“Stochastic”, Greek for “random” or “chance”.
3
In honor of Andrei Andreyevich Markov, (1856-1922), from Russia, mathematician involved in
number and probability theory who proposed the Markov property as part of his work on generalizing
the classical limit theorems of probability.
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Just as the transition probabilitiy plays an important role in describing DTMC, an analogous role takes the transition intensity or transition rate in the case of CTMC. The
(stationary) transition rate uij for a change from state i to j is defined by

uij =

pij (t)
d
pij (0) = lim
∀ i 6= j
t→0
dt
t

(B.3)

provided that these limits exist and are finite. The transition rate uij can be interpreted
as follows. The probability of transition from state i to j during the interval of length
∆t, pij (∆t), is equal to uij ∆t plus a remainder, when divided by ∆t, tends to zero as
∆t → 0. Such transition rates in a CTMC can e.g., model the failure and repair behavior
of a component with transfers between functional and nonfunctional states and respective
transfer intensities λ (failure rate) and µ (repair rate).

B.2

Petri Nets

PNs were introduced in their original form in 1962, by C.A. Petri (Petri, 1962). He
addressed in his dissertation the problem of representing co-operating, concurrent, or
competing processes by a graphical modeling formalism, subsequently referred to as PN.
They represent DE systems with switching action and are particularly well suited to
model simultaneous activity (parallelism). The nets have both a static aspect (net topology and current marking) and a dynamic one (token flow)4 . There is a variety of different,
non-unified symbols for graphical PN representation and introductions to PNs tend to
be, in some of the manifold literature, spiked with lengthy mathematical formalism and
long abstract definitions. This shall not be repeated at this place, rather, a pragmatic introduction shall be given5 . A small discourse into basic graph theory is necessary though
and paves the way for proper understanding of the formal definition of a PN (compare
also to Schneeweiss (1999a) and Kiencke (1997)).
Definition 33 A simple graph G = (V, E) is a (usually finite) set of vertices V =
{v1 , v2 , . . .} and a set of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V, called edges E =
{e1 , e2 , . . .}. It is V ∩ N = 0.
Expressed less formally, a graph is a finite set of dots, called vertices (or nodes) connected
by links, called edges (or arcs). Usually, the nodes are graphically represented by little
bold face dots, little circles or little squares connected by edges represented by lines
or curves. Fig. B.1 depicts two examples of equivalent simple graphs using different
symbols. Both define a graph G with V = {v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 } and E = {e1 , e2 , e3 , e4 } with
edges defined by indicating its pair of connected nodes, that is e1 = (v1 , v2 ), e2 = (v2 , v3 ),
e3 = (v3 , v4 ) and e4 = (v2 , v4 ).
Definition 34 A digraph (or directed graph) Gdi is a graph in which the edges are
directed. Formally: A digraph is a (usually finite) set of vertices V and set of ordered
4
Many books and papers about PN have been written, about it’s mathematical foundation, the
different flavors, application areas and application examples. A small selection is Petri (1962), Baumgarten (1996), Reisig (1985), Lindemann (1998), Marson et al. (1995), German (2000), Sahner et al.
(1996). CWM (nd) gives an overview of different formalisms developed and Bacelli et al. (nown)
contains a bibliography about Stochastic PNs.
5
This can be done here, since in the text at hand, special properties of PN as e.g., liveliness,
boundedness or reachability and their respective mathematical peculiarities are not of main interest.
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Fig. B.1: Simple graphs

Fig. B.2: Simple digraph

pairs (a, b) (where a, b are in V) called edges E. The vertex a is the initial vertex of the
edge and b the terminal vertex.
In a digraph, all edges have a starting and terminal node, the edge is mathematically
a vector e = (vi , vj ). See Fig. B.2 of a simple digraph with V = {v1 , v2 , v3 }, E =
{e1 , e2 , e3 } with edges e1 = (v1 , v2 ), e2 = (v2 , v3 ) and e3 = (v1 , v3 ).
Definition 35 A graph G is bipartite if its vertices V can be partitioned into two
disjoint subsets V1 and V2 such that each edge connects a vertex from V1 to one from
V2 (or vice-versa). It is V = V1 ∪ V2 and V1 ∩ V2 = 0.
The word bipartite can be split into the bi and the partite part, with bi indicating that
two types of nodes exist, of which a node of the one type can only be connected—by
edges—to nodes of the other type (the partite part of the word). Fig. B.3 shows a
bipartite graph and Fig. B.4 a bipartite digraph.

Fig. B.3: Bipartite graph

Fig. B.4: Bipartite digraph

This is enough graph theory to define a PN. PNs consist of the following elements (see
also Fig. B.5):
• Two types of nodes:
– Places of the set Vp , represented by little circles, places can be marked by
tokens (see below)
– Transitions of the set Vt , represented by little squares or rectangles
• Directed edges (or arcs) of ordered pairs E which connect places with transitions
or vice-versa, represented by lines or curves with an arrowhead
• Tokens, represented by bold face dots

Fig. B.5: PN elements

The movement of tokens is governed by firing (or switching) rules. In the most basic PN,
a transition can fire, if all of its input-places are marked by tokens (the transition is
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said to be activated or enabled) and all of its output-places are not (they are free).
The input-places of a transition are the ones, which have edges directed to the transition,
the output-places those places of the net which have edges originating at the transition.
The firing process itself removes the tokens from all input-places and adds tokens to all
output-places. Note, the number of tokens must not remain constant during this process,
there is not token balance to be fulfilled. Further note, the firing of the transition and
the movement of the tokens along the edges do not consume any time, the original PN
concept has no notion of time; the firing takes place with infinite speed. See Fig. B.6 for
a firing process of one transition with the marking before and after firing.

Fig. B.6: Firing of a transition

Now, PN can be formally defined.
Definition 36 A Petri net is a bipartite digraph GP N = (Vp , Vt , E; M) consisting of
two types of nodes, namely places pi (of Vp ) and transitions tj (of Vt ), where places
can be marked by tokens (with marking vector M).
The original PN concept of C.A. Petri was extended over time, to provide more expressiveness to the PNs, the firing rules differ somewhat with the various extensions. Different
types of PNs are called e.g.:
• “C/E” (condition/event) PN: Places are considered as conditions, the transitions
as events (semantic attributes), each place can hold either one or no token.
• “P/T” (place/transition) PN: Places can hold more than one token with optional
capacity limits, edges can have weights (more than one token can move over edges
in case of firing).
• “Predicate/Transition PN: Tokens can be attributed, so-called colored PN, edges
can be attributed, conditions and actions can be adjoined to transitions.
More details about PN extensions and respective high-level PNs can be found in the
respective literature. Here, two aspects shall be briefly discussed, since they are of critical
importance to this work, the first is introduction of the notion of time in PNs and the
second is hierarchical principles for PN construction.
PN have proved to be very useful for studying qualitative or logical properties of systems.
However, for quantitative performance evaluation, the concept of time must usually be included in the definition of PNs, since modeling of real world phenomena are often coupled
with timely behavior. This is usually done by means of defining transitions with delayed
firing, some authors also call it marking of transitions with time delays (Schneeweiss,
1999a). The delay can be a constant or a variable and can be deterministic or obey some
probability distribution with a new sample used for each subsequent transition firing.
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The idea is to have a certain time, the delay D, pass between transition activation and
actual firing. Graphically, such a PN with transitions using delay can be represented as
shown in Fig. B.7, with a deterministic, constant delay D = 5s on the left and a delay
sampled from an exponential probability distribution on the right. When probability
distributions are used, one also talks of stochastic PNs. Fig. B.8 shows how a PN can
be hierarchically decomposed, by defining elements which themselves can contain PN
subnets. Such nets are also called channel-instance PN.

Fig. B.7: Delayed firing of transitions

Fig. B.8: Hierarchical PN

PNs are only a formalism, that is, the meaning of a PN in a modeling context is dependent
on the modelers semantic interpretation. E.g., a place can be a holder for parts when
representing a manufacturing system, holding different items as nails or screws and other
places holding pieces of wood. A transition can represent a manufacturing step, uniting
the nails and screws and the wood to generate a wooden chair. Or, a PN can represent
an automaton, as an ATM-machine, interacting with a user.

Appendix C

Additional Information to the PACE
Models
C.1

System Structures with PACE Diagrams

Fig. C.1 is an example of the component interaction logic of a six-series-system; if one
component fails, the system is forced to non-working state. In order to regain working
condition, all components must be functional.

Fig. C.1: System state logic for six components combined in series

Fig. C.2 illustrates the component interaction logic of a 2-out-of-3 system. It can be seen
easily that the system will transition form functional to non-functional state if at least
two components are in non-functional state at the same time. In order for the 2-out-of-3
system to regain functionality, at least two components must be in working condition.
Note, a graphical Petri net representation of e.g., a 7-out-of-15 system would look awfully
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complex with many crossing arcs; this is an inherent problem with graphical formalism
as PNs. Fortunately, 7-out-of-15 systems, or the-like, are not used very often in practice.

Fig. C.2: State logic for 2-out-of-3 system

An example of how the system of Fig. C.3 can be built in a hierarchical manner using
modules is shown in Fig. C.4. Fig. C.5 depicts a model of the 6-series plant with the first
two components installed redundant.

Fig. C.3: Block representation of
hierarchical system
Fig. C.4: Hierarchical arrangement, PACE
implementation
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Fig. C.5: 6-series system with two redundant components
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PNs and Resource Scarcity Modeling

Fig. C.6 shows nets at different stages (token markings) of a single process using a single
resource. The process step ”A”—modeled by a transition—demands for a resource item
to be completed; such demand shall be called ”Rc” (resource claim) and the action of
releasing the resource ”Rr” (resource release). The distinguishable resource items are
represented by tokens in a resource repository ”RR”.

Fig. C.6: Process step ”A” claiming resource item, three different stages

Fig. C.7 depicts three processes with process steps ”A”, “B” and “C” demanding for
resource items to work; two resource items (two tokens) are available in the system.
Net modularization can be carried out as illustrated in Fig. C.8, with the processes
implemented as subnet in a PN module.
Fig. C.9 illustrates an adapted PN model with elements for resource handling1 . When a
component fails or when a command for pro-active maintenance is received, then, before
the maintenance work can be started, a maintenance worker resource is claimed. If it
is granted, the maintenance work can begin, otherwise, the component must wait until
personnel is available. Upon completion of the maintenance action, the resource is again
released to the pool

1
Additional logic for e.g., time delay due to worker alarming, transportation needs (travel from the
”RR” maintenance workshop to the failed component) or spare part and tools preparation could easily
be added to the model as well.
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Fig. C.7: Three processes sharing two resource
items

Fig. C.8: Three processes modeled as
modules with respective interfaces to a
resource repository

Fig. C.9: 6-series system model with a pool of maintenance workers
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C.3

Random Number Generators in PACE

Starting simulation experiments with PACE, sometimes, yielded results obviously totally
wrong2 . Contacting the tool developer and distributer, it turned out, that the RNG
implemented was not fit enough for the experiments in mind. PACE, at that time,
used a LCM (linear congruential method) for random number generation, of the form in
Eq. C.1.

Xi+1 = (aXi + c)mod m, i = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(C.1)

The initial value X0 is called the seed, a the multiplier, c the increment and m the
modulus. It is a fact that the selection of the values for a, c and m drastically affect the
statistical properties and the cycle length of the generator. PACE used—per default—a
modulus m = 1200 050, which allows for random number streams with a cycle length
(before the generated numbers repeat themselves) of at the maximum m, in this case
120’050. For the simulation experiments that are demonstrated in this text, such a small
periodicity of the RNG is not sufficient.
Moreover, it was in PACE not possible to assign individual different and therefore independent random number streams for different sources of variability in the model. All
random variates were drawn form one single stream of random numbers; in effect making
it impossible to compare simulation results when altering a single component (containing
randomness) between runs, since this change affected the random variate sampling of all
random sources during the next run.
The tool manufacturer kindly agreed to improve the calling interface and implemented a
RNG in PACE, allowing the user to parameterize the values a, c and m according to his
or her needs. This improvement was an absolute prerequisite to use of the software tool
for simulation experiments with stochastic models of the kind that are presented here.
The RNG parameterization used in all of the PACE simulation experiments in this text
is (as suggested in Law and Kelton (2001)):

Xi+1 = (630360016 · Xi )mod (231 − 1), i = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(C.2)

Parameterized with these values, the generator has a cycle length of about 2 billion
numbers offering the possibility to choose different seeds X0 —spaced far enough apart
to avoid overlapping—for each variability in the model and for different simulation run
replications.

2

Which could be verified by conducting simulations with models that can be solved analytically.

C.4 Codes and Run-Logic for Steady-State Experiments
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The code below is an example of initialization code as used for a simulation experiment
of a renewable 2-series system for estimation of steady-state availability. Fig C.10 depicts
the steady-state simulation run control logic as a PACE PN.
"Code for simulation and random number generation management"
"Steady state simulation models"
"RNG is a LCM generator, parametrized with values as described in Law/Kelton"
"Seeds are choosen in order to provide streams of random numbers of 100000 and stored in SeedVector"
"Random number streams are newly seeded for each replication"
| separators stream1 readingBlock aString

|

self isRestarted
ifFalse:
[
"Most important simulation parameters"
TBatch:=60000.
TTransient:=5000.
NBatch:=10.
NReplication:=30.
ChannelExcel1:= DDE open: ’EXCEL’ topic: ’.\\results10b30r.xls’.
Outfile1:= (Filename named: ’availability.txt’) writeStream.
"Parametrize random number generator according to Roberts and Marse (see Law/Kelton)"
RNG := Random multiplicator: 630360016 modulus: 2147483647 increment: 0.
"Read data file with equally spaced seeds and store them in a vector SeedVector (100000 spaced apart)"
separators := #($, $ ). "Define separators"
stream1 := (Filename named: ’seed20000.txt’) readStream.
SeedVector:= OrderedCollection new.
readingBlock := [[stream1 atEnd] whileFalse: [ aString := stream1 upToSeparator: separators.
aString isNil ifFalse: [SeedVector add: aString asNumber]]].
readingBlock valueNowOrOnUnwindDo: [stream1 close].
"Variable initialization"
Batch:=1.
Replication:=1.
TFailSum:=0.0.
NumbRandProc:=4.
Start:=70. "First index of Seedvector to be used"
L1:=Start.
L2:=Start+1.
R1:=Start+2.
R2:=Start+3.
]
ifTrue:
[
Batch:=1. Replication:=Replication+1. TFailSum:=0.0.
L1:=L1+NumbRandProc.
L2:=L2+NumbRandProc.
R1:=R1+NumbRandProc.
R2:=R2+NumbRandProc.
].
Life1:=
Life2:=
Repair1:=
Repair2:=

Exponential mean: 49
Exponential mean: 49
Exponential mean: 1
Exponential mean: 1

use: RNG seed: (SeedVector at: L1).
use: RNG seed: (SeedVector at: L2).
use: RNG seed: (SeedVector at: R1).
use: RNG seed: (SeedVector at: R2).

Fig. C.11 illustrates the course of a steady-state simulation experiment used for availability simulation. After initializations of a variety of variables and the random number
generators as well as several data output streams, the model is run for a total of R · B
batches. Fig. C.10 shows a respective implementation by the help of a PN of its own.
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Fig. C.10: Steady-state run logic as a PN

Fig. C.11: Run logic

Appendix D

New Modelica Libraries
This appendix gives additional information to three newly developed Modelica libraries1 .

D.1
D.1.1

New Extended Petri Net Library
Adding New Petri Net Elements to the Existing Library

As described in Chapter 6.3, the originally available PN library in Modelica implements
a rather limited type of PNs; the limitation to places that can hold one token only, and
the immediate firing policy of enabled transitions are too constraining for applications as
are in mind in this work.
Therefore, the existing library (Mosterman et al. (1998)) was extended with new, additional transitions, firing only after a certain time delay D has passed. In order to achieve
such behavior, the firing process is divided in two phases. The first is the activation (1):
A transition is said to be activated if all of its input places are marked, at which point
in time, the delay process starts to run. The second is the actual firing (2): As soon as
the time delay D has passed, the transition can fire if it is still activated and if all of its
output places are free. If the output places are not free when the delay has passed, firing
is either postponed until they are actually free at a later time, or firing will not occur
because of loss of activation.
An important questions is, what happens, if one or all of the input places loose their
marking while the delay process is running and regain it before the current delay time
has passed. There is different ways in dealing with such situations. Here, a so-called
preemptive repeat different (PRD) firing policy is used. This means, an interrupted job2
will be repeated with a re-sampled delay time.
Fig. D.1 shows three of the new transitions with delayed firing, implemented in the
library, on the left with deterministic time delay D, in the middle using the built-in
pseudo-random number generator (BIRNG) of Dymola and on the right with customized
RNG (CRNG) giving more flexibility in parameterizing RN sampling.

Fig. D.1: Transitions with firing delays
1

The libraries are available at the Modelica web-page with further documentation.
Interrupted job signifying a token removal from an in-place of a transition while it is activated
and waits for its delayed firing.
2
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For many problems to be modeled in the DE domain, it is desirable to have access to
time delays which have the characteristic of some probability distribution. Dymola offers
a few built-in functions (e.g., RandomUniform(time)) for RN generation. Test runs with
models containing these Dymola BIRNG functions have miraculously produced, after a
large number of random samples were drawn, extremely large realizations for the RN
(x ≈ 10300 ). The reason for this could not be determined since the source code of the
RNG could not be inspected. Therefore, customized RNG generators were added to the
library using the linear congruential method (LCM) (see e.g., Law and Kelton (2001)),
to generate pseudo RN x (Eq. D.1).

xk+1 = (axk )mod m, k = 0, 1, 2 . . .

(D.1)

The numbers produced in Eq. D.1 are uniformly distributed. To obtain exponentially
distributed numbers y with mean 1/λ, the transformation in Eq. D.2 can be carried out.

1
y = − ln(x)
λ

(D.2)

The CRNGs are integrated in the PN transitions3 . The Modelica code for a transition
with exponential distribution and customized RNG is shown below as an example. Each
time the transition becomes activated, a RN is generated and used as time delay D.
Seeds for the CRNG can be set as parameters in each transition individually.
model TDelayExp
parameter Real mean=10 "Exponential mean";
parameter Integer seed=1973272912;
Boolean activated;
Boolean delay_passed;
Boolean fire;
Real last_activation_time;
Real delay;
Integer Xi(start=seed);
Integer Xiplus;
Integer m=(2^31) - 1;
Integer a=7^5;
equation
//activation of transition
activated = inTransition.state;
//activated and delay passed
delay_passed = activated
and ((time - delay) > last_activation_time);
//fire command
fire = activated and delay_passed
and not outTransition.state;
//propagate firing to in and output places
inTransition.fire = fire;
outTransition.set = fire;
//set activation time
algorithm
when activated then
last_activation_time := time;
Xiplus := mod(a*Xi, m);
delay := -mean*ln(Xiplus/m);
Xi := Xiplus;
end when;
end TDelayExp
3
Of course, other methods than the LCM could be used for RNG as well, and special classes for the
CRNG could be realized in Modelica, instead of integrating it in the transitions.
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Currently, four probability distributions are implemented for use in transitions, namely,
uniform, exponential, normal and Weibull. The transformation to normal variates uses
two independent uniform numbers x1 and x2 to yield one normal sample according to
Eq. D.3 and Eq. D.4 (Box-Mueller method).

xnormal,standard =

p
−2ln(x1 )cos(2πx2 )

xnormal = mean + standardDev · xnormal,standard

(D.3)

(D.4)

Given a uniform random number x, a Weibull variate xW eibull can be calculated with
the transformation of Eq. D.5

xW eibull = −

1
· ln(1 − x)1/β
α

(D.5)

The second major extension in the EPNL are places capable of holding multiple
tokens, up to reaching their capacity limit N , see Fig. D.2. Detailed explanation of the
implementation is given in the library documentation.

Fig. D.2: Places with capacity limit

D.1.2

EPNL Usage

Some smaller PN-models shall give an impression of the functionality of the EPNL.

PRD Delay Policy
The net in Fig. D.3 shall demonstrate the PRD firing policy. The following Boolean
expressions apply to the external condition ports (Mosterman et al. (1998)) of the transitions, T1:(time t >5), T3:(5< t <7.5) and T4:(t >12.5). Place P1 is marked initially and
a simulation run of 20s is made. As can be seen in Fig. D.4, T1 fires at time 5.0 s, after
this, T2 and T3 both become activated. The delay on T2 starts running (deterministic,
D=5 s), but T3 fires before the delay is over, at time 7.5 s; when the token leaves P2,
transition T2 is no longer activated. After the firing of T4, the token is again present on
P2 and T2 is activated for the second time. T2 fires at time 12.5 s, when the delay D
has passed. This behavior corresponds to the PRD policy, as was demanded.
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Fig. D.3: Job interruption model

Fig. D.4: Marking of place P2 (1 ≡”true”)

Capacity Limits on Places
Fig. D.5 depicts a PN with capacity limits of 10, 100 and 10 tokens, on places P1, P2 and
P3. Initially, P1 carries ten, P2 five and P3 two tokens. Fig. D.6 indicates the markings
of the three places.

Fig. D.5: Net with multiple tokens on places and limits

Fig. D.6: Markings of places P1, P2 and P3
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Repeatedly, after delays of 2.5s, a token is removed from P1 and added to P2, while T2
fires after delays of 1.0s until t=7.0s when P2 becomes empty. At t=7.5s, P2 receives a
token from T1, which is passed on to T2 when another delay of 1.0s has passed. At t=8.5,
P3 becomes full and T2 cannot fire anymore, which in turn leads to an increase in the
number of tokens on P2 in the following. Thus, the example net behaves as demanded
by the stated firing semantics. Note, the kind of net in Fig. D.5, including stochastic
processes represents a queuing system, which therefore can be analyzed with the EPNL.
In the documentation of the library (Modelica web-page), additional examples are given,
among other, a PN-model of a queuing system.

D.2

New System Dynamics Library

Modeling according to the principles of System Dynamics (SD) is incorporated in a new
library, it has a structure as shown in Fig. D.7. The contents of the sub-libraries Interfaces, Levels, Rates, Auxiliary, Additional and Delays will be discussed below. Examples
contains several models demonstrating the usage of the library, sub-library Models is
thought as a repository for user defined models.

Fig. D.7: System dynamics library, top view

D.2.1

Basic Elements

Levels
Levels (also called accumulators, stocks or reservoirs) are elements for storage. They
have a level x (state), which is the current internal holding of the element, as well as
flow connectors, here, two flow connectors for flows f1 and f2 4 . Inflow to the element, by
convention, is carrying a positive sign; the content x of the element obeys the differential
equation Eq. D.6.

dx
= f1 + f2
dt

(D.6)

4
In general, levels are time integrals of the net flow rates (mathematically, the level element for
itself is an open integrator) , level elements may have any number of inflow or outflow channels.
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Fig. D.8: Level icon

Such a level element is implemented as a Modelica class, the iconic representation is shown
in Fig. D.8. It has two flow connectors (Interfaces sub-library) and an information output
propagating the current contents x of the level element. Note, the flow connectors are
signal inputs with a positive sign for inflow to the level; nevertheless, the default Real
inports of the Standard Modelica library have not been used here, since these default
connectors indicate a signal direction in their connector icon. This could be misleading in
the usage as aimed at here, since level elements in SD are often used as storage containers
with one inflow and one outflow, therefore defining a default flow direction through the
level element. The arrow on the Real inport connector (standard Modelica library) would
in such a situation indicate the signal flow (computational logic) but not the semantic
interpretation of flow through a level element. Therefore, a neutral square icon is used
as flow connector here, the blue filling indicates a signal input element. As will be
seen below, an empty square (Interfaces sub-library) is engaged to denote signal output
used in rate elements. Such an arrangement ensures correct connection of the involved
elements (e.g., two level components cannot be connected to each other directly, always,
a rate element must be included) while enabling intuitive semantic flow interpretation.
The Modelica code listed below shows the level component implementation.
model Level
parameter Real xstart=0.0 "initial value of state";
Real x(start=xstart) = state.signal[1] "state variable";
Real f1=flow1.signal[1] "flow variable one";
Real f2=flow2.signal[1] "flwo variable two";
Interfaces.FlowIn flow1;
Interfaces.FlowIn flow2;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.OutPort state;
equation
der(x) = f1 + f2;
end Level

Decision Functions (Rates)
Decision functions (also called rates, policies or decisions) are the elements that determine the flow rates in-between the level components. The flow rate r is usually modeled
as a function of n inputs (static relation, Eq. D.7). The inputs can be states of levels,
constants, results of auxiliary functions (see auxiliary component description further below) or other rates. E.g., in a business process, a rate element can model a decision about
ordering of goods, based on current inventory level and customer demand. Note, inputs
to rate elements are always information flows.

r = f (u1 , u2 , u3 , . . . , un )

(D.7)

The sub-library Rates defines a variety of rate elements with different numbers of input
connectors. Both abstract components (Fig. D.9, variant with two inputs) are defined
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where the decision function (Eq. D.7) is not implemented and must be defined by the user,
as well as finalized rate components with predetermined rate functions (Fig. D.10, inputs
are multiplied). Fig. D.11 shows an alternative notation with identical semantics; only,
the rate element is spatially separated (and connected with an information flow) from
the flow determination element graphically depicted as a valve. The flow determination
element is placed in-between level elements and has two signal outputs, the connector
with the positive sign is assigned the value +r and the one with the negative sign the
value −r. The default positive flow direction is therefore indicated by the plus sign. Note,
both flow connectors represent output signals. The semantics though allow interpretation
as a flow through the flow determination element, since the signal outputs always have
correspondingly opposite signs. The usage of the elements will be shown further down.

Fig. D.9: Abstract rate class, two inputs

Fig. D.10: Rate icon, the two inputs are
multiplied

Fig. D.11: Alternative rate illustration, with identical semantics

The actual rate equation is defined in a model class which inherits from the abstract rate
class. For the case of input multiplication (Fig. D.10), the code is given below with rate
equation Eq. D.7.
model Multiplication_2
extends Dec_2;
equation
r = u1*u2;
end Multiplication_2

r = u1 · u2

(D.8)

Flows
Flows are represented as lines of different graphical appearance, Forrester’s notation was
given in Fig. 6.14 in Chapter 6.4, he distinguishes six different types of flows which can
form interconnected flow networks that constitute e.g., industrial activity. The information flow acts as a link between the other flows which cannot be converted into each other
directly. Other flows could be considered important, for example energy flows (convective
or non-convective as e.g., radiation). Modelica/Dymola does not support connector line
styles as shown in Fig. 6.14 currently; color coding can be used instead. In the examples
discussed below, only information, material and order flows are used, the are represented
in the Modelica implementation of the library as shown in Fig. D.12.
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Fig. D.12: Flow type notation used in the Modelica library

Note, in the level and rate elements, no physical units are defined for states and flows,
this is because the levels can be used to accumulate all kinds of flows desired. A apriory
definition of dimensional units would impose constraints on the generic use of the library
elements.

Auxiliary Equations
Auxiliary equations allow to structure the decision processes in order to resemble real
systems or to make a model more readable. As in rate elements, the output of an auxiliary
element y is calculated as a function of its inputs u[1..k], as a static relation (Eq. D.9).

y = f (u1 , u2 , u3 , . . . , uk )

(D.9)

The sub-library Auxiliary—as was the case for the rate elements—contains a selection
of abstract and finalized classes. Fig. D.13 displays an abstract class for an auxiliary
element with two inputs and Fig. D.14 depicts a component which divides input 1 by
input 2.

Fig. D.13: Abstract class for auxiliary
equation, two inputs

Fig. D.14: Auxiliary icon, two inputs,
division

Constants and Sources/Sinks
The Additional sub library contains a component of a constant signal output as well as a
SourceSink element (Fig. D.15 and D.16). The last can be connected similar to a level,
indicating a reservoir which is outside of the system scope or which is not modeled in
more detail, an example is an infinitely large source of material.
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Fig. D.15: Constant
Fig. D.16: Source and Sink

Remarks
The following aspects could be realized in the library in the future, when support from
Modelica and the respective tools are available (this concerns the user-friendliness of the
library):
• Component rotation in smaller steps (currently only in 90◦ steps in Dymola possible)
• Connection line type differentiation, e.g., dotted, dashed, line with repeated insertion of a symbol (e.g., ”$” sign as used with Forrester’s money flow).
• Automatic coloring and type choosing of connection lines depending on the type of
connector defined, specific level elements could be defined for money, with respective
connectors defining default connection line styles.
• Possibility of using splines as connection lines (not currently supported by Dymola),
this could enhance the readability of larger models and lower the modelers burden
when trying to define smooth curved connection lines.

D.2.2

Composites, Basic System Structures

This section illustrates a few simple structures frequently appearing in SD models, in
order to demonstrate the use of the library elements.

Level Accumulation/Depletion
Fig. D.17 shows a model with one accumulation element and an in- and an outflow. For
users familiar with the Stella/iThink tool, the corresponding model is given for comparison in Fig. D.18. For a simulation run, initial stock value is set to x0 = 100 [1], the inflow
rate constant to f1 = 10 [1/time] and the outflow rate to f1 = 5. Fig. D.19 displays the
result of a run of 10 time units; as expected, a linear increase in the level can be seen,
since the inflow is higher than the outflow (positive net inflow rate).

Fig. D.18: One level with in- and outflow;
Stella model
Fig. D.17: One level with in- and outflow;
Modelica model
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Fig. D.19: Linear stock increase

Positive Feedback
Positive feedback is also called reinforcing or growth feedback. As can be seen in
Fig. D.20, the state x is fed back in the model to determine the inflow rate with optional
multiplicative factor k. The equations for this system are (a single inflow is considered
in this example5 ) given in Eq. D.10 and D.11. Fig. D.21 illustrates exponential growth
of x (x0 = 100, k = 1 and simulation run time of 2.5 time units).

Fig. D.20: Positive feedback, outflow rate is
zero
Fig. D.21: Exponential growth

dx
=f
dt

(D.10)

f =x·k

(D.11)

1st Order Negative Feedback Loop
Again, a level with one inflow is considered and the level therefore again obeys the relation
in Eq. D.10. The deviation between a reference value and the current level is used to
calculate the corresponding actual inflow rate. A linear relationship can be arbitrarily
formulated as given in Eq. D.12.
5

Or equivalently: The outflow rate is set to zero.
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1
(Ref erence − x) .
AT
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(D.12)

With usage of an adjustment time AT , the dimensions of Eq. D.12 are correct, namely
[1/time]6 . A simulation experiment is conducted for ref erence = 50, x0 = 100 and run
time of 5 time units, see Fig. D.22 for the results; the level approaches its reference of
50. Eq. D.12 can be Laplace transformed to yield

X(s) =

1
Ref erence(s) .
AT · s + 1

(D.13)

Eq. D.13 is the representation of the well known 1st order lag element in control theory,
normally written with input U (s). Engineers sometimes are more familiar with a block
diagram notation as used in Simulink, see Fig. D.23.

X(s) = G(s) · U (s)

(D.14)

Fig. D.23: First order lag, block diagram in
Simulink

Fig. D.22: Balancing

In a similar manner, 2nd order feedback loop systems (having two level elements) can be
modeled, which may exhibit oscillatory behavior7 .

D.2.3

Delays

As indicated above, delays appear frequently in real systems, therefore, they shall be discussed in this section. The SD library contains a sub-library Delays depicted in Fig. D.24
with three delay elements.
6
The meaning of AT is the time, that would be necessary to correct a current level deviation from
the reference when it is assumed that the rate would be kept constant in the future. After time AT
the level would be equal to the reference. Of course, in the model, the rate is constantly reevaluated
and the level would only reach the reference in an infinite time span.
7
More examples are given in the documentation of the library, see also Forrester (1969) for a
detailed description of a 2nd order negative feedback loop model of an inventory and ordering system.
In the technical domain examples are, e.g., pendulums, spring-damper systems or electric RCL passive
circuits. They all have several levels, representing forms of energy (kinetic, potential, electrical field,
magnetic field) that are transformed into each other when oscillation occurs.
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Fig. D.24: Delay sub-library

Fig. D.25: 1st order delay, internals

1st Order Exponential Delay
In a first order exponential delay (the element in the middle of Fig. D.24), the outflow
signal is delayed with respect to the inflow signal on an average by delay D. Such a
delay can be implemented by the model in Fig. D.25 (composite of one level and one rate
equation), with the level obeying

dx
= fin − fout
dt

(D.15)

and the outflow rate calculated according to

fout =

x
.
D

(D.16)

Note, mathematically, the model structure is the same as with the above 1st order negative feedback loop; yet the interpretation is different. The input/output relationship
in the delay element is between inflow and outflow rates, with the 1st order negative
feedback loop in the other hand between level reference and level state, not between flow
rates.
Higher Order Exponential Delays
A third order exponential delay can be represented by a series system of three delays
of first order with total average delay D as the sum of the individual delays. Likewise,
whatever order n of delay can be constructed by serially connecting the presented composite delay elements. As well, a dead-time element (also called pipeline delay) can be
implemented, it is in essence a delay of infinite order.
Transient Responses of Delay Elements
Delay elements of different orders show different transient responses. In Fig. D.26, the
step responses of the dead-time, 1st, 3rd and 6th order exponential delay (D = 1) are
depicted (step at time t = 1 of magnitude 1). The higher the order, the more delayed
is the initial reaction of the output signal to the input signal and the steeper is the
subsequent increase. Fig. D.27 shows respective impulse (at time t = 1, approached by a
pulse of height 100, duration 1/100 time units, area of 1) responses.
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Fig. D.27: Impulse responses

Information Smoothing
It can be said, that decision processes are essentially information processing actions. In a
business, the information can be available in the form of a data streams, and managers can
act as a decision makers using such information. In the process, they essentially behave
as filters, trying to detect underlying, significant changes in the data available, while
aiming at ignoring superimposed meaningless short-term fluctuations. Such efforts can
be called information smoothing or averaging, see Forrester (1961) for more details. In
reality, formal numerical procedures can be applied to data streams for such smoothing—
or more frequently—intuitive procedures by a wait-and-see attitude8 .
Smoothing is essential for filtering out short period noise, but inherently introduces time
delays in information channels and consequently also in the decisions; which in turn
can lead to stability problems in the overall dynamic system. Smoothing changes the
sensitivity of the system to different periodicities that may exist in data fluctuations.
Smoothing distorts (for better or worse) the information flows in a system, and it must
be realized, that it is a compromise between attenuation of rapid fluctuations and the
creation of a time delay.
Smoothing methods can vary widely in the weight attached to various ages of the past
data. Two of the simpler methods are moving average and exponential smoothing. Moving average attaches the same weight or importance to each past value of a time series
back to a certain cutoff time before which no data are included. Exponential smoothing
gives data points progressively less weight as they become older and the weighting of past
values of data is exponential, meaning that the importance of each successive past value
falls by the same ratio. It can easily be shown that exponential smoothing is essentially
based on the same mathematical relationship as the exponential delay presented above.
Therefore, the delay components of the library can be inserted into an information stream
to achieve information smoothing as well.

D.2.4

Modeling Example One: Prey-Predator System

A somewhat more comprehensive modeling example is the well-known prey-predator
system of the biological domain. Hares and lynx are assumed to live in a limited area
and lynx are hunted in a one time event (750 lynx killed at time 4). Initially, the system
8
In many business decisions, tendency often is to delay action until the change in information is
insistent and until many indicators point in the same direction.
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shall be in a steady-state condition (50’000 hares and 1250 lynx). Of interest is the
population behavior after the one time lynx harvest. The model is shown in Fig. D.28
and the simulation results in Fig. D.29 and D.30. It can be seen that the populations
start to oscillate after the lynx hunt. The model is identical in principle to the one
presented in the Stella tutorial and can therefore be compared with the Stella variant.
Lookup-tables are used in the model (Standard Modelica library).

Fig. D.28: Hare-lynx prey-predator model

Fig. D.29: Hare population

Fig. D.30: Lynx population
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Modeling Example Two: Inventory Model

In Forrester (1961), a retail-distributor-factory inventory system is discussed in depth,
modeled with the SD notation. At the time, the models had to be constructed using
textual representations (Dynamo compiler). This very system is implemented with the
new Modelica SD library and some of the same simulations are carried out as are given
by Forrester. Effects of amplification, delays and information-feedback are demonstrated
in the simulations. Among other, it is shown how small changes in retail sales can lead
to large swings in factory production.

Fig. D.31: Complete model

Fig. D.32: Inventory model

The model is not introduced in detail at this place, the interested reader shall be referred
to Forrester (1961). Roughly, the system is divided into a retail, a distributor and a
factory part, each containing inventories for the goods (consumer goods, as e.g., refrigerators) and respective logic for ordering or producing items to be sold to customers.
The only input to the system is customer orders RRR (Requisitions Received at Retail)
and the internal variables of the system (states and rates) are to be investigated when
customer demand fluctuates. The model is supplied with in the library package Examples
and contains rate and auxiliary equations, composite models for the retail, distributor
and factory parts and complete models with several input functions for customer demand.
The composite model for the retail sector is displayed in Fig. D.33, similar models are
created for distributor and factory sector. The three different model parts are connected
and placed in a Modelica class (Fig. D.31), the internals of this class can be seen in
Fig. D.32.

Inventory Model Simulation
Several customer demand inputs shall be investigated by means of simulation. The system
is at a steady-state operating point at the beginning of the simulation.
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Fig. D.33: SD model of the retail sector

Customer Demand Step: The first simulation experiment is carried out for a step of
customer orders, namely, an increase from initially RRRini = 1000 [items/week] to 1100
[i/w] at time 10.0 weeks (RRRof f set = 100). Fig. D.34 and D.35 display the results of
the simulation run (duration of 100 weeks). It can be seen that the step of customer
demand creates a large phase-shifted and declining oscillation of factory output (IAF
denotes inventory at factory, f 1 the factory production output intermediately stored in
the factory warehouse). Oscillations are caused by the system structure, parameters,
magnification and delays internal to the goods supply chain and order flows. It can be
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seen that the factory output oscillation has a period of about 38 weeks.

Fig. D.34: Customer demand step and
factory output

Fig. D.35: Inventory levels at retail,
distribution and factory

Seasonally Fluctuating Customer Demand: The second simulation involves seasonal fluctuation of customer (sinusoidal with a one year period in Eq. D.17). Fig. D.36
and D.37 depict the simulation results; again, factory output is oscillating strongly, yet
the system is still stable.


RRR(t) = RRRini + 100 · sin


2π
t
52

Fig. D.36: Sinusoidal demand, factory
output

(D.17)

Fig. D.37: Inventory levels for sinusoidal
input

Customer Demand Modeled as Noise: Customer demand in reality usually fluctuates short-term in a random fashion, therefore, it is modeled in this simulation as noise
with normal distribution with mean=0 and standard deviation stdev=100 in addition
to RRRini (Eq. D.18). The noise is sampled once per week and kept constant for the
corresponding week. Simulation results are given in Fig. D.38

RRR(t) = RRRini + normal(0, 100)

(D.18)
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Fig. D.38: Trajectories top to bottom: Retail, distributor and factory inventory, noisy
customer demand and factory output

Sinusoidal Customer Demand; Limit on Factory Output Capacity: The last
simulation run is made with a capacity limit imposed on factory manufacturing output.
The limit is set to 1200[items/week]. Fig. D.39 and Fig. D.40 show the results, the
customer demand always remains below the manufacturing capacity limit, nevertheless,
the manufacturing site must operate at its capacity limit for certain time periods while
at other times only runs at 20% of capacity.

Fig. D.39: Sinusoidal customer demand,
limited manufacturing capacity

Fig. D.40: Inventory levels (retail top
curve, factory bottom)

D.3 Technical Refinement With the Fluid Flow Library
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Technical Refinement With the Fluid Flow Library

.
A fluid flow library was developed in Modelica (“QSSFluidFlow”), considering flow as
quasi-steady-state, i.e., no momentum balance is formulated; the flow is assumed to reach
steady flow conditions instantly based on the current outer pressure situation and internal pressure drop characteristic. First principles, constitutive and empirical relations
are used to derive quasi-steady-state mathematical models of fluid storage and flow for
a selection of physical components as are typically installed in process plants. Control
logic, both on component and plant-level, is integrated using high-level hybrid language
constructs of Modelica and in particular, extended PN formalism. The resulting Modelica library facilitates efficient composition of mass flow models of potentially large and
complex plants and allows for simulative investigation of plant dynamics. System-level
dynamics are of main interest, not the very details of component behavior. This distinguishes it also from the available–partly commercial–hydraulics library in Dymola, which
focuses on hydraulics as used in control systems. Emphasis is on ease-of-use, scalability and extendibility. Models generated with the library can be used for experimental
design studies, control scheme optimization, de-bottle-necking, re-engineering of already
commissioned plants.
The library can be used to refine a plant representation modeled with the notation of SD
for mass flow and storage (compare with Chapter 7.1). Fig. D.41 and D.42 show, how a
flow segment can be refined.

Fig. D.41: PI-scheme of simplified flow segment

As another illustrative example of using the fluid flow library, a model of the laboratory test-bed—which is currently commissioned at the University of Mannheim
(Chapter 4.2)—shall given. It consists of three tanks, a variety of connecting horizontal
and vertical pipe segments, a pump and four continuous control valves. Fig. D.43 depicts
the PI9 flow diagram, Fig. 4.7 in Chapter 4.2 on page 49 gave already earlier a 3-D view
(CAD-draw from the planning phase) and photo Fig. 4.8 of the test-bed in its recent
commissioning phase10 . A respective Modelica/Dymola model using elements from the
fluid flow library is shown in Fig. D.44.
For control scheme investigation, one flow (FC for flow control) and two level (LC )
9

Process and Instrumentation.
The design in the flow diagram and the actual realization of the test-bed differ somewhat, but this
is not of importance here.
10
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Fig. D.42: Refined flow segment

Fig. D.43: PI scheme of test-bed

controllers are included in the model (PID-type controllers with limited output and antiwindup from the standard Modelica library with continuous control valves as actuators).
The valves all have positioning dynamics (1st-order lag) with time constants τ = 1s
(fast valve with pneumatic drive) and kvs = 40m3 /s for LC and kvs = 15m3 /s for FC.
LC shall keep the levels in the upper tanks Tleft and Tright at their desired set-points
(Tlef t,sp = 0.4m, Tright,sp = 0.5m). FC is used to control the flow rate through the
pump (centrifugal pump, modeled as an ideal pressure source with hydraulic head of
∆hpump = 80m). After some simulation experiments, PID control parameters (gain k,
integrative and derivative time constants Ti and Td ) were chosen as indicated in table
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Fig. D.44: Dymola model of testbed

D.1.
LC

FC

k
Ti
Td
k
Ti
Td

50
5
0.1
100
5
0.1

Table D.1: Controller parameters

Fig. D.45 and Fig. D.46 show the upper tank levels and the respective control valve
positions for a simulation experiment of 400s duration. Initial levels of the upper tanks
are set to hlef t,s = 0.3m and hright,s = 0.6m. A step is imposed on the set-point of the
flow controller, at time t = 200s (increase from qsp1 = 0.00175 to qsp2 = 0.00275m3 /s).
With the controller parameters given above, the levels are kept at their set-points in a
satisfactory fashion.
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Fig. D.45: Levels in the upper tanks

Fig. D.46: Control valve positions

It can be seen in Fig. D.44, the system topology (as illustrated in the PI flow diagram
of Fig. D.43 and in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 on page 49) is maintained in the Modelica model.
The model presents itself in a graphical manner so that its structure can be very quickly
and intuitively understood. This is inherent to the physical object-oriented modeling
paradigm of Modelica and regarded as very beneficial. The effort necessary to compose
the test-bed model with the library presented was minor, compare this to the work-load if
the modeler had to analytically and manually derive the overall system equations! Such
a proceeding would probably be time-consuming and error prone even for this still rather
simple three-tank model, especially because there is non-linearities and hybrid phenomena
to account for as well. The library therefore can greatly reduce the modeling burden
and increase efficiency of carrying out engineering design tasks (in this case, controller
design and investigation of dynamic behavior). The presented test-bed is not yet fully
operational in reality; it will be interesting to validate the model against experimental
data and possibly refine it at a later time.

Appendix E

Selected Code Segments
E.1

MATLAB m-Files for Tank Optimization

E.1.1

Defining and Initializing Variables

%file setvaribles.m
global
global
global
global
global
global

b
Nk
Nc
rBN
MTTR
F

b=4; %bottle neck index F_b/b+1
Nk=8;
Nc=3;
rBN=60; %kg/min
%Mean times to repair of the components in the flow segments
MTTR_C1=0.5;
MTTR_C2=2.0;
MTTR_C3=24.0;
MTTR=[MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3;
MTTR_C1,MTTR_C2,MTTR_C3]
%Mean times to repair of the components in the flow segments
MTTF_C1=30;
MTTF_C2=60;
MTTF_C3=120;
MTTF=[MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3;
MTTF_C1,MTTF_C2,MTTF_C3]
F=365./MTTF

%Start values for tank sizes and reference levels
T2LAH=0;
T3LAH=0;
T4LAH=0;
T5LAH=0;
T6LAH=0;
T7LAH=0;
T2RL=0;
T3RL=0;
T4RL=0;
T5RL=0;
T6RL=0;
T7RL=0;
x0=[T2LAH,T3LAH,T4LAH,T5LAH,T6LAH,T7LAH,T2RL,T3RL,T4RL,T5RL,T6RL,T7RL]
%LAL are assumed to be zero
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E.1.2

Cost function

function f=cf_plant(x)
%file cf_plant.m
global
global
global
global
global
global

b
Nk
Nc
rBN
MTTR
F

TRL=[0,x(7),x(8),x(9),x(10),x(11),x(12)];
TLAH=[0,x(1),x(2),x(3),x(4),x(5),x(6)];
%Calculate DADT
%Upstream of BN
for k=1:(b-1)
DADTD(k)=(TRL(k+1)/rBN)*(1/60);
end
%Downstream of BN
for k=(b+1):(Nk-1)
DADTU(k)=((TLAH(k)-TRL(k))/rBN)*(1/60);
end
%Sums upstream of BN
if b>1
DADTDSUM(b-1)=DADTD(b-1);
k=b-2;
while k>0
DADTDSUM(k)=DADTDSUM(k+1)+DADTD(k);
k=k-1;
end
end
%Sums downstream of BN
if b<(Nk-1)
DADTUSUM(b+1)=DADTU(b+1);
if b<(Nk-2)
for k=(b+2):(Nk-1)
DADTUSUM(k)=DADTUSUM(k-1)+DADTU(k);
end
end
end
YOIC1=0;
for k=1:(b-1) %iteration flow segment
for c=1:Nc %iteration components inside flow segment
a=MTTR(k,c)-DADTDSUM(k);
if a>0
YOIC1=YOIC1+F(k,c)*a;
end
end
end

YOIC2=0;
for k=(b+1):(Nk-1) %iteration flow segment
for c=1:Nc %iteration components inside flow segment
a=MTTR(k,c)-DADTUSUM(k);
if a>0
YOIC2=YOIC2+F(k,c)*a;
end
end
end
YOIC=YOIC1+YOIC2;
%punish the tank size
kw=ones(6);
kw=kw(:,1)’;
levels=x(1:6)’;
%punish the reference levels
kw=ones(6);
kw=kw(:,1)’;
rlevels=x(7:12)’;
f=10*2*YOIC + (10/1000)*kw*levels +10*(0.1/1000)*kw*rlevels;
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Optimization

%file optim_plant.m
%tank size and reference level optimization
%constraints
lbtank=7200;
lb=[lbtank,lbtank,lbtank,lbtank,lbtank,lbtank,0,0,0,0,0,0];
ubvalue=200000;
ub=ones(12);
ub=ubvalue*ub(:,1)’;
A=zeros(12,12);
A(1,1)=-1;
A(2,2)=-1;
A(3,3)=-1;
A(4,4)=-1;
A(5,5)=-1;
A(6,6)=-1;
A(1,7)=1;
A(2,8)=1;
A(3,9)=1;
A(4,10)=1;
A(5,11)=1;
A(6,12)=1;
bvect=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0];
setvariables;
%Adapt options, here, the number of maximum evaluations
options2=optimset(’fmincon’);
options2=optimset(options2,’MaxFunEvals’,’1000*numberOfVariables’);
[x,fval]=fmincon(’cf_plant’,x0,A,bvect,[],[],lb,ub,[],options2);
x’
fval
%test, insert x into cost function
ftest=cf_plant(x)
diff=ftest-fval
cf_plant_eval(x)
%illustrate the tank size and reference levels
PM=[0,x(1:6),0;0,x(7:12),0];
PM=PM’;
bar(PM,2)
title(’Tank sizes and reference levels’);
xlabel(’tank number’);
ylabel(’[kg]’);
colormap(copper);
pause
colormap(gray);

E.2
E.2.1

Modelica Discrete-Event Simulation Run Control Logic
Performance Evaluation and Run Control

model EvalBlockBatches
parameter Real tInitial=24*365*10
"intial run-in time before performance statistics are collected [h]";
parameter Real tOneRun=24*365*1000
"batch: duration of one sequential simulation run [h]";
parameter Integer NumberOfRuns=30 "number of batches";
Real Q;
//number of tokens on the place
Real WeightedSum;
Real Qavg;
//running average (tokens on the place)
Real told;
Real tnew;
Real tdelta;
Real tStart;
//start of simulation experiment
Real tStartRun; //start of current simulation run
Real tEndRun;
//end of current simulation run
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.InPort InTokens;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.BooleanInPort InChange;
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algorithm
// --------------------------------------------------------------------------//at the start of the simulation experiment
when initial() then
//intitialize variables
Q := 0;
WeightedSum := 0;
Qavg := 0;
told := 0;
tnew := 0;
tdelta := 0;
//because the simulation start time can be arbitrarily set
tStart := time;
//calculate start and end time of the first simulation run
tStartRun := tStart;
tEndRun := tStart + tInitial;
//prepare text data output file (this function calls an external C-function)
//the Modelica wrapper function is located in the sub-library "Functions"
Functions.openA();
end when;
// --------------------------------------------------------------------------//change in Q: update performance measure
when InChange.signal[1] then
Q := InTokens.signal[1];
told := tnew;
tnew := time;
tdelta := tnew - told;
WeightedSum := WeightedSum + Q*tdelta;
Qavg := WeightedSum/((time - tStartRun) + 1e-3);
end when;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//end of batch, write statistics to a text data file at the end of each run
when time >= tEndRun then
//call Modelica wrapper with external C-function to write run results to a text file
if time > tInitial then
tStartRun := tStartRun - tInitial;
tEndRun := tEndRun - tInitial;
Functions.writeA(tStartRun, tEndRun, Qavg);
tStartRun := tStartRun + tInitial;
tEndRun := tEndRun + tInitial;
end if;
//calculate next start and end of run
tStartRun := time;
tEndRun := tEndRun + tOneRun;
//reintitialize variables
Q := 0;
WeightedSum := 0;
Qavg := 0;
told := tStartRun;
tnew := tStartRun;
tdelta := 0;
end when;
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//end of the simulation experiment
when (time >= (tStart + tInitial + NumberOfRuns*tOneRun)) then
terminate("All sequential simulation runs have completed! (user message: S.Fabricius)");
end when;
end EvalBlockBatches

E.2.2

Modelica Wrapper Functions for Writing Performance Measures to ASCCI-Files

function openA
annotation (Header="#include \"./Functions/func.h\"", Library="func");
external "C";
end openA

function writeA
input Real x1;
input Real x2;
input Real x3;
external "C";
end writeA
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E.2.3

External C-Functions and Header Files

C-function to open and prepare an ASCII text file:
#include <stdio.h>
#include "func.h"
void openA()
{
#include <stdio.h>
/*declaring data file, file pointer*/
FILE *fp;
/*open file, "w" means it opens it for writing and overwrites an existing one*/
fp = fopen("simulation_output.txt", "w");
/*prepare the file header with some text*/
fprintf(fp, "Data output file from Dymola DE simulation run\n");
fprintf(fp, "===========================================\n\n\n");
fprintf(fp, "start_time\t");
fprintf(fp, "stop_time\t");
fprintf(fp, "A\n");
fclose(fp);
}

C-function to write variables to the ASCII text file:
#include <stdio.h>
#include "func.h"
void writeA(double x1, double x2, double x3)
{
/*declaring data file, file pointer*/
FILE *fp;
/*open file, "a" appends to existing file*/
fp = fopen("simulation_output.txt", "a");
/*output data from one simulation run*/
fprintf(fp, "%15.10f\t %15.10f\t %15.10f\n",x1,x2,x3);
fclose(fp);
}

Header file:
/* func.h */
#ifndef __FUNC_H
#define __FUNC_H
extern void openA();
extern void writeA(double x1, double x2, double x3);
#endif

E.3

Modelica Hybrid Simulation Run Control Logic

.

E.3.1

Performance Evaluation and Run Control

Modelica block “PerformanceEvaluation”
model Performance
parameter Real tInitial=60*24*365*1
"intial run-in time before performance statistics are collected [min]";
parameter Real tBatch=60*24*365*10
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"duration of one sequential simulation batch [min]";
parameter Integer numBatches=5
"number of subsequent batches to compose the whole simulation experiment";
parameter Real tComputeStatisticsInterval=60*24*1
"Time intervall to calculate performance measures [min]";
parameter Real k_loss=2.0 "Cost per hour of lost production [kCHF]";
parameter Real r_BN=60.0 "BN throughput rate [kg/min]";
parameter Real M_BN=60*24*365*r_BN "Yearly nominal production amount";
Real r_plant;
//actual production rate [kg/min]
Real M_plant;
//acutal production amount per year [kg/a]
Real R_plant;
//ratio of actual to nominal production rate
Real P_loss_h;
//production hours lost per year [h/a]
Real P_loss_m;
//monetary loss per year [kCHF/a]
Real Mproduct;
Real tNext(start=tComputeStatisticsInterval);
//next point in time to compute performance measures
Real tStart;
//start of simulation experiment
Real tStartBatch;
//start of current batch
Real tEndBatch;
//end of current batch
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.InPort mL;
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.Integrator TimeOfInterruption;
ModelicaAdditions.Blocks.Logical.LessEqual LessEqual1;
ModelicaAdditions.Blocks.Logical.Boolean2Real Boolean2Real1;
Modelica.Blocks.Continuous.Integrator ProductionAmount;
Modelica.Blocks.Interfaces.OutPort OutPort1(n=5);
equation
connect(mL, LessEqual1.inPort);
connect(LessEqual1.outPort, Boolean2Real1.inPort);
connect(Boolean2Real1.outPort, TimeOfInterruption.inPort);
connect(mL, ProductionAmount.inPort);

algorithm
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//at the start of the simulation experiment
when initial() then
//because the simulation start time can be arbitrarily set
tStart := time;
//define next point in time to calculate statistics
tNext := tStart + tNext;
//calculate start and end time of the first batch
tStartBatch := tStart;
tEndBatch := tStart + tInitial;
//intialize variables
r_plant := 0;
M_plant := 0;
R_plant := 0;
P_loss_h := 0;
P_loss_m := 0;
//prepare text data output file (this function calls an external C-function)
//the Modelica wrapper function is located in the sub-library "Functions"
Functions.openPP();
end when;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//at each interval: repeatedly collect performance measures and compute statistics
when time >= tNext then
//record amount of prodcut produced since the beginning of the batch
Mproduct := ProductionAmount.outPort.signal[1];
//calculate performance measures
r_plant := Mproduct/(time - tStartBatch);
M_plant := r_plant*60*24*365;
R_plant := r_plant/r_BN;
P_loss_h := (M_BN - M_plant)/(r_BN*60);
P_loss_m := P_loss_h*k_loss;
//assign performance values to the output connector
OutPort1.signal[1] := r_plant;
OutPort1.signal[2] := M_plant;
OutPort1.signal[3] := R_plant;
OutPort1.signal[4] := P_loss_h;
OutPort1.signal[5] := P_loss_m;
//set new time to compute performance measures
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tNext := tNext + tComputeStatisticsInterval;
end when;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//at the end of each batch: write statistics to ascii-file
when time >= tEndBatch then
//record amount of product produced since the beginning of the batch
Mproduct := ProductionAmount.outPort.signal[1];
//calculate performance measures
r_plant := Mproduct/(time - tStartBatch);
M_plant := r_plant*60*24*365;
R_plant := r_plant/r_BN;
P_loss_h := (M_BN - M_plant)/(r_BN*60);
P_loss_m := P_loss_h*k_loss;
if time > tInitial then
//call Modelica wrapper with external C-function to write batch results to a text file
tStartBatch := tStartBatch - tInitial;
tEndBatch := tEndBatch - tInitial;
Functions.writePP(tStartBatch, tEndBatch, r_plant, M_plant, R_plant,
P_loss_h, P_loss_m);
tStartBatch := tStartBatch + tInitial;
tEndBatch := tEndBatch + tInitial;
end if;
//calculate next start and end of batch
tStartBatch := time;
tEndBatch := tEndBatch + tBatch;
//reintialize variables
//r_plant := 0;
//M_plant := 0;
//R_plant := 0;
//P_loss_h := 0;
//P_loss_m := 0;
reinit(ProductionAmount.y[1], 0);
end when;

//---------------------------------------------------------------------------//at the end of the simulation experiment
when (time >= (tStart + tInitial + numBatches*tBatch)) then
terminate(
"All sequential simulation batches have completed! (user message: S.Fabricius)"
);
end when;
end Performance

E.3.2

Modelica Wrapper Functions for Writing Performance Measures to ASCCI-Files

Two Modelica wrapper functions:
function openPP
annotation (Header="#include \"./Functions/func.h\"", Library="func");
external "C";
end openPP;

function writePP
input Real x1;
input Real x2;
input Real x3;
input Real x4;
input Real x5;
input Real x6;
input Real x7;
annotation (
Header="#include \"./Functions/func.h\"", Library="func")
external "C";
end writePP;

E.3.3

External C-Functions and Header Files

C-function to open and prepare an ASCII text file:
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#include <stdio.h>
#include "func.h"
void openPP()
{
#include <stdio.h>
/*declaring data file, file pointer*/
FILE *fp;
/*open file, "w" means it opens it for writing and overwrites an existing one*/
fp = fopen("simulation_output.txt", "w");
/*prepare the file header with some text*/
fprintf(fp, "Data output from Dymola simulation run\n");
fprintf(fp, "S. Fabricius, ETH, Zurich, Switzerland, 2002\n");
fprintf(fp, "===========================================\n\n\n");
fprintf(fp, "1\t2\t3\t4\t5\t6\t7\n");
fprintf(fp, "t_start\t");
fprintf(fp, "t_stop\t");
fprintf(fp, "r_plant\t");
fprintf(fp, "M_plant\t");
fprintf(fp, "R_plant\t");
fprintf(fp, "P_loss_h\t");
fprintf(fp, "P_loss_m\t");
fprintf(fp, "\n");
fprintf(fp, "[a]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[a]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[kg/min]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[t/a]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[%]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[h/a]\t");
fprintf(fp, "[kCHF/a]\t");
fprintf(fp, "\n\n");
fclose(fp);
}

C-function to write variables to the ASCII text file:
#include <stdio.h>
#include "func.h"
void writePP(double x1,double x2,double x3,double x4,double x5,double x6,double x7)
{
/*declaring data file, file pointer*/
FILE *fp;
/*open file, "a" appends to existing file*/
fp = fopen("simulation_output.txt", "a");
/*output data from one simulation run*/
fprintf(fp, "%5.3f\t %5.3f\t %10.10f\t %10.5f\t %5.10f\t %10.2f\t
%10.3f\n",x1/(365*24*60.0),x2/(365*24*60.0),x3,x4/1000.0,x5*100.0,x6,x7);
fclose(fp);
}

Header file:
/* func.h */
#ifndef __FUNC_H
#define __FUNC_H
extern void openPP();
extern void writePP(double x1, double x2, double x3, double x4, double x5, double x6, double x7);
#endif
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